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Preface

Railway lines have always been a key part of my
mental maps of territory. Whenever I have moved to

a new region, one of my first tasks has been to learn

the railway network. The lines and junctions pro-

vided a sense of direction and scale, while the loca-

tion of stations and classification yards added an

appreciation of size and place in the regional hierar-

chy. Working out the corporate systems within the

network of lines gave a more detailed sense ofhistory

and changing strategies. All these elements of rail-

ways have been important in my self-education as a

geographer. A summer job as a locomotive fireman

also extended my experience of skilled craft work

and manual labour.

My linking of railways and geography was, I came

to appreciate later, part of a long tradition. The early

engineers and surveyors had not only a superb appre-

ciation of terrain but through their excavations

opened up new knowledge in geology and physical

geography. Train travel provided a new and bigger

sense of the landscape and such travel, like that of

Griffith Taylor and Dudley Stamp became the foun-

dation of many of the early modem textbooks in the

field of geography. Economic geographers such as

G.G. Chisholm in the 1880s, and S.H. Beaver half a

century later showed how railways had reshaped the

spatial distribution of production. More recently

economic and social historians have extended our

perspectives on the detailed characteristics of the

railway age.

The railway age in Ontario began in the early

1850s when the first generation of intercity lines was

opened. From then until the end of World War I,

steam railways were the dominant power in surface

transportation. Not only were patterns and process of

movement transformed but lives and landscapes

throughout the province were affected by the suc-

cessful introduction of the railway. The legacies of

the age of railway dominance still abound not only in

physical relics and place names but in elements such

as the standard time zones. While the beginning of

the railway ages appears, at least today, to have some

fairly clear markers, the end of the age seems con-

fused. As in all major changes of paradigm, the

substitution of other modes of transport has been a

long and uneven process. The adoption of the auto-

mobile which lessened family dependence on pas-

senger trains did not show its full effects until the

1950s when local services were withdrawn and sta-

tions were closed. In freight movements the effects

of competitive development in other modes did not

really show in service levels until the 1970s. After

verious attempts to adjust to competition, railways in

Ontario and worldwide were forced to abandon serv-

ices, facilities and lines and to retreat to a few core

services and routes. The experience of railway con-

traction in Ontario is broadly similar to most other

places, the differences in timing and nature are

mostly a result of national and provincial public

policies.

The value of railways in providing direction was

recognized early by the competitors of the train. In

the first decade or two of the automobile, motorists

frequently depended on railway lines as route mark-

ers on the otherwise undifferentiated roads and high-

ways. Similarly aviators followed the rail lines for

direction and many of the first generation of radio

beacons were located along the same railway corri-

dors. Railways, from their beginnings, have always

had a symbolic quality, greater than their role as

movers of people and freight. Even today long after

the disappearance of trains from most aspects of

everyday life there is still widespread fascination

with railways. Working lines and railway museums
are significant tourist attractions and there is huge

popular literature about every aspect of trains. This

nostalgia about railways suggests than even in North

America the so-called love affair with the automobile

has never completely overshadowed the fascination

with trains and their tracks.

The origins of this study go back to the Fall of

1989 when my colleague Reid Kreutzwiser men-

tioned his interest in the problems of abandoned

railway rights-of-way in rural areas. In return for

some general references he gave me a table of railway

line abandonment. It was a surprise to discover

how much contraction had happened in thel980s.
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Once I began looking at the maps in detail it was

difficult to stop. The data had to be retabulated, more

maps compiled and more questions posed. It soon

became apparent that the patterns of abandonment

were only the effect of a long chain of causes. Here

was a classic case ofrestructuring and redundancy of

people, structures and even places. The gradualism

of the process was also something of a surprise and

helped to explain why I had overlooked the larger

significance of the local details of line closure and

removal of the tracks.

Many people have contributed to my knowledge

and experience. Over the years railway and govern-

ment officials have provided material, partly used in

teaching but mostly hoarded for some future time

when it might be useful. Librarians and archivists

have managed to find space for old volumes and

maps which have proved invaluable to my work. I

have always appreciated the correspondence ofRod-

ney Pearson who has kept me in touch with railway

Postscript

The pressures of change have become accentuated

in the 1990s as a combination of recession, structural

change, high taxes, and heavy competition from

trucking and US railways have undermined the

viability of railway operations east of Thunder Bay.

CN’s rail freight revenue has been declining by an

average of 5 per cent annually since 1986. In addi-

tion to further reductions in the labour force, the

railway companies are proposing very substantial

network rationalization. CP announced a plan in

November 1992 to abandon all service on its lines

east of Sherbrooke. The earlier restructuring of

these lines, with the formation of the Canadian At-

lantic Railway, was obviously insufficient to stem its

heavy operating costs and erosion of traffic. In late

December 1992, CN and CP proposed to create a

joint venture in the Ottawa Valley which would own
the tracks between Quebec and North Bay. If ap-

proved by the NTA, all freight trains would use the

CN line from Coteau via Ottawa and Pembroke to

North Bay. The CP line from Smiths Falls via

Pembroke to North Bay would be largely aban-

doned. This proposal would alter the pattern out-

lined in Figure 6.4 (p. 1 1 3). Some commentators are

now suggesting that other route rationalization

developments in Britain. Jay Appleton’s writings on

railways and more recently, landscape studies, have

always been an inspiration. The work of Chris

Andreae has always been valuable in laying the

foundation of the detailed study of Canadian railway

networks. Families are inevitably drawn into rail-

way studies. My family has always been indulgent

with my interests and has shared in the pleasure of

finding new connections. Even the accidents, like

becoming snow bound inthe old yards at Palmerston,

have been endured. In the past year it has been a joy

to discover that Andrew has had a latent interest in

railways and is now able to express this via signs and

other forms of communication.

G.T. Bloomfield

University ofGuelph

August 1992

proposals for northern Ontario and even the Toron-

to-Montreal lines may be expected as major

measures to reduce track costs.

At a more localized scale, the successful sale of

the CN Goderich-Stratford lines to the Goderich &
Exeter Railway Co. (a subsidiary ofRailtex Inc., San

Antonio, Texas) is leading to more interest in short-

line railways. CN now has five branch lines up for

sale: Guelph-Cambridge, Kitchener-Elmira, Barrie-

Collingwood, Uthoff-Midland and Trenton-Picton.

The province’s financial problems have led to

proposals for the sale and leaseback of all the GO
rolling stock used on the Toronto suburban lines.

Plans to sell land and buildings could follow in the

near future.

The critical role of finance in transportation is

also highlighted by the final report on the Royal

Commission on Passenger Transportation. User-

pay travel is strongly emphasized in many of the

recommendations, with all subsidies to be phased

out over a 10-year period. Eventually these policy

changes will be reflected in various forms of railway

readjustment and network modification.
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1 .The Railway Life-Cycle in Ontario

Railway termini ... are our gates to

the glorious and the unknown.

Through them we pass out into

adventure and sunshine, to them,

alas! we return.

E.M. Forster, HowardsEnd (1910) Chapter 2.

The partial dismembering of Via Rail passenger

services across Canada in January 1990 was a

recent and graphic, if temporary, reminder of the

many spatial issues associated with railway restruc-

turing. While seemingly one of the more enduring

features of the humanized landscape, railways have

been readjusting to new forms of competition for

over six decades. The airport has now replaced the

railway terminus as the gate “to the glorious and the

unknown” and railways have become irrelevant to

the daily lives of most people.

Railway retreat is the focus of this study which

examines the processes which have created changes

and the patterns which have resulted from corporate

restructuring. A life cycle model is used to explore

the complexities of the expansion and contraction

phases of the railway network in Ontario. The ex-

pansion phase from 1850 to 1920 is outlined in

Chapter 2. During this phase the network was ex-

panded to 11,000 miles and railways became the

dominant form of land transportation. The financial

burdens of national over-expansion and the emer-

gence ofnew forms of competition created the ‘rail-

way problem’, a persistent political and economic

issue in Canada. Issues of traffic competition,

policy responses and railway restructuring are dis-

cussed in Chapter 3. The many forms of restructur-

ing - service reduction, traffic concentration,

modernization and total abandonment are con-

sidered in Chapter 4 along with the spatial impact of

the changes. Redundant space has been one of the

results of the contraction of railways especially in

the last two decades. Chapter 5 examines some of

the issues of redundant railway spaces and includes

case studies of the re-use of obsolete facilities and

rights-of-way. The final chapter discusses possible

future changes in the 1990s and concludes with

some generalizations on spatial re-organization.

In their prime, railways were a powerful force in

creating the basis of the modem economy and

society especially in the newly-settled territories.

While the power of railways is less and less visible

in the landscape, the past significance and continu-

ing interest ofrailway transport is still observable on

the shelves of libraries. There is still much of inter-

est in the great classics of Canadian railway

transportation and the enormous volume of surviv-

ing primary material merits detailed examination

and re-evaluation.
1

Historical geography has a contribution to make

by integrating development processes and assessing

the spatial patterns and effects of railway expansion

and contraction.
2
Economic and business historians

can provide new insights on railway organization,

corporate strategy and financial viability. Labour

history has much to contribute on the nature ofwork

in the large early corporations. No comprehensive

appreciation of railways can be complete without

the work of political science and administrative

studies in the re-evaluation of the complex role of

public policies and railway regulation.

THE RAILWAYLIFE-CYCLE

Life-cycle models developed in various fields in the

past few decades have considerable value in provid-

ing a framework for analysis of trends over a long

period of time.
3 A life-cycle model is used in this

study to describe the expansion and contraction of

the railway network in Ontario from the 1 850s to the

end of the 1980s.

The focus of the study is on the network of rail-

ways in the province. This network covers the total

spatial pattern of railways and is an amalgam of

many systems. The term system is reserved for the

1



The Railway Life-Cycle in Ontario

corporate organization, lines integrated by owner-

ship and operations. Such systems are usually quite

distinct from each other, as for example between

Canadian National and Canadian Pacific. Al-

though, of course, there may be some combined

working, as in the past between Canadian Pacific,

the Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo and Canada

Southern. Competition between the systems gave

rise to some of the complexities of the network.

A standard measure of single-track miles is used

in the tabulation of data to illustrate the expansion

and contraction of the total network.
4

While the

railway network has always been fully measured on

the ground, tabulated and reported to the regulatory

authorities, the totals are often fraught with some

problems of definition. Annual totals can fluctuate

from year to year even without any new construction

or abandonment, as lines were reclassified as

‘inactive’ or as ‘industrial siding’. In some cases

lines were re-measured, a process which modified

the annual totals, at least in a minor way. A further

problem of definition arises with the distinction

between steam railways and electric railways. The

latter type, which emerged in the 1890s, could vary

from an urban street railway to extended suburban

services and to full-scale interurban lines which

were indistinguishable from the steam lines except

in their mode of propulsion. Such lines handled

full-length freight trains, were often owned by the

mainline railway companies, and services were

operated in conjunction with the steam trains. The

London & Port Stanley line (24 miles) for example,

moves in and out of the steam railway statistics.

Until electrified in 1915 the line was included in the

steam railway statistics. From that time until

1955/56 when the distinction ended, the line was

tabulated under the electric railway statistics.

Thereafter it is included in the main railway statisti-

cal series, with the distinction that electric traction
<

was employed on the line (at least until 1965). The

details of the electric interurban lines are excluded

from the main life-cycle tabulations but are explored

in more detail in the following chapters.

Most of the data on the opening of new lines were

derived from the classic studies of Bladen in the

1930s.
6

Details of the abandonment and limited

extension of new lines from the 1920s to the 1960s

were taken from the publications of the Dominion

Bureau of Statistics.
7

For the past two decades,

summaries ofrailway abandonment compiled by the

Ontario Ministry of Transportation provided the

basic data.
8 A basic tabulation of abandoned lines is

presented in Appendix 1

.

Railways, unlike many other modes of transport,

were fairly closely regulated from the beginning and

consequently large volumes of records were

generated. There is, at least in theory, a great deal

of material available for examining many aspects of

the railway life-cycle.
9

In practice, however, the

sheer volume of unsynthesised material presents

limitations as to what can be achieved in a

reasonable time.

The overall features of the phases of the life-cycle

are summarized in Table 1.1 and Figure 1.1. There

is a broad symmetry of seven decades in the expan-

sion phase and seven decades in the contraction

phase. Within the expansion phase from 1850- 1919

there were three main stages ofgrowth, in the 1850s,

a period from 1 870- 1 889 and a final stage from 1900

to 1919. The contraction from the peak mileage of

the early 1920s was fairly gradual until the 1980s

when a sharp decline took place.

When the southern and northern divisions of On-

tario are examined separately (Table 1.2 and Figure

1.1) significant differences are observable. The

profile of southern Ontario’s life-cycle is clearly

different from that of the north. Southern Ontario’s

railway network peaked in 1919 while that of the

north reached its peak mileage in the late 1960s.

Only very limited abandonment has occurred in the

north, whereas the southern network has decreased

by about 40 percent between 1920 and 1989.

Any interpretation of the life-cycle has to reflect

differences of timing, the varied economic base of

territories and the strategies of the corporate sys-

tems. Understanding the pace of the spatial contrac-

tion of the network also involves an assessment of

public policies towards railway abandonment.

Some variations in the profiles of railway life

cycles are illustrated in Figure 1.2. The British

network reached maturity at an earlier period than

2



The Railway Life-Cycle in Ontario

TABLE 1.1 Ontario Railway Network 1850-1989 Single Track Miles

Decade New lines built Lines abandoned Lines in

operation at

end ofdecade
a

EXPANSION PHASE

1850-59 1,375 ~ 1,375

1860-69 47 ~ 1,422

1870-79 1.842 ~ 3,264

1880-89 2,267 ~ 5,531

1890-99 687 ~ 6,218

1900-09 1,840 ~ 8,058

1910-19 2,590 ~ 10,988

CONTRACTION PHASE

1920-29 157 139 10,871

1930-39 188 342 10,569

194049 — 95 10,462

1950-59 72 218 10,421

1960-69 141 483 10,045

1970-79 ~ 141 9,789

1980-89 ~ 1,522 8,267

Notes

~ Nil or insignificant

a Cumulative total to 1909. Thereafter the figure is derived from the official railway statistical returns. 1989 figure is a calculated

value. The three percent difference between the cumulative and actual values in 1919 shows some possible undercounting in

construction.

Source: Bladen (1932, 1934); Dominion Bureau of Statistics (Cat. No. 52-207, 52-D-20); Ontario Ministry of Transportation.

Figure 1.1 The Life Cycle of the Ontario Railway Network 1850-1989
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The Railway Life-Cycle in Ontario

the other examples. The sharp contraction of the

1950-70 period reflects the systematic reduction

under the Beeching Plan (1963).
10

In the United

States, contraction began on a significant scale in the

1920s, immediately after the peak mileage had been

reached. The Canadian profile is very different,

with more than half the network being built after

1900 and with a peak mileage not reached until the

1960s. Contrasts between northern and southern

Ontario already noted in Figure 1 . 1 are further high-

lighted in this diagram.

There is general agreement in the railway litera-

ture that the years immediately after World War I

mark the beginning ofa new era. The new era began

with a series of crises usually associated with finan-

cial problems and an increasing role of government.

In Britain, legislation forced the amalgamation of

100 or more companies into four large groups. The

Transportation Act of 1920 in the United States had

a powerful influence on railway reorganization over

the next six decades. In Canada, railway

bankruptcies and the problems of national credit,

forced the federal government to nationalize several

large companies and reorganize them under the flag

of Canadian National Railways.

Other, often related, life cycles include the electric

interurban lines. The short life span of these lines in

Ontario is described in Chapter 4. The electric

telegraph was traditionally a very close adjunct of

the railways. After 1960 as long distance direct-

dialling by telephone was introduced, the network

of telegraph offices contracted very rapidly.
1

1

There are comparatively few studies of railway

contraction. Canadian studies are dominated by the

problems of Prairie branch lines although the

closure of railways in Newfoundland and Prince

Edward Island in the late 1980s has received some

attention. The early retreat of railways in the

United States and the sheer magnitude of abandon-

TABLE 1,2 Regional Division of the Ontario Railway Network 1850-1989 Single Track Miles

SOUTH NORTH®

Decade New lines Lines Total New lines Lines Total

built abandoned Network built abandoned Network

EXPANSION PHASE

1850-59 1,375 — 1,375 — — —
1860-69 47 — 1,422 — — —
1870-79 1.842 — 3,264 — — —
1880-89 1,035 — 4,299 1,232 — —
1890-99 687 — 4,986 — — 1,232

1900-09 598 — 5,584 1,242 — 2,474

1910-19 753 — 6,337 1,837 — 4,311

CONTRACTION PHASE

1920-29 7 139 6,205 150 — 4,461

1930-39 — 279 5,926 188 63 4,586

1940-49 — 95 5,831 — — 4,586

1950-59 20 218 5,633 52 — 4,638

1960-69 42 483 5,192 99 — 4,737

1970-79 — 141 5,051 — — 4,737

1980-89 — 1,338 3,713 — 184 4,553

Notes

a The North is defined as a line northwards of the following railway stations 1943 - Nobel (CPR); Waubamik (CNOR); Emsdale

(GTR); Achray (CNOR) and Chalk River (CPR).

Source: Table 1.

4
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Figure 1.2 Comparative Railway Life Cycles

5



The Railway Life-Cycle in Ontario

ment has attracted some specialized work and most

regional studies of railways display a consciousness

of the contraction process.
13

British studies are

dominated by the planned reduction of the network

in the 1960s.
14

TYPOLOGIES OFRAILWAY LINES

The Ontario railway network has always been a

much more complex entity than mere lines on a map
or a maze of tracks on the ground. Any detailed

interpretation of the expansion and contraction of

the network must consider traffic usage of the lines,

spatial linkages and corporate systems.

Railways have been classified in a variety ofways

for practical and statistical proposes. One important

distinction is between common carriers and private

carriers. In this study, only common or public car-

riers are considered. The private railways are ex-

cluded although they have been of some
significance especially in northern Ontario. Ex-

amples of industrial lines include the forestry lines

from Kapuskasing and Smooth Rock Falls noted on

many railway maps, as well as the inter-plant lines

of Inco in the Sudbury area and the lines of the large

steel companies in Hamilton and SaultSte. Marie/

Other commonly-used classifications include

gross operating revenues to distinguish large rail-

ways from small,
16

and the particular function of

railways. Most companies are classified as ‘line-

haul’ carriers, providing a transportation service

between points, often over long distances. The only

Ontario example of a belt or switching line is the

Essex Terminal Railway, which connects the main

line companies at Windsor with each other and with

industrial sidings in the area southwards to Am-
herstburg. The Toronto Terminals Railway com-

pany is the only example in Ontario of the

specialized terminal company, an organization often

created to manage a Union Station used by several

railway companies. The Toronto company has

never operated any rolling stock and was the owner

ofonly a short section of track within the station area

and its approaches. Some tunnels and bridges were

also separate legal entities especially at border

crossings where the jurisdictions were particularly

complex.

The typologies of lines developed by W.H. Wal-

lace are the most useful in understanding the various

components of a total network.
17

Figure 1.3 shows

the basic typology of lines in 1923 at the period of

peak mileage of the Ontario network.

At this time, trunk lines accounted for about 46

percent of the total network. Such lines included the

transcontinental lines traversing Ontario as well as

the routes from the Detroit-St. Clair frontier to

Montreal. The Canada Southern route from

Windsor/Detroit to Niagara Falls/Fort Erie/Buffalo

may also be classified as a trunk line. High traffic

densities and clearly defined linkages are the key

attributes of trunk lines. Such lines not only carried

long distance passenger and freight traffic but also

included local services as well.

Main lines, with medium traffic densities,

amounted to about 28 percent of the total network

mileage in 1923. Wallace divided main lines into

two sub-types: lateral and dead-end. Examples of

lateral main lines include, Toronto-Guelph-Strat-

ford-London (CN) and Toronto-Peterborough-

Smiths Falls (CP). Dead-end mainlines include

routes such as Ottawa-Parry Sound (CN) and

Streetsville-Orangeville-Owen Sound (CP).

The remainder of the network (about 27 percent)

may be classified as branch lines. Wallace distin-

guished four types largely on the basis of traffic

function: originating, terminating, balanced traffic

and lateral branches. Most branch lines began as

originating or feeder lines, by which the larger rail-

way companies could tap local agricultural or

resource traffic. Examples include the Lindsay-

Haliburton line (CN) and several specialized lines

built to new mines after 1923. When the western

grain trade developed on a large scale from the

1890s many of the existing or newly-built lines to

lake ports became originating branches. Examples

include the lines to Midland (CN), Port McNicoll

(CP) and Goderich (CP). By the 1920s it is likely

that many if not most branches in southern Ontario

were of the terminating type, that is the dominant

traffic, coal, was being unloaded at points along the

line. In the absence of detailed traffic data it is

impossible to distinguish the balanced traffic type of

branch line. Wallace’s final type of branch, the
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Figure 1.3 Typology ofOntario Railway Lines in Ontario 1923
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lateral line, could include the Irondale-Bancroft line

(CN).

Wallace also distinguished the isolated line not

connected to the network. There were no examples

of this type in Ontario, although in some senses

various interurban lines could be classified into this

grouping (see Figure 2.4).

The relationships between dominant traffic flows,

the nature of lines and the corporate system were

explored by Wallace in a further classification of

railway systems by functional type.
18

Five such

types were distinguished: railways dominated by

internal traffic, originating traffic, terminating traf-

fic, bridge lines and systems with a balanced traffic

flow. Examples of the first type, where most of the

traffic handled is wholly within the system include

the integrated national systems of Canadian Nation-

al and Canadian Pacific and the regional system of

Algoma Central.

Railways classified as originating have traffic pat-

terns dominated by freight traffic loaded along the

line which in then delivered to connecting railways.

Such lines generally handled minerals and other

resource products. The Temiskaming & Northern

Ontario could be grouped within this category.

Terminating railways are the opposite of originat-

ing railways, having a traffic pattern dominated by

freight being received from other railways which is

then unloaded along the line or at a terminal point.

Coal movements from the United States, directly by

rail or indirectly by lake port, were very important

until the late 1950s. Examples of the terminating

type include the London & Port Stanley which

hauled coal from Lake Erie to St. Thomas and Lon-

don, and the Algoma Eastern Railway from Little

Current to Sudbury.

Bridge lines were a common type in the south-

western peninsula to provide linkages between the

railway systems of Michigan andNew York State.
19

On such railways, the traffic pattern was dominated

by freight movements to and from the connecting

lines. Examples include the Canada Southern; Pere

Marquette; Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo and the

Wabash.
20 No examples of the balanced traffic type

of railway system were distinguished in Canada by

Wallace.

It should be noted that the classification of par-

ticular lines may change over time. The line from

St. Marys Junction to Sarnia (Point Edward), clas-

sified as a branch in 1923, was until the mid 1880s

a trunk line, part of the Grand Trunk’s route from

Chicago to Montreal and Portland, Maine. The

Ottawa-Parry Sound route, classified as a mainline

in 1923 was downgraded to branch line status in the

1930s by loss of through grain traffic and then by

the bridge collapse in Algonquin Park, which

severed the line into two sections. The line from

Cochrane to Nakina, classified as a main line in

1923, had earlier been a trunk line when through

trains on the Grand Trunk/Grand Trunk Pacific sys-

tems used the route in conjunction with the Temis-

kaming and Northern Ontario from Cochrane to

North Bay. The completion of the Nakina - Long

Lac connecting line in 1923 provided a more effec-

tive linkage between the former competitive rail-

ways which had become part of the Canadian

National system. By the early 1940s the Nakina-

Cochrane line had been downgraded to a branch

line.

The typology of railway lines provides a basis for

the detailed interpretation of railway contraction.

The particular details of service reduction and the

eventual abandonment of some lines was clearly

shaped by nature and volume of traffic flows. Dif-

ferences in the nature of the railway network in the

northern and southern divisions of the province,

already noted in Table 1 .2, are further confirmed by

the data expressed in Table 1.3 Northern Ontario’s

part of the network was dominated by trunk and

mainlines which have provided only very limited

opportunities for network reduction. The high

proportion of southern Ontario’s lines classified as

branches accounts for the flexibility in network con-

traction in that division after 1923.

RAILWAYROUTE-WAYAND OPERATING
CHARACTERISTICS

A basic outline of the characteristics of route-ways

and operations of railways is necessary to under-

stand the difficulties of responding to the competi-
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TABLE 1.3 Types of Railway Lines in Ontario

North

PERCENT

South Ontario Approx. Mileage

Trunk lines 58.7 38.6 44.6 5,110

Main lines 26.7 29.6 28.5 3,120

Branch lines 14.6 31.8 24.9 2,730

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 10,960

Source: compiled from various mileage tables.

TABLE 1.4 Comparative Value of Fixed Assets in Various Modes of Transport 1989-1990

PERCENT

Mode Roadway Equipment

& Vehicles

Buildings Other
a

Total

RAIL 62.7 24.9 12.4 — 100.0

Shipping — 98.1 — 1.9 100.0

Trucking — 64.7 — 35.3 100.0

Airline — 80.2 — 19.8 100.0

Postal — 27.3 53.7 19.0 100.0

Notes:

a Includes ancillary equipment and minor buildings. In the case of postal services; mail bags, street furniture and containers, sales

counters and office equipment are included. Garages for trucks and hangar space for airlines are also included in the other cate-

gory

.

Sources: Ontario Northland Transportation Commission, Annual Report 1989, Schedule 1; Canada Post Corporation, Annual Report,

p. 30.

tion from new modes of transportation. One of the

most distinctive characteristics of the railway is the

fixed roadway (right-of-way and track) which is

exclusively used by the transport vehicles. The

track provides both support to the vehicles and

guidance when the vehicles are in motion. All the

basic characteristics were well established by the

late eighteenth century in the horse or human-

powered tramroads in mining areas, both on the

surface and underground. The various components

of the railway were brought together by the innova-

tions of the Stephensons in the 1820s and 1830s.
21

Fixed road beds with very limited gradients required

very substantial expenditure and expertise in civil

engineering. Once a road bed, with its cuttings and

embankments to ensure a level track, had been lo-

cated and established it is a major expense to change

the route even for small deviations.

The nature ofthe fixed roadway affects operations,

where movements by railway have always, at least

with the advent of steam traction, been totally con-

trolled by a central authority. Such total control has

implications for speed and capacity, but like all

centralized systems has some inflexibilities when

faced with competition from new modes of

transport.

Railway speeds can be variable and fully control-

led and may range from 30-50 mph for a through

freight train or commuter passenger services to the

very high speeds now attained by intercity TGV
passenger trains in France.

22
Capacity is also vari-

able, ranging in passenger services from a single

railcar carrying 70 passengers to a commuter train

with several hundred people on board. In freight

service, individual cars may carry between 50 and

100 tons while a unit train can move a load of up to

9
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10,000 tons. While the routeway is fixed in space,

the capacity of a railway line can be remarkably

elastic. The overall capacity of a line depends on

train speed and length, number of tracks, sidings -

number and length, and the quality of signalling. A
single track line with Centralized Traffic Control

(CTC) could in the 1950s handle 45-60 trains daily.

On double-track with CTC, a line could handle

160-200 trains daily, depending on average speeds,

siding capacity and headway between trains.
23

Other advantages of railway operations include ef-

ficiencies of fuel consumption and limited distur-

bance by traffic congestion, since the system is

under total control. Since the vehicle guidance

depends on the fixed tracks, train service depend-

ability in virtually all weather conditions is higher

than most of the competing modes.

The basic characteristics established at the begin-

ning ofthe railway age were also subject to improve-

ment Average speeds could be raised by improved

locomotive power, interlocking signalling and

telecommunication links. Carrying capacities of

vehicles were increased very substantially and traf-

fic movements were facilitated by standardization

of track gauge, car couplings, braking systems and

the like. While railways reached their dominance of

land transport by the early part of the century, many

further innovations have been made to maintain,

even enhance efficiencies of operation in the carry-

ing of some types of traffic.

In the competitive transportation environment of

the twentieth century the technological and operat-

ing characteristics of railways have presented

several disadvantages. These are explored in more

detail in Chapter 3. The fixed characteristics of

right-of way and track have presented difficulties

when the geographical alignment of economic ac-

tivity has changed. In such cases, the only option

has been abandonment of track and facilities.

Railways have always been characterized by the

high capital outlay in basic infrastructure - roadbed,

tracks, bridges, tunnels, yards, depots, stations and

rolling stock. In the 1950s, for example, it was

estimated that for American railways it was neces-

sary to invest four or five dollars for each dollar of

gross receipts. For the average manufacturing plant

an investment of only 70 cents was required to

produce one dollar of gross receipts per year.
25

Railway operations have always been characterized

by the high proportion of fixed capital assets. This

quality is clearly noted in the comparative data

presented in Table 1.4. Only the railway mode of

transport is forced to invest in its own routeway. For

other modes the operators pay licence fees for the

full or partial use of the routeway. Truck operators

pay vehicle licence fees, fuel taxes and bridge tolls

for the use of roads and highways. Shipping lines

pay tolls for pilotage, the use ofcanal locks and dock

space. Airlines pay dues for landing and terminal

use and make some contributions towards air traffic

control. None of the other general transport modes

have to bear the full costs of routeway construction

and maintenance.
26

Maintenance costs of the fixed

routeway are a substantial railway expense (see

Table 3.2). One other consequence of the fixed and

exclusive right-of-way is the liability for local taxes

levied on railway property. The book-keeping ex-

ercise of noting the precise areas of land within each

municipality and the separate payments to be made

would require a significant clerical staff to organize

this aspect of property ownership.

Other inflexibilities of railways stem from the

particular operating characteristics of the individual

car and the train. Railway vehicles, except for pas-

senger railcars, are not self-propelled but must be

marshalled together as a train for haulage by a

locomotive. Movement of a freight car from point

of origin to the final destination can therefore re-

quire a great deal of sorting/classification in the

sequence of movement. The general sequence is

outlined in particular in Figure 1.4. For express and

less-than-carload freight, the sequence would be

extended at either end to include road haulage for

collecting/delivery to and from the terminal to the

customer. Such movements also involve further

stages of loading and unloading.

The multiple stages of handling freight cars in-

volve time, various high costs and operating inef-

ficiencies. One old problem was the limited period

in which freight cars were actually earning revenue,

since much of the time was spent waiting in ter-

minals or yards.
27

Private sidings, where freight

cars were often used as a cheap form of storage, were
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Origin Destination

RAIL

Fixed terminal Fixed terminal

ROAD

Flexible terminal Flexible terminal

Loading
Pickup by Dropoff

by tractor

unit

Unloading CUSTOMERLUj 1 UMtK
trailer unit

trailer

» Railway movement

Road movement

After W.W. Hey (1961). p.296

Figure 1.4 Organization of Freight Movements: Rail and Road

often a major expense and cause of the necessity for

maintaining ofhuge fleets of freight cars. Terminals

and classification yards, where a good deal of

switching is required to marshall freight cars into the

appropriate sequence, can also be major sources of

congestion and delays. While substantial improve-

ments have been made to classification yards -

longer sidings, gravity flow and computer control,

all operations but those of unit trains involve sorting

time in yards. The simplicity and flexibility ofroad

transport with its door-to-door flexibility and ac-

cess, at least in theory, to a very extensive network

of roads is an almost unbeatable combination of

advantages except for large volume commodity

movement.

The disadvantages of railway transport were most

apparent with express movements, less-than-car-

load freight and special traffic such as furai-

ture/household removals and livestock carriage.

Movements by freight train over even short distan-

ces could take 2-3 days, while longer distance transit

ofcommodities like coal could take up to two weeks

to move a freight car from the Pennsylvania

anthracite fields to a rural coal depot. Independent

truck operators from the mid 1920s soon began to

erode much of the higher value traffic over short

distances from the previously dominant railway

companies. The nature of costs associated with

railway movements clearly provided an incentive

for railway companies to focus their efforts on long

distance bulk commodities from the 1960s.

Other difficulties faced by railways were those

associated with total operating expenses (especially

the high proportion of fixed costs to the variable

costs) and the rates charged to customers. Rates had

to be established to cover a complex of potential

movements and yet be sufficiendy understandable

to customers. Generally, rates were a combination

of weight and distance, organized within a clas-

sification by value of goods, and with some recog-
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nition of costs and difficulties of carrying some

kinds of commodities. By the end of the nineteenth

century all rates were also subject to regulation by

state agencies. The complexities of rate setting oc-

cupied a substantial part of the older textbooks on

transportation.
28

Most railway companies, given

the nature of their complex integrated systems had

difficulties in attributing expenses to the particular

parts of the system; consequently there was a ten-

dency to cross-subsidize the weaker parts, often

branch lines. Many inflexibilities were therefore

built into the railway system and these became in-

creasingly apparent after World War I.

Some of the characteristics of railways in relation

to other competitive modes of transport in the 1970s

are set out in Table 1 .5. Railways continue to have

technological and economic utility in carrying

capacity, frequency of service and costs per ton-

mile. But the earlier dominance and superiority of

railways has been eroded by competition from new

modes or from the revitalizing of water transporta-

tion. Road transport has been the primary com-

petitor for many types of freight. The advantages of

flexibility (Figure 1.4) - door-to-door movements,

access to a vast network ofrouteways and a low ratio

of fixed costs to variable costs have had a profound

effect on railway traffic.

Over the last 70 years the technological and

economic utility of the other modes of transport has

been greatly improved while innovation on the rail-

ways have failed to stem the tide of competition.

Railway systems have had, therefore, to re-organize

the nature and spatial extent of their services. In

doing so they have transformed themselves from

being universal carriers to specialized carriers.

Railway strategy since World War I, but more par-

ticularly since the 1950s, has been concerned with

finding appropriate market riches in which to

operate profitably. Network contraction is, there-

fore, one of the options for economic survival.

RAILWAYS ANDTHELANDSCAPE

Railways were profound shapers of the landscape,

TABLE 1.5 Characteristics of Modes of Freight Transport 1970

Characteristics Rail

MODE
Road Air

Speed (m.p.h.) 0-50 0-60 0-500

Carrying Capacity Large Limited Limited

Frequency of Service Good/Fair Very Good Good/Fair

Cost/ton mile Low/Medium Medium High

Ratio of fixed costs
b

High Low Medium

Route accessibility Limitations Vast Network Limited

Water Pipeline Wire*

Speed (m.p.h.) 0-20 0-5 Instantaneous

Carrying Capacity Very Large Very Large Large

Frequency of Service Limited Continuous Continuous

Cost/ton mile Low Very Low Very Low

Ratio of fixed costs
b

Low/Medium High High

Route accessibility Limited Very Limited Vast Network

Notes:

a Includes electric power transmission lines, telecommunication lines.The development of wire-less communications with broad

casting and microwave links has added another dimension,

b Ratio of fixed to variable costs of operation (Hay 1961), p.366.

Sources: Adapted from D.Firth et al., Distribution Management Handbook (1980), p. 149; W.W. Hay, An Introduction to Transporta-

tion Engineering (1961), p. 283.
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directly by their need for a level roadbed with

bridges, cuttings and embankments; indirectly by

their economic effects in transforming the organiza-

tion of space. Few settled places escaped the effects

ofthe new passenger and freightmovements created

by railway transport from the 1850s.

While railways are no longer leaders in transpor-

tation the inherent interest in this mode of transport

seems to continue undiminished. A new generation

of studies has begun to add further insight into the

ways in which the landscape was transformed in the

‘railway age’, which in Ontario began in the 1850s

and lasted in its dominance for nearly a century.
29

Despite the substantial retreat of railway activities

many early features of their impress on the

landscape still survive.
30

The role ofrailways in creating places and distinc-

tive identities has been captured in new work on

social and labour history. Work on the railways

was, from an early time, governed by new rules and

regulations. Communities, large and small, worked

and lived to the schedules of the trains.
31

The full effects of the railway age are now much
diminished by contraction. Only major
metropolitan centres retain even the partial flavour

of railway operations in passengers and freight.

New forms of appreciation of the past in the present

have arisen in the last two decades. Railway station

buildings are no long taken for granted but are the

subject of greater community interest.
32

In rural

areas, Rails for Trails groups have brought a new
sense of value for abandoned rights-of-way. Once
lines are abandoned the sense ofrouteway is quickly

lost as the right-of-way becomes overgrown, new
property boundaries are made and buildings are

erected over the former tracks.
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2. The Railway Life-Cycle:

Expansion Phase

The railway with its allies the electric

telegraph and the steamship , virtually an-

nihilated distance and at one bound became

the most potent physical influence on the

development of the world in the nineteenth

century.

M. Robbins, The Railway Age (1965) p. 1

1

At the end of 1916 the Board ofRailway Com-
missioners reported that the single Crack

mileage of steam railways in Ontario had reached

1 1,052.70 miles.
1

This figure was never surpassed

and represented a massive increase from the first

section of steam traction railway from Toronto to

Bradford (42 miles) opened in June 1853.

The development of the full network of railways

(Figure 1.3) represented nearly 80 years of dream-

ing, speculation, promotion and building of lines.

Some lines, such as the Great Western and the

National Transcontinental Railway had been builtas

part of a planned grand design. Other lines, some-

times with grandiose corporate titles, were con-

structed for very limited objectives.

The processes ofnetwork development werecom-

plex. Some lines were directly promoted and built

for the company named in the original charter. Ex-

amples of this type include the original Great

Western lines and the transcontinental line of the

Canadian Pacific from Callendar to Fort William. A
more common type of development was the promo-

tion and construction of a line by an independent

company which, shortly after completion, was

leased to or acquired by a larger company. This type

ofdevelopment reduced the direct capital cost to the

larger companies and spread the risks over a larger

number of investors. Indirect development of this

type may have increased the eligibility ofsome lines

for local bonuses and subsidies. Examples of this

type of line include the Hamilton & Toronto Rail-

way, chartered in 1852-53, completed in 1856 and

amalgamated with the Great Western at this time.

Much of the expansion of the Canadian Pacific

network in the 1880s was accomplished through the

independent Ontario & Quebec Railway chartered

in 1880 and then leased in perpetuity in 1883. The

statutes of railway companies provide many cases

of this type of development.
2

Competition was always a significant force in the

expansion of the network. Inter-town rivalry often

provided the basis for new railway promotion and

building. While competition between companies

led to acquisition of small, local lines which were

integrated into larger systems.

There were many separate but often overlapping

threads in the development of the Ontario railway

network. Various types of trunk or main lines, link-

ing larger cities and moving inter-regional freight

and passenger traffic, were the most important

routes in the overall strategies of development.

Branch lines were also significant as collectors and

distributors of traffic to and from the trunk lines.

The chronology of the various types of lines open

in 1923 (Figure 1.3) shows several different pat-

terns. For the Ontario network as a whole, there

were three major stages of expansion: in the 1850s,

the 1 870s and 1880s, and a final stage between 1900

and 1916 (Figure 2.1). Each type of line exhibited

different stages of development. The trunk line

network of 1923 was mostly developed in the 1850s,

the 1880s (the Canadian Pacific transcontinental

line), and after 1900. Main line development, in

contrast, was more evenly distributed, with a major

final stage of construction between 1910 and 1916.

The branch lines existing in 1923 were mostly built
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1850-9 1870-9 1890 9 1910-9
1860-9 1880 9 1900 9 1923

Figure 2.1 Stages ofLine Development 1850-1923

in the 1850s and 1870s, with lesser bursts of activity

in the 1880s and from 1900 to 1909.

THE FIRST RAILWAYBOOM

T.C. Keefer, the best known Canadian railway

publicist, presented the case for railway develop-

ment in 1850. He described the characteristics of

well-cultivated districts in which all the lands were

occupied with thriving and independent farmers.

Such areas had, however, limited stimulus for in-

creased production and economic development of

towns, manufacturing and commerce was limited by

“distance, the expense of transportation, and the

absence of that energy which debt or contact with

busier men should produce...”
3

Keefer contrasted

this situation with the changes which would result

from the building of a railway and “the civilizing

tendency of the locomotive”. Not only would

agriculture be transformed but other changes would

take place:

A town has been built and peopled by the

operatives - land rises rapidly in value - the

neglected swamp is cleared and timber is

converted into all sorts ofwooden 'notions’

- tons of vegetables!grains or grasses, are

grown where none grew before - the patient

click of the loom, the rushing of the shuttle,

the busy hum of the spindle, the thundering

ofthe trip-hammer and the roaring ofsteam,

are mingled in one continuous sound ofac-

tive industry.
4

Such prospects were very attractive to merchants,

promoters, speculators, engineers and the progres-

sive elements of large and small communities

throughout the settled areas of Ontario. Railway

promotion, which had begun in the 1830s, was

revived in the late 1840s and began to cohere into

serious proposals. The ceremonial turning of the

first sod of the Great Western Railroad Company,

which took place in London on 23 October 1849.

marked the beginning ofthe railway age in Ontario.

While the Northern Railway was the first to open

in June 1853, the completion of the Great Western

line from Niagara Falls to Windsor in January 1854

brought the first trunk line to Ontario. These initial
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openings were followed by a spate of other

ceremonial first trains which provided a series of

corridor routes across the settled core of the

province.
6

The expenses of the boom in railway

construction in the 1850s and modest traffic

revenues led to a virtual collapse ofnew work in the

following decade.

The spatial results of the first phase of promotion

and construction are illustrated in Figure 2.2. By
1871 a basic network had been established which

included a series of main corridor lines, and several

portage and branch lines. The Grand Trunk was the

largest railway company at this time, with a main

line from Sarnia to Portland, Maine, via Stratford,

Guelph, Toronto and Montreal. In 1869 the com-

pany had acquired the Buffalo & Lake Huron line

which extended from Fort Erie to Goderich, inter-

secting the parent line at Stratford. The Great

Western’s main line ran from Niagara Falls

(Suspension Bridge) via Hamilton, Paris and

Woodstock to London where it divided into lines to

Sarnia and Windsor. A branch line, from Harris-

burg, extended northwards to Galt, Hespeler and

Guelph. Most of the other railways in 1871 were

portage lines often linking waterways. Examples

include the Welland Railway, Northern Railway of

Canada (Toronto-Collingwood), Brockville & Ot-

tawa and the St. Lawrence & Ottawa (from Pres-

cott). Some local branch lines did well, such as the

Port Hope & Lindsay (renamed the Midland Rail-

way in 1869). By 1871 the Midland Railway had

reached Beaverton on its way to a new port on

Georgian Bay.
7

Traffic patterns in 1871 were shaped by move-

ments along the broad routes of the lower Great

Lakes and the St. Lawrence valley. American traf-

fic was also significant with the transit movements

between Samia/Windsor and Niagara Falls/Fort

Erie. Demand for Ottawa Valley timber in the

United States also provided some of the impetus for

the construction of the lines from Ottawa to Brock-

ville and Prescott.
8

THESECOND RAILWAYBOOM

A further stage of railway expansion, which began

in the early 1870s and lasted until the end of the

1880s, resulted in a quadrupling of the mileage of

Ontario lines. Railway construction was fostered by

improving economic expectations, competition and

subsidies from the provincial and federal govern-

ments. Two new bridge lines between Niagara and

the Detroit frontiers were completed in the early

1870s. Hamilton interests built a new system, the

Hamilton & North Western, to capture potential

traffic. In the 1880s a rival to the Great Trunk’s

monopoly of Toronto-Montreal traffic emerged,

with die completion of the Ontario & Quebec line

which ran via Peterborough and Smiths Falls.

Much of the new line building consisted of ex-

tended branch lines radiating from main centres and

connecting with existing trunk routes. Toronto, ac-

tive in extending its hinterland, granted a bonus of

$350,000 to the Toronto, Grey & Bruce Railway

which served Orangeville, Mount Forest and Owen
Sound by the early 1870s. The Credit Valley Rail-

way was largely financed by municipal bonuses and

guarantees of bonds negotiated by George Laidlaw,

“prince of the bonus hunters”. By 1880 thirteen

municipalities had subscribed cash bonuses, ranging

from Toronto’s $350,000 to amounts between

$10,000 and $30,000 by small towns like Ingersoll,

Orangeville, Streetsville, Milton and Brampton.

Altogether, municipal subsidies amounted to nearly

three-quarters of the public funding by this railway,

or just over half the capital cost of the line.
9

A significant proportion of the branch lines was

built during the second railway boom (Figure 2.3).

Some of these were localized efforts to tap the

forestry resources of the southern part of the Shield.

The Kingston & Pembroke, the Central Ontario

Railway, extending from its origins in Prince Ed-

ward County northwards from Trenton, and the Vic-

toria Railway from Lindsay to Haliburton were

examples of this type of line. In the southwestern

peninsula, a very extensive network ofbranches was

constructed.

Northern Ontario was first traversed by railway in

the 1880s with the construction of the Canadian

Pacific Railway. This transcontinental line was

completed in 1885-1886. Traffic for Toronto and

southern Ontario was interchanged at North Bay.

Sault Ste. Marie was linked by a long main line from
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Figure 2.3 Ontario Railway Network 1889
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Sudbury (completed in 1888). A connection at the

Sault provided new links to St. Paul and Min-

neapolis and was a significant part of the CPR’s

trans-border strategy.

The duplication of lines during this stage of net-

work development, especially in areas where the

population had begun to reach its maximum, would

lead to many difficult decisions when traffic began

to fall. Stevens, writing in the late 1950s, was

particularly critical ofmuch ofthe unplanned branch

line development, which he said: “... resulted in a

spate of short lines of little economic importance,

created and sustained in large part by parochial

prides and ’’prejudices".
1

1

The Emergence ofLarge Railway Systems

The regular expenses of operating railways and the

costs of competition, especially freight rate reduc-

tions, gradually forced the smaller companies to

amalgamate in the late 1870s. Larger railway com-

panies were better able to balance traffic fluctua-

tions and to spread the costs over a larger network.

The Great Western acquired the Brantford, Nor-

folk & Port Burwell line in 1877 and tightened its

control over subsidiaries such as the Wellington,

Grey & Bruce. In 1879 the Hamilton & North

Western and the Northern Railway developed an

operating arrangement to avoid the losses from com-

petition in the zone north of Toronto. EastofToron-

to, the Midland Railway in 1881 amalgamated with

the Grand Junction, Whitby & Port Perry, Toronto

& Nipissing and Victoria Railway companies. Such

consolidations were not without financial risks and

were often an intermediate stage before takeover by

a larger system.

Much of the shape of the modem railway systems

emerged in the 1880s with the formation of the

Canadian Pacific Railway and the expansion by

merger of the Grand Trunk. By 1880 the Grand

Trunk was a major company, with 782 miles of line

in Ontario which in turn was part of a larger system

extending from Chicago to Portland, Maine.

The Canadian Pacific began its program of build-

ing a national railway with the acquisition of the

Canada Central in 1881. This railway was an enlar-

gement of the Brockville & Ottawa and at the time

of acquisition was completing its extension from

Pembroke to near North Bay. The latter point be-

came the railhead for the construction of the

transcontinental line across Northern Ontario, com-

pleted in 1885-1886. Since a trunk line without a

feeder network was of limited value, the Canadian

Pacific began to develop a system in southern On-

tario. Much of this system development took place

by means of leased lines. The principal vehicle for

this development was the Ontario & Quebec Rail-

way, leased in perpetuity by theCPR in 1883.
12

The

completion of the Ontario & Quebec from Smiths

Falls to Toronto provided a new main line with

access to the main railway centres. Additional

leases with the Credit Valley and Toronto, Grey &
Bruce extended the network to Owen Sound (the

new base for CPR steamship services to the

Lakehead) and St. Thomas. By 1889 Canadian

Pacific was operating services in Ontario over near-

ly 2,200 miles of line (Table 2.1).

Competition from the Canadian Pacific and from

American companies compelled the Grand Trunk to

protect its market areas in the southwest and central

zones of Ontario. Financial weakness of the smaller

companies forced them to accept the terms of

merger with the Grand Trunk. With the acquisition

of the Great Western and Welland Railways in 1 882,

the Grand Trunk doubled the size of its Ontario

system (Table 2.2). In the following year the Mid-

land group was acquired, thus strengthening the

Grand Trunk’s position in the Toronto-Lindsay-Bel-

leville zone. The final expansion of the decade was

completed in 1888 with acquisition of the Northern

& Northwestern group. This small system occupied

strategic territory north of Toronto and had com-

pleted a connecting line to the CPR at North Bay in

1886. The spatial complexity of the expansion of

the Grand Trunk system in the 1880s is illustrated

in Figure 2.4.

Only a limited portion (about 20 percent) of the

Grand Trunk system had been planned by the

original parent company; the dominant part was

acquired in a series of mergers. This pattern of

evolution had several consequences for the com-

pany. One was the debt burden from the cost of
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TABLE 2.1 Growth of the Canadian Pacific Railway System in Ontario to 1915

Construction Acquisition
0

Miles Cumulative

Total

1881 Canada Central 156 156

1884 St. Lawrence & Ottawa 59 215

1884 Ontario & Quebec 294 509

1884 Credit Valley 149 658

1884 Toronto, Grey & Bruce 202 860

1885 Transcontinental line
b

1,096 1,956

1887 Woodstock-London 27 1,983

1887 Sudbury-Sault St. Marie 179 2,162

1890 West Ontario Pacific (London-Windsor) 113 2,275

1891 Guelph Junction 16 2,291

1892 Renfrew-Eganville 23 2,314

1898 Montreal & Ottawa 66 2,380

1904 Lindsay, Bobcaygeon & Pontypool 39 2,419

1905 Guelph & Goderich 112 2,531

1905 Tillsonburg, Lake Erie & Pacific 16 2,547

1907 Walkerton & Lucknow 38 2,585

1908 Bolton Jcn-Romford Jen

(Sudbury)

234 2,819

1910 Georgian Bay & Seaboard

(Bethany Jet-Port McNicoll)

89 2,908

1911 South Ontario Pacific

(Guelph Jct-Hamilton)

16 2,924

1912 Kingston & Pembroke 104 3,028

1912 St. Mary’s & Western Ontario 16 3,044

1913 Campbellford, Lake Ontario & Western

(Glen Tay-Agincourt)

184 3,228

1915 Glengarry & Stormont

(St. Polycarpe-Comwall)

28 3,256

Notes:

a Most of the acquisitions were by long term leases (often 999 years). The Ontario & Quebec became a type of holding company

for many other leases, e.g. Credit Valley; Toronto, Grey & Bruce; West Ontario Pacific. The Campbellford, Lake Ontario &
Western was dissolved in 1956 and all property was merged in Canadian Pacific,

b The Canada Central built the line form Pembroke to Callendar, completed in 1 882.

Source: Stoddard (1976); Dorman/Stoltz (1987) and Bladen (1932, 1934).
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TABLE 2.2 Growth of the Grand IVunk Railway System in Ontario to 1914

Construction Acquisition Miles Cumulative

Total

1859 Original system 478 478

1869 Buffalo & Lake Huron 161 639

1871 Berlin-Galt 13 652

1879 Port Dover & Lake Huron 105 757

1880 Georgian Bay & Wellington 25 782

1882 Great Western 773 1,555

1882 Welland 25 1,580

1882 Harriston-Wiarton 62 1,642

1883 Midland group 452 2,094

1884 Omemee-Peterborough 14 2,108

1888 Northern & Northwestern 494 2,602

1888 South Norfolk 17 2,619

1888 Waterloo Junction 10 2,629

1891 St. Clair Tunnel 2 2,631

1893 Glencoe-Kingscourt 21 2,652

1893 Toronto Belt Line 13 2,665

1895 Parkhead-Owen Sound 13 2,678

1904 Canada Atlantic 373 3,051

1905 Lynden-Brantford 4 3,055

1911 Thousand Islands 5 3,060

1914 Angus-Camp Borden 4 3,064

Source: Stevens (1960, 1962); Railway Statistics and timetables.

acquisitions, an element which inhibited the Grand

Trunk from expansion in the future. The second

consequence was the problem of managing and

operating the system which, even after some
rationalization, included many duplicate lines. The

Canadian Pacific, in contrast, had built up a new

network very quickly by a combination of new

construction and leasehold arrangements. These

contrasts in system development would lead to dif-

ferent patterns of contraction after 1923.

While there were some economic and technical

benefits from railway amalgamation, there were

also some losses. Management and decision-

making became more centralized, particularly in

Montreal. The larger railway companies therefore

tended to lose touch with local customers and com-

munities and became less responsive and perhaps

less flexible to changes in demand.

ROUNDING OUTTHESOUTHERN ONTARIO
NETWORK

Railway construction in the 1890s was very limited,

compared with the boom of the two previous

decades. As noted in Figure 2.5 the most active zone

for new railway development was in the Ottawa

area. The Canada Atlantic Railway was the largest

single development, with a main line from Coteau

Landing on the St. Lawrence via Ottawa to Parry
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Figure 2.5 Ontario Railway Network 1901.
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Sound. This line was largely promoted and or-

ganized by the Booth company, initially in relation

to its lumbering activities and then as the western

grain trade began to develop, as a transfer line from

Georgian Bay to the east coast ports.

Canadian Pacific enhanced its network by the

opening ofnew direct lines from Montreal to Ottawa

and London to Windsor. During the period from

1889 to 1901, CP added about 218 miles to its

system in Southern Ontario. In contrast, the Grand

Trunk only increased by about 50 miles. These

extensions included the line from Park Head to

Owen Sound, the Toronto Belt Line and various

improvements associated with the opening of the St.

Clair Tunnel in 1891.

Other extensions of the network in the 1890s in-

cluded theToronto, Hamilton& Buffalo, the Ottawa

& New York from Cornwall, and the growth of the

Lake Erie & Detroit River Railway to link with St.

Thomas.

As the formerly competitive localized railways

were amalgamated into larger systems, many towns

considered further efforts to promote an additional

railway which could offer lower freight rates.

Guelph for example, built a municipally-owned line

(1887-89) to the Canadian Pacific (formerly Credit

Valley line).
13

Gananoque also encouraged a

branch line, through tax exemptions, and the five

mile Thousand Islands Railway (1890) connected

the town to the main line of the Grand Trunk.
14

Gaps in the network were gradually filled by such

means and by 1901 few urban places in southern

Ontario were not connected to a railway. Indeed in

1901 only 15 incorporated places in southern On-

tario were without a direct railway connection into

the municipality.
15

At the local scale, competition for freight traffic

forced the railways to become more responsive to

the needs of industrial customers. New sidings were

built and in some cities, belt lines were constructed

to facilitate traffic growth and industrial develop-

ment. Significant examples of such industrial lines

include the Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo belt line

in Hamilton and the Essex Terminal Railway in

Windsor.

THE FINALSTAGE OFEXPANSION

The big expansion of Western Canada after 1900

provided further impetus to railway construction,

especially in the north. Two new transcontinental

lines, the Canadian Northern and the National

Transcontinental/Grand Trunk Pacific systems,

were built across the province (Figure 2.6). The

Canadian Northern reached Port Arthur from Win-

nipeg via Fort Frances in 1903 and, over the next 1

3

years, reached Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal.
16

Various smaller companies in eastern Ontario were

acquired piecemeal and a new line from Toronto to

Ottawa via Napanee was opened in 1913. The Na-

tional Transcontinental line from theQuebec bound-

ary to Winnipeg via Cochrane, Hearst, Nakina and

Sioux Lookout was completed in 1913.

Western traffic potential was the basis ofCanadian

Pacific’s new lines in the first decade of the century.

A direct line from Toronto to the transcontinental

line at Sudbury was opened in 1908. In the south

new lines were added to round out the system:

Goderich to Guelph (and later to Hamilton) in 1907,

Bethany Junction (near Peterborough) to Port Mc-

Nicoll (a new CPR grain/passenger port) in 1910

and a more direct route from Toronto to near Smiths

Falls in 1913. Various branch lines were also ac-

quired or built at this time.

Network expansion by the Grand Trunk in Ontario

was limited during this period. Much of the cor-

porate effort was devoted to organizing the new

Grand Trunk Pacific subsidiary which was building

the line from Winnipeg to Prince Rupert via Sas-

katoon and Edmonton. There were also major im-

provements in Ontario, particularly the double

tracking of the main trunk lines.
17

The biggest

addition to the network came with the acquisition of

the Canada Atlantic Railway, (which extended from

Depot harbour via Ottawa to Coteau Landing), in

1904. By this line the Grand Trunk was able to reach

Ottawa for the first time. The completion of the

Union Station and theChateau Laurier Hotel in 1912

gave the company a highly visible presence in the

national capital.

The potential resources of “New Ontario” stimu-

lated further railway expansion in the north.
18

The
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Figure 2.6 Ontario Railway Network 1923.
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Algoma Central & Hudson Bay Railway, incor-

porated in 1899, had extended some 56 miles north

of Sault Ste Marie by 1903. Hearst on the National

Transcontinental line was reached in 1914. The

provincially-owned Temiskaming & Northern On-

tario Railway was incorporated in 1902 as a

colonization line and reached Cochrane from North

Bay in 1908. The Algoma Eastern Railway, incor-

porated as the Manitoulin & North Shore Railway

in 1888, was built in stages between 1900 and 1914,

giving Sudbury direct port access at Little Current.

Railway expansion between 1901 and 1923 added

some 4,600 miles of line; about 42 percent of the

total network built in the expansion phase of the

life-cycle. Most of the developmentwas in the north

and the rapidity of this expansion, often as an act of

faith, left a long legacy of heavy financial burdens

to the railway companies. Duplication of main

lines, already begun in the 1870s and 1880s, went

even further in this final construction boom. There

were two new lines from Sudbury to Toronto, a new
Ottawa Valley line was added to the network and

two lines from Toronto to Smiths Falls were con-

structed. Local traffic and even intercity traffic was

unable to sustain these lines, which depended on

future economic growth or long distance trunk line

traffic movements.

COMPETITIVERAILWAYDEVELOPMENTIN

AMAJORTRAFFIC CORRIDOR: The Niagara

and Detroit/St Clair Frontiers 1850-1914

In an era ofrailway retreat, it is increasingly difficult

to recapture a sense of the competitive forces which

propelled railway development strategies and

created the complex network. While the earlier part

of this chapter outlined the broad patterns of spatial

expansion of the Ontario railway network, the scale

was too coarse to observe some of the important

details of development.

The peninsula between the Niagara and Detroit-St.

Clair frontiers quickly became, during the early

railway era, a key bridge route for east-west traffic

flows in northern North America. From the 1850s

this zone became an integral part of the industrial

core area of the continent and had some of the

heaviest traffic flows.
19

The favourable geographi-

cal location for easy “water level” routes to the East

Coast via either the St. Lawrence valley orMohawk-
Hudson valleys gave some strategic advantages to

this zone during the formative stages of railway

development. While distances from Chicago to the

deep sea ports of Philadelphia, Baltimore and

Chesapeake Bay were shorter (Table 2.3), the con-

structional and operational costs of surmounting the

Appalachians limited the competitive position of

railways from these centres. The broad strategy of

railway development was strongly influenced by

metropolitan rivalries promoted by elites not only in

the coastal cities but in the interior centres as well.

The goal of most railway schemes from the East

Coast cities was to reach Chicago, and to a lesser

extent St. Louis, since by the early 1850s these cities

had become major collection points for the western

interior.
20

Intermediate cities such as Buffalo,

Cleveland, Detroit, Toronto and Hamilton were also

TABLE 2.3 Comparative Railway Distances from Chicago to Major East Coast Ports

Port Route Railway Miles

Baltimore Pittsburgh, Cumberland Baltimore & Ohio 806

Philadelphia Fort Wayne, Pittsburgh Pennsylvania 816

Montreal Port Huron, London, Toronto Grand Trunk 851

Norfolk, Va. Cincinnati, Covington Chesapeake & Ohio 928

New York Pittsburgh, Philadelphia Pennsylvania 908

Cleveland, Buffalo N.Y. Central 961

Detroit, St Thomas, Buffalo N.Y. Central 971

Port Huron, London, Hamilton Grand Trunk/ 1,019

Buffalo, Geneva, N.Y., Bethlehem, Pa. Lehigh Valley

Boston Cleveland, Buffalo, Albany N.Y. Central 1,162
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TABLE 2.4 Comparative Railway Distances in Toronto/Buffalo-Detroit Corridors

Route Railway Miles

SOUTH SHORE LAKE ERIE

Buffalo-Cleveland-Toledo-Detroit N.Y. Central 349

NORTH SHORE LAKE ERIE

Buffalo-Hamilton-London-Windsor-Detroit Great Western 271

Buffalo-Paris-Stratford-Samia-Port Huron-Detroit Grand Trank 253

Buffalo-St. Thomas-Detroit Canada Southern 252

Toronto-London-Detroit Great Western 231

Toronto-Stratford-Samia-Port Huron-Detroit Grand Trank 227

Toronto-Galt-London-Windsor-Detroit Canadian Pacific 229

Source: Calculated from 1943 Railway Guide.

significant players in the more precise routing of

railways linking the Mid West and East Coast.

Railways across the Ontario peninsula had some

advantages in distance (Table 2.4), particularly be-

tween Buffalo and Detroit.
21 The development of

through routes along the south shore of Lake Erie

was very limited until the late 1860s. There were

several gauge differences on the short lines in Ohio,

and the elite ofErie, Pennsylvaniaworked “to thwart

the aims of the wealthy New York railroad men of

running their trains through the city without ‘confer-

ring any advantage’ on its citizens”.
22

Canadian

railway promotion therefore sought American traf-

fic from the beginning and worked to enhance the

spatial advantages of location.

Allan McNab, of Hamilton, a key promoter of the

Great Western Railway, recognized the American

traffic potential, as did a Committee of the Legisla-

tive Assembly which declared that the future of the

line “lay in providing a short cut across Canada for

United States traffic to and from the Middle

West.”
23

Francis Hincks, planning the future Grand

Trunk in 1850 had, according to Stevens:

... the vision of a Canadian Main Line that

would begin at a New England port and end

at Chicago. It would serve Canada, and at

the same time it would waxfat on the transit

traffic of the American Middle West
24

On January 17, 1854 the first through train on the

Great Western ran from Niagara Falls to Windsor.

In October 1856 the first train between Montreal and

Toronto inaugurated services on the Grand Trunk.

By 1859-60 there were several through routes across

the Ontario peninsula (Figure 2.2). The Great

Western had, in addition to its main line, a branch

from London to Sarnia completed in 1858. Sarnia

was also the western terminus of the Grand Trunk

which reached the St Clair River from Toronto via

Guelph and Stratford in 1859. A third line, the

Buffalo and Lake Huron, opened in 1858 connected

Buffalo with Goderich via Brantford, Paris and

Stratford.

The Great Western connected with New York

railways at the Suspension Bridge, Niagara Falls

and by car ferries across the Detroit River with the

Michigan Central. The Great Western was an early

example ofa classic “bridge line”. In both name and

function, the Grand Trunk lived up to its title, by

operating a main line from Sarnia to Portland,

Maine. With only limited American partners in

Michigan, the Grand Trunk took active steps to build

and acquire a network reaching across the state. A
direct line from Port Huron to Detroit was opened

in 1860 and two decades later, the Grand Trunk

owned its own line into Chicago. The Buffalo

gateway was reached in 1863 when through trains

from that city to Detroit were operated in conjunc-

tion with the Buffalo & Lake Huron Railway.

Somewhat surprisingly, the distanceof this route via

Paris and Stratford was slightly shorter than the

Great Western’s route (Table 2.4). The benefits of
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a route to Buffalo were reflected in the Grand

Trunk’s takeover of operations in 1864 and full

merger in 1870.
25

A second phase of trunk line promotion began in

the late 1860s as the American and Canadian

economies recovered from the aftermath ofthe Civil

War. The Erie & Niagara Extension Railway was

incorporated in 1868 to build a direct line from Fort

Erie to Sandwich or Windsor. In 1869 the name was
changed to the Canada Southern Railway and con-

struction on a main line from Fort Erie to Am-
herstburg began. This line and the long branch from

St. Thomas to Courtright on the St. Clair River were

opened in 1873. The Erie & Ontario Railway (from

Niagara-on-the-Lake to Fort Erie) was acquired in

1875 (Figure 2.7).
26

The development of the Canada Southern

prompted responses from the existing railways.

Threatened by a loss of transit traffic, the Great

Western built a new direct route, the Canada Air

Line, from Fort Erie and Niagara Falls via St.

Thomas to Glencoe (on the main London-Windsor

line). The Grand Trunk retaliated by acquiring the

International Bridge Co. (chartered in 1857) in 1872

and erecting a new railway bridge from Bridgeburg

(Fort Erie) to Black Rock (Buffalo). This bridge,

opened in November 1873, was also used by the

Great Western.

Intense competition between the lines in a declin-

ing market bankrupted the weaker Canada Southern

Railway. The company was saved from collapse by
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Figure 2.9 Railways between Niagara and DetroitlSt. Clair Frontiers 1914.
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the financial intervention ofCommodore Vanderbilt

in 1876.
27

Vanderbilt and the New York Central

were expanding and consolidating the system by

acquisitions such as the Canada Southern and the

Michigan Central. The CSR was leased to the

Michigan Central in 1882. At the same time there

was major investment in improved facilities. New
direct lines were built from Niagara Falls to Welland

and from Essex Centre to Windsor, thus removing

the awkward river crossing at Amherstburg (Figure

2.8). A new bridge was also erected across the gorge

at Niagara Falls and workshops were built at St.

Thomas.
28

These improvements and the financial

and traffic relationships with theNew York Central

and Michigan Central maintained the CSR’s

strategic position during further stages of regional

competition.

Apart from small scale branch line construction in

the late 1880s, to Oil Springs and to Leamington

from Comber on the mainline, the CSR maintained

a simple network, ideally suited to the bridge-line

traffic. Unlike many railways, the mileage of the

CSR was remarkably stable, with virtually no

change from 1888 to I960.
29

The success of Vanderbilt in acquiring the Canada

Southern and expanding the New York Central’s

interests in east-west transit traffic brought a counter

response from the Grand Trunk. During 1879 the

Grand Trunk quietly assembled a series of lines

which traversed Michigan south westwards from

Port Huron. With the construction of a section of 34

miles, otherwise blocked by Vanderbilt interests, the

Great Trunk was able to reach the centre of Chicago

over its own tracks. By the end of 1880 almost half
30

the Grand Trunk’s traffic originated in Chicago.

Once the through route to Chicago had been

developed, the Grand Trunk’s strategy turned to

consolidation in the Ontario heartland. The newly-

formed Canadian Pacific Railway was beginning to

make proposals for acquisitions in Eastern Canada

to link up with the transcontinental line. As the

major competitor in the trans-Ontario transit move-

ments, the Great Western was vulnerable to pres-

sures from the Grand Trunk. Since the company had

been partly undermined financially by the depres-

sion of the late 1870s and its predominantly British

shareholders were clamouring for dividends, the

management was unable to avert a takeover. On
August 12, 1882 the Great Western became a part

of the Grand Trunk. At this time the Grand Trunk

became the seventh largest North American railway

system in terms of mileage.
31

The nodality of St. Thomas as a railway centre was

enhanced in 1879 by the opening of the Credit

Valley Railway. This line provided an alternative

route from Toronto to the southwest and the United

States by the interconnection with the Canada

Southern. As part of its expansion strategy of ex-

pansion in Eastern Canada, the Canadian Pacific

acquired the line in 1884. With the parallel acquisi-

tion of the Ontario and Quebec Railway, Canadian

Pacific now had a route from St. Thomas to

Montreal. In 1890, Canadian Pacific opened a new

direct line from London to Windsor.

A final phase of network expansion in the Niagara

and Detroit-St. Clair zone began in the late 1890s.

Unlike previous phases, this expansion involved

few new lines. The Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo

Railway, incorporated in 1890, was intended to pro-

vide competition for the monopoly Grand Trunk

system in Hamilton. With a bonus of$225,000 from

the City of Hamilton, the company acquired a line

from Brantford to Waterford (on the Canada

Southern) and completed the line from Brantford to

Hamilton (Figure 2.9). The strategic position of the

T.H. & B. proposals and the financial difficulties of

the company attracted the interest of the Canadian

Pacific and New York Central. An agreement

signed in 1895 placed the ownership of the T.H.&B.

in the following proportions: New York Central 37

percent, Canadian Pacific 27 percent, Michigan

Central and Canada Southern each 18 percent With

the enhanced backing, the line from Hamilton to

Welland Junction was opened in 1896 and running

rights over the Grand Trunk from Hamilton to

Toronto were secured. The industrial growth of

Hamilton provided new freight traffic for the line

and the demand for coal was the impetus for the

construction of the Smithville-Dunnville branch

(opened in 1914) and the extension to the new docks

of the car ferry service at Port Maitland (opened in

19 16).
32
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The completion of the TH & B gave the corporate

partners new accessibility. Canadian Pacific ob-

tained access to the Niagara frontier railways at Fort

Erie, while the New York Central system gained

new passenger and freight markets in Hamilton and

Toronto. Canadian Pacific built the last main route

in the region, opening a line from Goderich to

Guelph in 1907 and linking this route to Hamilton

by a short connecting line from Hamilton to Guelph

Junction via Waterdown (opened in 1912).

While no further mainlines were built, two

American companies developed services across the

region. The Wabash Railroad, based in Sl Louis,

reached Detroit in 1881.
33

In a strategy to extend

its connections further eastward, the Wabash ar-

ranged in 1898 for running rights on the Grand

Trunk from Windsor to Glencoe and then via St.

Thomas to Fort Erie and Niagara Falls. The Wabash

developed substantial transit traffic and in return the

Grand Trunk secured potential access via its ally to

new western traffic gateways in Sl Louis and Kan-

sas City. The Pere Marquette Railway, formed in

1900 as a consolidation ofvarious lines in Michigan,

also began a policy of expansion to reach Buffalo.

By the purchase of the Lake Erie & Detroit River

Railway in 1903, the Pere Marquette was able to

reach SL Thomas from the river crossing points at

Sarnia and Walkerville.
34

Running rights, for

freight trains only, from St. Thomas to Buffalo were

negotiated with the Canada Southern in 1904. The

timing of theWabash and Pere Marquette expansion

was very appropriate since both lines were able to

benefit from the Detroit and southern Michigan

automotive boom after 1900.
35

Competition between the Grand Trunk and

Canada Southem/New York Central fostered major

track improvements in the region. The Canada

Southern began double tracking in the 1880s to

increase capacity, speed and safety and was closely

followed by the Grand Trunk. By 1914 the Canada

Southern main route was double track, as was the

Grand Trunk from Chicago to Montreal (via Sarnia

and London). The limitations of car ferries were

overcome by tunnels, pioneered by the Grand Trunk

under the Sl Clair River (1891) and followed by the

New York Central between Windsor and Detroit

(1910)
36

Both lines were now able to run trains non-stop

across the peninsula. The Grand Trunk also com-

pleted a link line between Kingscourt on the Sarnia

route and Glencoe on the Windsor route. This line

opened in 1893 allowed freight trains to by-pass

London and Hamilton on their way to the Buffalo

gateway. The huge growth of traffic at the Windsor

gateway also provided the basis for the promotion

and building of the Essex Terminal Railway , opened

in 1908 and extended to Amherstburg by 1918. This

line connected many industrial plants in the broader

zone and provided interchange facilities for all the

mainline railways converging on Windsor.

THEDEVELOPMENTOF1NTERURBAN
ELECTRIC RAILWAYS

While the steam railway companies only built a

limited mileage of branch lines after 1901, some

perceived gaps in the provision of local passenger

and express services were being filled by the

development of interurban electric lines. Such lines

began in the 1890s partly as suburban extensions of

the newly electrified street railways and also as lines

to lake resorts. The length of interurban lines in-

creased from 16 miles in 1893 to 1 1 1 miles in 1901

when there were nine systems in operation. At this

time the longest route in service was from Toronto

to Newmarket (24 miles)
37

From 1901 to 1917 the number ofsystems doubled

to 18 and the length of track increased to a peak of

505 miles. A significant number of the systems

became directly or indirectly part of the mainline

railway companies. Mackenzie and Mann of the

Canadian Northern were involved in the Niagara, St.

Catharines & Toronto, Toronto& York and Toronto

Suburban Railway companies. The Canadian

Pacific acquired the Grand River (formerly Galt,

Preston and Hespeler) and Lake Erie & Northern to

provide an additional branch line system from Port

Dover to the towns of the Grand Valley.

In the euphoria following the successful comple-

tion of the first part of the Niagara Falls power

transmission system to Toronto and southwestern

Ontario, the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of

Ontario under Adam Beck became an active
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promoter of high-speed electric railways. Between

1912 and 1922 Hydro sponsored various plans for

such railways. By 1915/16 some 49 projects totall-

ing 2,164 miles had received a preliminary survey
38

(Figure 2.10). Few projects went beyond the

preliminary survey stage and an amendment to the

Hydro Electric Railways Act in 1916 stopped work

for the duration of the war. A Royal Commission

appointed in 1920 reported on the more specific

proposals of 326 miles of line, costing some $45

million in 1921. The Commission’s report noted the

precarious condition of electric railways in Ontario,

the competition with the existing CNR system and

the beginnings of the $25 million program to im-

prove public highways. In conclusion, the Commis-

sioners stated:

We are further of opinion that the rapidly

increasing debts andfinancial commitments

of the Dominion, Province and
Municipalities have aroused well-founded

apprehension in the minds of thoughtful

citizens, and are a cogent reason against the

embarkation at this time in the construction
39

ofthe contemplated railways.

Further plans for electric railway development

ended at this time as did most other ideas of further

expansion of the railway network in Ontario. Most
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public attention on transport matters from the early

1920s was to be focussed on highway development.

EARLYRAILWAYABANDONMENT

Railway abandonment in the expansion phase was

very limited and was usually a result of catastrophe

or corporate mergers which made duplicate sections

of line redundant. The earliest closure was the Pres-

ton & Berlin, abandoned in January 1858 when the

bridge over the Grand River at Doon was washed

out in a flood. The northern end was re-used by the

Grand Trunk’s branch from Berlin to Galt, opened

in 1871.
40

Cobourg’s investment of $1 million in the

Cobourg & Peterborough Railway was largely lost

in 1860 when the Rice Lake bridge collapsed. The
isolated sections of the line were used for a time and

then abandoned.
41 Some mineral branches also had

very short life-cycles when the mining operations

failed to reach the expectations of the promoters.

The seven mile Madoc-Eldorado branch, opened in

1880 by the Belleville& North Hastings, was closed

by the Grand Trunk in 1893.
42

Most other recorded abandonments were usually

the result ofearly mergers which made some section

of line redundant. The Grand Trunk removed nine

miles of parallel track between Listowel and Pal-

merston in the early 1880s.
43

In 1885, when the

Canadian Pacific integrated the Credit Valley and

Toronto, Grey & Bruce lines, some three miles of

redundant track was taken up between Melville

Junction and Orangeville. The Toronto Belt Line

opened by the Grand Trunk in 1892, was premature

in terms of the land and traffic development ex-

pected by its promoters. By 1904, only 5 miles of

spur line remained of the original 13-mile route.
45

Even the new interurbans could be quickly over-

taken by new developments. The South Western

Traction line from London to Port Stanley via Lam-

beth, Talbotville and St Thomas (28 miles), opened

in 1907, was ruined by the more direct London &
Port Stanley line (24 miles), electrified in 1915/16.

The company was liquidated in 1918 and the line

immediately scrapped after only a decadeof service.

The Grand Valley Railway Company’s line between

Paris and Galt also had a short period of direct

operation before succumbing to a better capitalized

competitor.

RAILWAYSANDTHETRANSFORMATIONOF
ONTARIO

Between the censuses of 1851 and 1921 the popula-

tion of Ontario increased more than threefold.

Throughout this period the railway was a key agent

of change. At first only the corridors of the oldest

settled areas were affected. Then from the early

1870s, with a further extension of the network, a

broader zone of territory was interconnected with

the core areas. The completion of the first transcon-

tinental line in 1885 began opening up the distant

margins, a process which continued on a larger scale

in the period after 1901.

The railway created new forms ofaccessibility and

greatly reduced travel times. In 1841 a journey by

scheduled stage coach from Belleville to Toronto

(approx. 120 miles) took 24 hours
47
Once the rail-

way was in operation journey times fell to only 5 1/2

hours and the average speed rose from 5 m.p.h. to

22 m.p.h. By 1870 it was possible to cross the

province from Sarnia to Cornwall in less than 24

hours
48 Two decades later it was even possible to

traverse the largely inhospitable terrain of the north-

ern extremities of Ontario in only 2 1/2 days. The

parallel development of the telegraph lines, with an

operator at virtually every station, added a further

dimension ofrapid communication to all parts of the

settled areas of the province. While improvements

in speed were fairly modest, standards of

punctuality, comfort and safety increased very sub-

stantially.
9

The potential benefits of the railway network,

evident on small-scale maps, were not always fully

realized in practice. Connections were sometimes

impeded by differences of track gauges, very in-

direct routes, poor train schedules and high, even

discriminatory freight rates. The transit traffic

across the Ontario peninsula was partly hindered by

the 5 foot 6 inches rail gauge in Ontario compared

with the standard 4 foot 8.5 inches gauge in New
York and Michigan.

50
In the mid 1860s the Great

Western began to lay a third rail to facilitate the
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interchange of cars with American railways.
51

The

building of the Canada Southern on the standard

gauge of4 foot 8.5 inches pushed the Great Western

and Grand Trunk into rapid conversion of their

tracks.
52

Freight rate discrimination perceived by

many towns and cities was also a significant factor

in the promotion of rival railway schemes to provide

competition and alternative routes.

Keefer’s forecasts of the economic transformation

were largely fulfilled. There were new possibilities

for agriculture and manufacturing, tourism was

developed in new areas, and the forest and mineral

resources ofthe north were opened up by railways.
53

Most towns were changed by the “iron road” and

some new places were created by the railway. A
writer noted the changes at Collingwood in the early

1860s:

Before it was built, an unbroken forest oc-

cupied its site and red deer came down

through the woods to drink at the shore. Now
it is a thriving town of 2,000 to 3,000 in-

habitants, with saw mills, huge raftsfrom the

north which almost fill the little harbour,

with a grain elevator which lifts out of the

steam barges the cornfrom Chicago ...

,54

Port Arthur and Fort William were dramatically

changed in the 1880s and again after 1900 as the

western grain trade expanded.

The urban system was greatly extended and en-

hanced during the “railway age.” In 185 1 there were

only three incorporated cities in Ontario - Toronto,

Hamilton and Kingston. Toronto was the largest

place with a population of 30,775. By 1921 there

were 24 cities and the population of the City of

Toronto had reached 522,000. The role of the rail-

way in the development of cities and all urban places

cannot be overemphasized. Railway completion

and urban incorporation frequently went together.

Along the routes of the Wellington, Grey & Bruce

Railway which reached Southampton in 1872 and

Kincardine in the following year, six places were

incorporated as urban centres. Palmerston, incor-

porated in 1875, was a wholly new creation of the

railway expansion in the region. Places bypassed by

railway development were rapidly overtaken by

rival centres. Morpeth on the Talbot Road, in

southeast Kent, was regarded as the major centre of

that part of the county when surveyed by Lovell’s

Directory in 1870.
56 When the Canada Southern

was located through Ridgetown five miles away,

that place began to draw away businesses from

Morpeth. Ridgetown, incorporated as a village in

1876, became a town in 1882 when it had a popula-

tion of 2,100. Morpeth, in contrast, lost economic

position and never incorporated.
57

Such examples

of change may be found throughout southern On-

tario in the 1870s and 1880s. By the early 1920s,

only 13 out of some 300 urban municipalities in the

province had not achieved a railway connection.

Lanark, incorporated in 1862 and with a population

of 597 in 1921, was the largest place in the group

without railway connections.
58

Railways, like most new innovations, were a

mixed blessing to smaller Ontario communities.

The overbuilding of lines created a financial burden

at all levels of government Duplication of routes

was uneconomic and it has taken many decades to

achieve even incomplete rationalization. Optimis-

tic promises by local railway promoters were rarely

completely fulfilled. Initial estimates of costs of

construction and operation were often based on

guesswork, and real development often took second

place to speculation. Land which was subdivided in

the boom of the 1850s was often undeveloped for

another 30 or 40 years. According to Stevens, “The

coming of the railway, therefore quickened the

economic pulse of communities at the expense of

good manners, honesty and fair dealings.”
59

Rail-

way promotion and bonusing were often en-

couraged by municipalities at the expense of real

longterm growth. Cobourg’s investment of over

one million dollars in the Cobourg & Peterborough

Railway (which was ruined in 1860 when the Rice

Lake bridge was washed out) created a longterm

debt burden for the town.
60

The promise of in-

creased population and business activity following

railway construction was not enjoyed equally.

Larger centres tended to benefit more than smaller

places, with Toronto gaining more than its share of

wholesaling and banking as it clearly became the

largest city after 185 1 . Hamilton’s railway develop-

ment efforts with the Great Western (1850s), the

Hamilton & North Western (1870s) and Toronto,
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TABLE 2.5 The Financial Crisis of the Canadian Northern Railway 1910-1915 ($ million)

Revenue Expenses Revenue

Expenses

Fixed

Charges

Net

Results

1910 13.8 9.2 4.6 3.3 1.3

1911 18.0 12.6 5.4 4.3 1.1

1912 23.1 16.9 6.2 5.3 0.9

1913 27.2 20.1 7.1 6.2 0.9

1914 26.9 19.5 7.4 7.1 0.3

1915 25.9 19.3 6.6 8.3 -1.7

1916 35.5 26.1 9.4 9.6 -0.2

1917 43.5 31.3 12.2 16.6 -4.4

1918 49.1 44.1 5.0 17.9 -12.9

1919 55.3 60.0 -4.7 20.0 -24.7

Source: Adapted from K. Cruikshank, Close Ties (1991), Table B.8, p. 224.

Hamilton & Buffalo (1890s) failed to break the

dominance of Toronto.

There is no question that railways influenced and

changed urban places. Their physical layout was

modified as railways cut through the built-up area,

transforming the symmetry of central Guelph,

blocking access to the waterfront in Toronto and

creating a complex of lines in central Ottawa. The

railway station became a new urban symbol and a

new focus within towns. Railway industries created

new economic opportunities for some communities.

In places with workshops and marshalling yards,

such as North Bay, Stratford and St. Thomas,
6

railways were the dominant activity and some

smaller northern centres, such as Capreol, were

wholly dependent on a railway company. Even in

the age of railway transport dominance there were

conflicting views on railway services. Local centres

were concerned with fast and cheap movement of

passengers and freight which would benefit their

community. The large integrated railway com-

panies were more interested in the more profitable

long-distance transit traffic. The Grand Trunk Rail-

way, commonly accused of “arrogance” by places

along its routes, was most concerned with develop-

ing its long distance services. The conflicts between

local service and the long-distance, bulk-traffic in-

terests of the railway companies were rarely satis-

factorily resolved.

The expansion phase of the Ontario railway life-

cycle gradually came to a halt in the years between

1913 and 1917. At the local scale, the CPR proposal

to build a line along the banks of the Avon river was

defeated by a narrow margin ofvotes in March 1913.

This line, as proposed, would have destroyed the

environmental qualities of Stratford’s newly-estab-

lished park system. This victory for urban amenity

marked the end of the type of urban railway expan-

sion which had often thwarted the physical improve-

ment of cities.
63

Nationally the great economic

boom ended in recession and wartime uncertainties.

These macro-economic trends were reflected in the

emerging crisis of the Canadian Northern Railway

and the other new transcontinental lines launched in

the glowing forecasts and dreams of the Laurier

period. As the data in Table 2.5 show so clearly,

although the revenue (earnings) of the Canadian

Northern doubled between 1910and 1914,the over-

all financial performance was sinking quickly. The

rising burden of the fixed charges could not be

supported by the traffic generated on the railway

system. Over-optimistic railway promotion could

no longer be sustained and the Canadian Northern

and its creditors had to be supported by a massive

federal government “bail out” in 1916-1917.
64

The
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failure ofrailway finances at this time resulted in the

more direct state involvement in railway operations.

The expansion phase ended in crisis and financial

problems which tended to dominate the future of

railways in Ontario and elsewhere. Inevitably the

end of expanding networks and traffice left a good

deal of unfinished business. Facilities which were

inadequate, even antiquated, in 1914 were not mod-

ernized for decades, if at all. Network improve-

ments were delayed or cancelled and such features

led to operating inflexiblities in the future when

railways were faced with new forms of competition.
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3 Forces of Change and the
Railway Problem

A country extendingfrom the Atlantic to the

Pacific across the widest part of the North

American continent, must needs have a rail-

way problem.

W.H. Moore, Railway Nationalisation

and the Average Citizen (1917), p. vii.

The earlier, virtually unchallenged, success of

railways began to turn into the “railway prob-

lem” during World War I. The slogans of“develop-

ment through transportation” prevalent in the boom
period changed to calls for an end to the “debauch

of railway construction”.
1
While the bankruptcy of

the Canadian Northern in 1916 precipitated an im-

mediate financial crisis, the difficulties of railways

soon became more widespread. Throughout the

interwar period the problems of railways became a

persistent issue, notjust in Canada but in most parts

of the world which had well-developed railway sys-

tems.
2
The rapid adoption of motor vehicles rapidly

upset the previous monopoly of railway transporta-

tion. Traffic demand during World War II gave

railways a brief reprieve, but by the early 1950s the

problems had returned again and have remained

ever since.
3

Early postwar hopes that railways

could be totally revitalized and self-sustaining or-

ganizations have never been fulfilled. Few railway

systems have been unable to survive without sub-

stantial public support in the form of grants, sub-

sidies and various forms of protection. The main

elements of the railway problem have been finance,

new forms of competition, and overcapacity. Each

of these elements had gradual effects on the

viability of the railway systems. Some appreciation

of the new environment in which railways operated

is essential in any detailed examination of the char-

acteristics of railway retreat and network contrac-

tion. The various policy responses of the railway

companies and government are outlined in the final

part of this chapter.

Before exploring the various issues associated

with the forces of change and the railway problem,

it is appropriate to review general changes in railway

traffic. (Figure 3.1) In the absence of data for the

Ontario railway network as a whole, the Canada

Southern Railway has been selected to exemplify

general trends.
4

The basic system of Canada

Southern was established in 1873 and modified

slightly in the next decade. Thereafter it remained

unchanged until 1960 when various branches were

closed. Traffic volumes of passengers and freight

rose gradually to 1905 and then increased rapidly

with the economic development of Detroit and

southeastern Michigan. The trends after 1920 are

probably not atypical of most mainlines in eastern

North America. Traffic was maintained in the

1920s but collapsed very sharply in the Depression

of the following decade. During this interwar period

new forms ofcompetition were being developed and

became firmly entrenched in the total transportation

system. World War II created exceptional demands

and, at least until the early 1950s, it appeared that

railways could, in some market segments, maintain

levels of activity comparable to the 1920s. This

optimism was short-lived and competition for pas-

sengers and freight became intense and the Canada

Southern was unable to maintain traffic volumes.

Passenger traffic declined catastrophically while

freight movements dropped more gradually. The

parent company of Canada Southern, the Penn

Central, declared bankruptcy in 1970, was national-

ized by the U.S. government, and reorganized as

Conrad in 1976.
5

If the final crisis on the Canada

Southern system was more extreme than most

Canadian Railways, the issues and trends were

nevertheless very similar.

FINANCE

The railway network which reached its apogee in the

early 1920s, had been butit up over many decades

of cumulative investment. This investment had
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Figure 3.1 Canada Southern Railway: Traffic Life Cycle 1873-1980

come from several sources: private bondholders,

various forms of federal and provincial support, and

municipal bonuses. The proportions varied from

line to line. Some lines such as the National

Transcontinental Railway (Moncton-Winnipeg)

and the Temiskaming & Northern Ontario were

wholly funded by government Most lines were,

however, built by a complex mixture of funds. The

15-mile line of the Si Mary’s & Western Ontario

Railway Company (incorporated in 1905 to run

from St Marys to Zorra Station on the CPR) cost

$343,950 to build. This was financed in the follow-

ing proportions: bond sales 57.7 percent, municipal

bonuses 22.7 percent, provincial and federal grants

19.6 percent. When completed in 1912 the line was

leased by the CPR which guaranteed a minimum
rental sufficient to pay the 4 percent interest on the

bond issue.
6

The uncertainties and risks of building trunk lines

through thinly populated or wholly wilderness areas

were a deterrent to private investment from the

beginning of the railway age. Local capital was

limited, so distant investors, mostly in Britain, had

to be persuaded to buy railway bonds. The Railway

Guarantee Act of 1849 allowed the government to

guarantee interest payments to railway investors.
7

Later legislation of the Province of Canada, such as

the creation of a Municipal Loan Fund in 1852,

allowed counties, townships, and urban

municipalities to guarantee interest and make loans

or grants to railway companies. These mechanisms

and others developed later were used to encourage

and support the financing of railway construction.

Among the various forms of government aid were

guarantees, loans at very low rates of interest, sub-

sidies (including mail contracts), land grants, and

direct capital investment, when no private investors

could be attracted. Land grants and direct govern-

ment investment were most common in Northern

Ontario. The Algoma Central & Hudson Bay Rail-

way, for example, received land grants of 7,400

acres per mile of line built.
8

All levels of govern-

ment were involved in railway financing. The

federal government, as successor to the Province of

Canada, was most deeply involved in railway

financing. By 1917 nearly one billion dollars had

been paid or pledged to railway construction in

Canada.
9

Ontario’s contribution, as “Aid to Rail-

ways” from 1867 to 1920, was much more modest,

amounting to only $8.08 million.
10

At the same

time, however, Ontario’s capital investment in the

Temiskaming & Northern Ontario had reached

$22.68 million.
11

Municipal financial support for

contribution was not insignificant and, in addition,

generous exemptions from municipal taxation were

frequently granted for railway company proper-

ties.
12

The generous public support to railway financing

often encouraged overbuilding of lines and the large

burden of debt began to cast long shadows by 1915-

lb. The failure of the Canadian Northern Railway

at this time not only threatened the viability of the
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Figure 3.2 Operating Ratiosfor Selected Railways 1900-1980

Bank of Commerce but confidence in the financial

foundations ofthe state.
13
G. H. Ferguson, the newly

eected Premier of Ontario, noted in 1923 that:

The Dominion ofCanada is today suffering

from a tremendous burden of debt incurred

by building railways far in advance of the

country’s need and we must continue to bear

that load of non-productive investment for

many years}*

Renewed expansion in the late 1920s continued to

add to railway debt, especially for Canadian Nation-

al which was integrating a mixture of networks into

a full national system. The cost and burden on the

national railway debt became a major issue during

the Depression and its aftermath.
15

One example of

the increase in overall costs was the Temiskaming

& Northern Ontario which showed an increase in

capital costs from $22.68 million in 1920 to $51.44

million in 1933.
16

Such increases and the rising

burden of interest changes were not unusual for the

time. While the major financial crisis of railway

funding and the national debt was averted by

economic revival during World War II, the per-

petual costs of nineteenth-century railway expan-

sion may still be noted in the annual reports of

Canadian National.
17

Operating Ratios and Cost Structures

If railway companies received some long-term

financial assistance with the capital costs of con-

struction from public funds, the regular activities

had to be sustained from operating revenues. With

the exception of some branch lines where revenue

rarely matched expenses, most railways were viable

in their regular operations before World War I. A
positive “operating ratio” was the convention used

at the time to measure, on a comparative basis, the

general viability of railway companies.
18

Clearly a

significant margin was required in order to pay

interest on bonds and to pay dividends to

shareholders.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the general trends of operat-

ing ratios for all Canadian railways, the Canada

Southern, and the Ottawa & New York (the New
York Central branch from Cornwall to Ottawa).

The crisis around 1920 is shown clearly, as is the

general deterioration of the financial condition of

railways after 1950. The trends are complementary

to the traffic changes noted earlier with Figure 3.1.

Shifts and changes in the period between 1913 and

1923 are noted in Table 3.1. Even in 1913 when

railways still enjoyed a dominance in land transport,

there was a substantial variation between com-

panies. Bridge lines such as the Canada Southern
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TABLE 3.1 Ontario Railway Companies: Operating Ratios 1913-1923

1913

PERCENT

1916 1920 1923

Algoma Central 61.7 77.8 91.1 94.0

Algoma Eastern 57.1 46.9 62.5 63.0

Bay of Quinte 85.9
c

- -

Brockville, Westport & N.W. 66.9
c

- -

Canada Southern 51.6 56.2 74.5 64.4

Canadian Government
a,b

- - 123.5 -

Canadian Northern
a,b

70.6 71.1 125.3 -

Canadian Northern Ontario 96.0
c

Canadian National
8

- - - 94.6

Canadian Pacific
8

67.0 62.8 83.8 80.4

Central Ontario 64.8
c

- -

Essex Terminal 58.4 66.3 102.2 72.6

Grand Trunk
b

69.1 73.5 - -

Grand Trunk (Canada Atlantic) 95.5 -

Irondale, Bancroft & Ottawa 78.8
c

Kingston & Pembroke 78.7
_d

London & Port Stanley 112.0
{

National Transcontinental - 92.6

Ottawa & New York 87.5 113.0 130.1 138.2

Pere Marquette 62.9 53.1 68.6 65.6

Schomberg & Aurora 116.8
_f

St. Clair Tunnel
b

27.8 -

Temiskaming & N. Ont. 90.4 76.8 85.3 80.8

Thousand Island 65.8 70.2 78.5 69.6

Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo 53.7 59.9 73.5 72.0

Wabash 88.3 76.8 88.6 75.1

CANADA 70.9 68.9 97.2 86.8

Notes

a Summary of all operations throughout Canada

b Constituents of Canadian National

c Acquired/consolidated with Canadian Northern

d Acquired/consolidated with Canadian Pacific

e Consolidated with Canadian Govenment Railways

f Electrified - transferred to other statistical series

Source: Calculated from Railway Statistics.
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TABLE 3.2 Railway Cost Structures:

Canadian National Operations Annual

Average 1922-1936

Percent

Maintenance of way and 21.1

structures

Maintenance of equipment 22.1

Transportation expense 49.2

Interest payments/dividends 7.6

TOTAL 100.0

Source: Calculated from Thomson, The Railway Problem in

Canada (1938), p. 398.

and Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo were very suc-

cessful. Other lines such as the London & Port

Stanley and the Schomberg & Aurora already had

negative operating ratios?
9 The variability of

operating ratios between railway companies was a

result of efficiencies ofmanagement and operations

but also reflected the basic nature of the systems.

Companies confined to one branch line, such as the

Ottawa&New York, were inherently less profitable

than those which had a natural monopoly of traffic,

such as the Temiskaming & Northern Ontario.

The high capital outlay in basic infrastructure for

railway operations has already been noted in Chap-

ter 1 . Table 3.2 shows that maintenance ofways and

structures has always been significant proportion of

total operating expenses. High overheads were also

reflected in the maintenance of steam locomotives

and rolling stock. Much of the work was very

labour-intensive and railway companies until the

1970s were always among the largest employers.

Employment expenses and the inflexibilities of the

railway labour force were significantelements ofthe

cost structures from the 1920s.
20

The cost of bor-

rowed capital was also reflected in the proportion of

expenses devoted to interest payments. In the case

of Canadian National, the interest payments were

rarely sufficient to cover the costs of maintaining the

very substantial debt.

Experience from other countries suggests that few

railway companies were fully aware of the costs of

operating particular types of services. The regulated

public service obligations and the sheer size ofmany

systems meant that the aggregate picture of

profitability was the critical concern. Generally

railways had adopted the principal of cross-subsidy,

with revenue from the high-value traffic and high-

volume lines being used to cover the losses from the

less remunerative parts.
21

For some lines especially branches, World War I

was a major watershed, since they were unable to

achieve viability thereafter.
22

The failure of the

Ottawa & New York (Figure 3.1), as one of the last

surviving single branch-line companies, stands as an

example of many unidentifiable branch lines in the

large corporate systems. Shifting cost structures,

including the rising expense of labour during and

after World War II and the increasing inroads of

other competitive modes, are illustrated by the

dramatic shifts in the viability of the Canada

Southern. The very large transcontinental railways,

while faced with similar changes, were able to

balance losses in some regions with major gains in

others. Attempting to achieve adequate earnings

from rail operations has been a major focus of cor-

porate and public policies.

NEWFORMS OFCOMPETITION

For over 60 years from the 1850s, railways

dominated most forms of traffic movement: pas-

sengers, express, mail, and all types of freight. Rail-

ways carried individual items as well as quantities

in bulk. Bulk movements could include not only a

whole boxcar but a train load of special excursion

passengers or cars loaded with coal. Railway move-

ments of freight and passengers covered the whole

spectrum of distance: local, intercity, regional, in-

terregional transcontinental, and international.

While there was some competition between railway

companies, notably in travel times, comfort for pas-

sengers and overall convenience, the increasing

regulation brought basically similar rates and con-

ditions of service. The dominance of railways in

short distance movements was broken by new forms

of competition during the 1920s. Over successive

decades the cumulative effects and continued im-

provement of the new forms of competition meant

that more and more types of railway traffic were lost

or given up as being unprofitable.
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TABLE 3.3 Ontario Motor Vehicle Registrations and Provincial Highways

MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATIONS PROVINCIAL HIGHWAYS (MILES)

Tolaf Commercial

Vehicles

Total Limited Access

1903 178

1910 4,230

1915 46,520

1920 177,561 16,204 1,604

1925 342,174 34,690 1,861

1931 562,216 64,256 2,893

1935 564,076 67,570 3,596

1943 691,615 97,717 7,460
b

75
c

1966 2,643,474 370,026 9,867 707

1990
d

5,804,105 1,059,092 10,946 952

Notes:

a Includes motor cycles

b Trunk Roads of Department of Northern Development included from 1 937

c Queen Elizabeth Way
d Motor Vehicle Registrations (1988), Provincial highways (1989)

Source: Urquhart & Buckley, Historical Statistics ofCanada (1965) and compilations from annual reports of Department of

Highways

By the early 1920s, road transport was no longer

an adjunct of railway collection and distribution

services. The explosive growth of numbers of

motor vehicles, the rapid improvement in perfor-

mance and load carrying, together with the parallel

development of improved highways and roads,

resulted in the creation of a revitalized and very

competitive mode of transport Road transport was

very flexible: the road network was already

widespread and, once improved, allowed almost

infinite movement from door-to-door. The
flexibilities inherent in road transport were en-

hanced by the combination of public and private

carriers. In contrast, the railways were solely public

carriers. Thus road transport was competitive with

railways, and there was also internal competition

between private road carriers and the public for-hire

carriers.

Road transport operators were very successful in

diverting traffic away from the railways. Much of

this traffic was the higher-value commodity move-

ment Competition from road transport not only

forced reductions in railway freight rates and pas-

senger fares but also upset the principles on which

railway rates were based.
23

The value of the com-

modity carried was the basis of most railway freight

rates. Thus higher-valued commodities (estab-

lished by very detailed classifications) paid relative-

ly higher rates per ton-mile than low-valued

commodities regardless of the actual costs of car-

riage. Truck operators, in contrast, based their rates

on the cost of providing the service. A substantial

element of public policies from the late 1920s to the

late 1960s was an attempt to regulate the flexible-

cost rates of motor transport operators since then-

impact on railway rates and services was so substan-

tial.

The broad dimensions of the development of

motorization are outlined in Table 3.3. Motor

vehicle registrations began in 1903 but were barely

perceptible until after 1910. Two major waves of

motorization transformed the nature of surface

transportation after that time. All the basic features

were established in the first wave, from 19 15 to 193

1
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Figure 3.3 1926 System ofBus Routes Operating in Ontario

and these features were enhanced and universally

diffused after World War II. Road transportation

depended on the parallel improvement of roads and

highways. Plans made in 1914 emphasized the im-

provement of rural roads to market towns with rail-

way connections. Pressure from the growing

multitude of uses, lobby groups and the potential

value of American tourists added a new dimension

ofprovincially-owned and built intercity highways.

The first system was designated in 1920 and five

years later it was possible to drive from Windsor to

Montreal on a paved highway which was open to

traffic all year.

Highway development preceded very rapidly in

the 1920s and 1930s. Local roads were improved;

provincial highways and northern Ontario trunk

roads linked all the major centres. The basic provin-

cial network was largely in place by 1943. Since

that time the principal changes have been in further

improvement - surfacing, highway widening and

straightening, and new bridges. New roads have

been built in northern Ontario, including the Trans-

Canada Highway completed in the early 1960s. A
new network oflimited access highways in southern

Ontario, begun with the opening of the Queen

Elizabeth Way in 1939, has created new forms of

movement across the core area of the province.

Motorization had various effects on railway traf-

fic, some almost immediate, others taking decades

to reach full impact. Recreation movements by

private automobiles were among the earliest uses of

motor vehicles, and the electric interurban services

and some local railway routes were the first to be

affected in the early 1920s. Passenger traffic on the

London & Port Stanley line, for example, declined

by 36 percent between 1922 and 1926 as recreation-

al travellers adopted the automobile. On the Toron-

to, Hamilton & Buffalo Railway, passenger traffic

fell by 13 percent between 1920 and 1925 and by a

further 10 percent to 1929. The president of the line

recognized the problems of new competition which

would result from the:

... construction of the new Provincial High-

way between Hamilton and Welland ... will

permit bus and truck service and will

probably result still further in reducing the

earnings of the railway line .

24
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The improvement of Highway 20 which ran al-

most parallel with the TH & B helped to undermine

local traffic. One train each way between Hamilton

and Welland was withdrawn in March 1932, and the

branch line passenger service from Smithville to

Dunnville was replaced by buses in August 1937.

The development of public for-hire road services

quickly affected the movement of passengers and

freight over increasingly longer distances. Figure

3.3, which shows the pattern ofbus routes operating

in 1926, provides an early example of the cumula-

tive effects of vehicle and highway improvement.

Many services ran parallel existing railways so that

traditional railway monopolies on routes such as

Stratford to Goderich and Brockville to Westport

were subject to competition. Some bus services

provided new direct connections between places.

Owen Sound, for example, was directly linked to

places along the shores ofLake Huron and Georgian

Bay. By railway, a journey from Owen Sound to

Barriewould have required a long route via Toronto.

As public road passenger services were developed,

public for-hire trucking companies were also evolv-

ing to carry furniture removals, livestock,
26

special-

ized commodities and small less-than-carload

consignments over longer and longer distances. The

diffusion of truck ownership to farmers and small

businesses hauling their own needs also resulted in

more competition for traffic.

By the late 1930s motor road transport was a well

established industry which had transformed the

province:

There can be no doubt of the profound and

widespread influence that commercial motor

transport has had on industrial and social

conditions in Ontario. Motor trucks now
serve many communities thatformerly lack-

ed direct service by rail or water. In many

instances they have reduced the cost of

freight transportation, have stimulated busi-

ness, and by givingfrequent and expeditious

service to outlying areas have assisted in the

decentralization of industry and the com-

mendable building up of prosperous small

communities distantfrom large cities
27

These features of road transport were further en-

hanced and extended over the next fifty years in the

second wave of motorization. Over this period the

radius of dominance increased very substantially

from the 50 to 100 miles of the late 1930s to 5004-

miles in the late 1980s.

Along the lakeshores of Ontario, railways were

always subject to some degree of water transport

competition in the nineteenth century. Railway

companies were frequently active shipowners, first

with ferries then with longer distance steamers.
28

Canadian Pacific established a fleet of steamers in

the 1 880s from Owen Sound to the Lakehead, at first

to provide a “bridge” across northern Ontario then

as a seasonal supplement to the railway services.

Canadian Northern followed a similar pattern two

decades later to link Port Arthur with Parry Sound.
29

Car ferries, principally for coal haulage, were also

an important feature of railway operations in Lakes

Erie and Ontario in the first three decades of the
30

twentieth century.

Railways and steamships were an integral part of

the grain traffic from Western Canada, which be-

came so important after 1900. Navigational con-

straints on the Welland Canal and the St. Lawrence

canals meant that most grain shipments were made

by rail to the Lakehead, then by water to a variety of

ports between Parry Sound and Port Colbome, and

then by rail again to Montreal and other ocean ports

(Figure 3.4). The grain traffic sustained many rail-

way routes in southern Ontario throughout the year.

Major grain elevators provided storage at the

ports.
31

Other major movements in the Great Lakes in-

cluded coal and iron ore. The coal trade from U.S.

ports on Lake Erie and Ontario (mainly Rochester)

flowed to corresponding ports in Ontario and to

ports in the Upper Lakes such as Parry Sound, Little

Current, Sault Ste. Marie, and Thunder Bay. Rail-

ways then moved the coal to inland consumption

points. In addition to the lake shipments, a substan-

tial tonnage of coal moved directly through the

gateways of Fort Erie and Niagara Falls. Iron ore

movements were more limited. Sault Ste. Marie

was supplied by water and rail from Michipicoten,

and the Hamilton blast furnaces were supplied from
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mines in Michigan and Minnesota. At various times

Hamilton was supplied by rail-carried ore from the

port of Sarnia.

Improvements in ship canals began to change the

railway-water linkages. On the larger scale, the

opening of the Panama Canal in 1915 gradually

broughtnew competition for the Great Lakes system

as rail haulage to Vancouver had cost advantages for

grain movements from the Western Prairies. The

opening of the new Welland Ship Canal in 1931

brought many changes Since larger vessels were

now able to move down to Lake Ontario, some grain

movements were extended eastwards to Kingston

and Prescott before being loaded on to trains for

shipment to Montreal.
33

Coal movements from

U.S. Lake Erie ports went direcdy to Hamilton and

Toronto without any involvement of railways. The
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TABLE 3.4 Comparative Travel Times from Toronto by Air and Rail, November 1943

Service No. ofDaily

Flights

Travel Time Best Train Time
a

Ottawa 6 1 hour 25 min. 7 hours 5 min.

Montreal 6 2 hours 15 min. 6 hours 45 min.

North Bay 3 1 hour 20 min. 6 hours 35 min.

Kapuskasing 3 3 hours 15 min. 18 hours

Winnipeg 3 5 hours 35 min. 34 hours 30 min.

London 2 45 min. 2 hours 9 min.

Windsor 2 1 hour 45 min. 4 hours 25 min.

Detroit
b

2 3 hours 5 hours 10 min.

Chicago
5

2 4 hours 20 min. 1 1 hours 55 min.

New York
c

3 2 hours 12 hours 5 min.

Notes

a By Canadian National except to New Yoik City (via Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo / New York Central),

b Via American Airlines from Windsor

c Non stop

Source: Railway Timetable Nov. 1943, p.65 (Trans-Canada Air Lines timetable) and other appropriate railway tables.

Developments in the containerization of cargo in

the early 1970s brought some revitalization of rail-

way traffic in the Sl Lawrence corridor. Containers

unloaded at the Canadian Atlantic ports and

Montreal could be shipped by special flat-cars to

Ontario destinations, Detroit and the U.S. Midwest.

Canadian National and the Grand Trunk Western

were major beneficiaries. The international

general cargo movements in the Great Lakes were,

however, drastically reduced by such develop-

ments.
37

Aviation began competing with railways only

from in the late 1930s when Trans-Canada AirLines

was established. The first transcontinental air ser-

vice was opened in 1939.
38 By 1943, TCA was

offering a number of competitive services across

Ontario. While the carrying capacity of the aircraft

was very limited (14-20 passengers) and the fares

were nearly double the cost of those by rail, there

were very substantial advantages in the reduction of

travel times (Table 3.4). In the postwar period,

long-distance air travel was transformed by three

successive waves of improvement in the size of

planes and the speed of travel. New airlines in the

1950s, such as Austin Airways from Timmins and

TH & B Railway lost much of its substantial coal

traffic once the canal was opened, thus undermining

its profitability.
34

As a result of the changes, the

railway closed the car ferry service from Ashtabula,

Ohio to Port Maitland in 1932.

The completion of the St. Lawrence Seaway in

1959 brought more profound changes to the rail-

water bulk movements. Most of the grain ports of

the lower lakes became redundant as shipments by

lakers could move directly from Thunder Bay to the

ocean ports in the St. Lawrence estuary.
5

The

process ofabandonment was a gradual one: the final

abandonment of theCPR facilities at Port McNicoll,

for example, did not take place until 1990. Improve-

ments in the size ofbulk carriers and the conversion

of vessels to self-unloading have provided sig-

nificant competition to bulk haulage by railways in

the Great Lakes region. There are now few linkages

remaining between rail and water carriers. CPR
gave up its Great Lakes fleet in 1967; other com-

panies abandoned services earlier. Remaining

linkages include the rail ferry services at Windsor

and Sarnia and the corporate connection of the Al-

goma Central Railway and the steamship line.
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TABLE 3.5 Ontario: Estimates of Coal Consumption 1920-1989 (000 tons)

Anthracite Bituminous Coal (% Canadian) Total

1920 2,946 10,373 13,319

1923 3,143 14,068 17,211

1929 2,299 13,068 15,367

1933 1,138 7,635 8,773

1939 2,527 9,764 12,291

1943 2,533 16,946 19,479

1949 2,469 13,329 15,798

1953 1,789 16,833 18,622

1959 857 11,324 3.2 12,181

1966 297 15,809 2.4 16,106

1969 152 16,209 3.3 16,361

1979 49 19,655 13.9 19,704

1989 - 19,497 29.8 19,497

Source: Statistics Canada, Coal Mines (Catalogue No. 26-206).

Sarnia Airlines in the southwest, added new routes

and provided competition for long-distance rail

travel.
39

Other forms of competition for traditional railway

traffic were much less visible. The gradual transfor-

mation of the whole energy economy from coal and

steam to petroleum fuels and electricity had

profound effects on the railways. New modes of

transportation by wire and pipeline replaced the

railway haulage of coal (Table 3.4). As with many
innovations the full effects of change were not felt

for several decades. The transmission of electric

power from Niagara Falls by the Hydro- Electric

Power Commission ofOntario began in 19 10.
40 By

1914 Windsor was connected with Niagara Falls,

with the transmission lines following a basically

similar route to the Great Western Railway of 1854.

The Ottawa Valley was connected to the rest of

southern Ontario by power lines in 1928 and a vast

water-power generated electricity supply and dis-

tribution system expanded decade by decade. Such

development diminished the demand for coal/steam

as a power source.

The gradual substitution of petroleum fuels and

natural gas for the universal use of coal for heating

reached a climax in the 1950s. Table 3.4 shows a

dramatic decline (35 percent) in coal consumption

between 1953 and 1959. Anthracite consumption,

mostly used in home heating, declined by 52 percent

in the same period. Conversion to heating oil and

natural gas was the immediate cause of the change.

The formal tuming-on of the Alberta gas supply via

Trans Canada Pipelines on 24 October 1958 marked

the end of coal use in town-gas making and the loss

of railway coal traffic to cities like Guelph,

Kitchener and Waterloo.
41

The parallel conversion

of railway motive power from steam to diesel-

electric also reduced the haulage of coal.

By the mid-1960s coal usage had become very

centralized in a few major plants, mainly the coke

ovens of Hamilton and Sault Ste. Marie and the

thermal generating stations of Ontario Hydro. In

1966 Ontario Hydro’s coal consumption amounted

to nearly 4 million tons or 24 percent of the total

volume of coal consumed in the province. By 1989

Ontario Hydro was consuming nearly 13 million

tons or 66 percent of the provincial total. Virtually

all of this coal was moved directly to the generating

plants by water. The increasing proportion of

Canada coal noted in Table 3.5 did, however, pro-

vide some additional traffic to the railways from
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TABLE 3.6 Canada: Changing Proportion of Freight Transport Revenues by Mode 1930-1974

PERCENT

Total RAILWAY0

Receipts

$ million

Water Highways Pipeline Other** Total

1930 415 85.0 12.8 2.2 - - 100.0

1940 526 69.5 18.3 11.4 - 0.8 100.0

1950 1,138 72.8 15.5 10.0 0.6 1.1 100.0

1960 2,197 47.2 12.5 20.0 8.4 1.9 100.0

1974 7,439 31.4 12.5 41.1 10.5 4.5 100.0

Notes:

a Includes railway trucking operations

b Indudes air freight, bus parcel express etc.

Source: compiled from: Historique du Camionage: Biographic des Pionniers (Montreal: Publication du Transport du Camion, n.d.)

pp.22-23.

TABLE 3.7 Canada: Estimated Distribution of Inter-City Passenger Miles by Mode of Transport

1928-1980

PERCENT

Highway

Private Car

Highway

Bus

Sub

Total

RAILWAY Air Total

1928 59.5 2.2 61.7 38.3 - 100.0

1936 74.2 4.6 78.8 21.2 - 100.0

1945 43.3 7.6 50.9 48.1 1.0 100.0

1953 78.7 7.1 85.8 11.3 2.9 100.0

1966 83.8 3.6 87.4 4.6 8.0 100.0

1980 88.2 4.0 92.2 1.2 6.6 100.0

Sources:

1928-53 J-C. Lessard, Transportation in Canada, Royal Commission on Canada’s Economic Prospects (Ottawa, Queen's

Printer 1956), p. 101.

1966 R. Claodos, Right-of-Way (1971), p. 57

1980 Transport Canada, Transportation Data Handbook (1984), p.30.

Alberta to Thunder Bay as unit trains were

employed in coal movement from the west.

CHANGINGTRAFFIC AND OVERCAPACITY

While the general effects of competition on railway

traffic are comparatively easy to enumerate, they

are difficult to establish in quantative terms over a

long period. Table 3.6 provides a summary of

Canadian data for freight traffic receipts by mode of

transport Unlike most other estimates based on

freight ton-miles, this table based on revenues gives

a clearer impact of the competition from highway

transport by trucks.
42

Progressive losses of the

higher value commodities to trucking lines were a

major cause ofrailway restructuring from the 1930s.

Table 3.7 presents similar changes for intercity pas-

senger traffic movements in Canada.

Imbalances between traffic movements and the

infrastructure of track and equipment resulted in

overcapacity. For old-established railways in well-
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settled areas, there was a generally rising trend of

passenger and freight movements until about 1920.

Thereafter there was an increasing hiatus of chan-

ges, with a collapse of traffic in the Depression and

then a dramatic rise in World War n (Figure 3.1).

As regulated-monopoly carriers, railways were ex-

pected to maintain sufficient capacity to cover all

anticipated traffic demands. Maintaining sufficient

capacity meant track space and rolling stock to carry

seasonal movements of grain, summer recreational

passengers, and other forms of specialized traffic.

This frequently resulted in under-utilized passenger

and freight rolling stock.

The capacity of railways to handle traffic was

rarely utilized in full even in busy periods:

In the United States,for example, in the peak

business year 1929 track was used to about

halfits capacity;freight cars were utilized to

not more than 70 percent of capacity and

passenger cars to only 21 percent. About

one-third of the potential power of locomo-

tives was used, and about 70-75 percent of

terminalfacilities.*
3

The elasticity of railway capacity was clearly

shown in World War II when railways such as the

Canada Southern were able to cope with double the

previous peak traffic with no increase in line

capacity and even with a decrease in the number of

locomotives. The traffic life-cycle (Figure 3.1) and

the problem of overcapacity are closely related.

Overcapacity has taken various forms. In general

there have often been too many competing lines in

relation to available traffic. More precisely, as traf-

fic has declined or shifted away to other modes,

sections of track, yards, stations, and equipment

have exceeded the actual demand. Overcapacity

has resulted from several factors. Many lines were

promoted and built with over-optimistic projections

of growth. Lines such as the transcontinental route

of the Canadian Northern were, “...incubated in the

same atmosphere of feverish optimism that

produced the Grand Trunk Pacific”.
4 When total

railway traffic and revenues were buoyant, the un-

profitable low-traffic branches or other lines could

be cross-subsidized by profitable lines. As total

profitability declined, the low traffic lines became

less and less viable. Interest payments on the non-

viable lines still continued to cast long shadows.

Duplication of lines in areas of limited traffic poten-

tial was another reason for network overcapacity.

Major shifts in the movement of traffic also created

problems of overcapacity especially in the long

term. Technological change in various forms also

raised potential capacity.

The research of the Duff Royal Commission of

1931/32 highlighted the features of traffic flows and

potential overcapacity on lighdy trafficked lines.
46

Very substantial variations in traffic flows were

noted in the report. Nationally it was found that 10

percent of the lines carried half the freight ton-miles,

while 42 percent of the lines carried only 5 percent

of the freight traffic.

Freight traffic volumes on the Ontario railway

network in 1931/32 are illustrated in Figure 3.5.

Several different patterns are evident and reinforce

the typology of lines already developed in Figure

1.3. The heaviest traffic at that time was carried on

the trunk lines of the south and on the grain-haulage

lines to Thunder Bay. The transcontinental trunk

lines from Toronto and via the Ottawa Valley may
be grouped in the medium traffic category. Most

branches were, as might be expected, classified in

the low traffic category, carrying annually less than

250,000 net ton-miles of traffic per mile of track

(Table 3.8).

The main lines had the greatest variation in traffic

volumes and some were beginning to show their

lack of viability. The Ottawa - Depot Harbour line

was classified in the lowest category and through

traffic ceased shortly after the survey was made,

when the cost of replacing a bridge was not judged

by Canadian National management to be a viable

investment. In the north, the former National

Transcontinental line eastward from Nakina had low

volumes of traffic. While most of the under-utilized

main lines survived until the 1970s and 1980s, their

vulnerability to closure was evident in the early

1930s.

While recognizing the possibilities of large-scale

abandonment, the Royal Commission was very
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Figure 3.5 Freight Traffic Volume c. 1932

cautious in its recommendations. Closer co-opera-

tion and more regulation were the main prescrip-

tions for the system, probably following the

viewpoint of Canadian National which noted that:

. . .abandonment ofrailway lines in Canada
should be limited to the elimination of
duplicating lines which closelyparallel each

other, and that wholesale abandonment of

lines and duplicative through routes would

befalse economy*
1

The problems of imbalance between the different

parts of the network have continued to the present

despite substantial rationalization. In 1988, for ex-

ample, Canadian National noted that two-thirds of

its network carried only 10 percent of the traffic

volume.
48

Overall railway freight volumes in On-
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TABLE 3.8 Freight Traffic Volume by Type of Line in Ontario c. 1932

Freight Traffic

Millions of net

ton miles annually

TYPE OF LINE (PERCENT)

Trunk Main Branch Total Network

>2.50 39.1 - - 18.4

1.00-2.50 43.3 18.9 - 25.7

0.25-0.99 17.6 65.2 12.3 29.5

<0.25 - 15.9 87.7 26.4

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Sources: Calculated from Figs. 3.5 and 1.3

TABLE 3.9 Huron and Bruce Counties:

Population and Railways 1861-1941

Population Railways

(miles of

line

)

Population

per mile of

line

1861 72,131 28 2,576

1871 114,680 28 4,096

1881 141,744 214 662

1891 131,384 257 511

1901 120,840 257 470

1911 103,013 304 339

1921 91,373 304 300

1931 87,466 304 288

1941 85,422 304 281

Source: Population from Census of Canada

tario declined in the 1980s. Originating traffic fell

by 34 percent between 1980 and 1990 and terminat-

ing traffic declined by 16 percent during the same

period.
49

In the period of railway transport dominance, a

ratio of 500 people per mile of line was regarded as

a basic level for railway viability.
50

As population

trends in many areas declined significantly, after all

the land had been taken up for settlement, many rural

lines only enjoyed a limited period of prosperity.

Evidence from Huron and Bruce counties (Table

3.9) illustrates the problem of population decline in

substantially rural areas. Such decline was also

reflected in limited growth of railway traffic.

Without the growth of Owen Sound and the

development of the cement industry in Central

Bruce from the late 1890s, many of the branch lines

would havebecome very marginal without subsidies

from other parts of the railway systems.

Many of the last generation of branch lines were

barely viable from the outset. The Brockville,

Westport & Northwestern Railway was first

promoted in 1870-71, revived in 1884 and opened

in 1888. This 44.5 mile line never fulfilled the

grandiose ideas of the promoters who received a

charter to build to Georgian Bay and on to Sault Ste.

Marie. Leeds and Grenville County in which the

line was located showed a population decline of 15

percent between 1891 and 1921, while the villages

of Athens and Newboro served by the railway

declined by 20 percent and 25 percent respectively.

Such trends caused bankruptcy by 1903 and the

successor company was no doubt pleased to sell to

Mackenzie and Mann in 1910 for eventual transfer

to their Canadian Northern empire.
51 As early as

1926 the route was paralleled by a bus service (Fig-

ure 3.3). The political difficulties of abandonment

left this line in operation until as late as 1952.

The readjustment of the railway network to major

changes in traffic patterns and the effects of new
competition was a very slow process. Overcapacity

remained in many parts of the system until services

were withdrawn in the 1950s and 1960s, and the

network was drastically pruned in the next two

decades.
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CORPORATE RESPONSESTOTHE RAILWAY
PROBLEM

Railway companies and their operations were, by

the early 1920s, mature organizations with some

inherent rigidities in their organizational struc-

tures.
52

In the nineteenth century railway com-

panies were the pioneers of modern business

organization.
53 By means of standardized operating

and accounting procedures, and electric telegraphy,

an hierarchical management structure was able to

direct and supervise the detailed operations ofcom-

plex traffic movements over very large geographical

areas.

The two national railway companies of the early

1920s were both very large organizations, each with

networks almost double the size of major U.S. rail-

ways.
54

Canadian National, at the time of its formal

consolidation in January 1923, owned 22,000 miles

of line (6,000 in Ontario) and had 107,000

employees on its payroll. Management was not only

faced with the task of integrating many systems

together but also having to respond to unpredictable

changes in traffic flows and the flexibilities of

motorized competition.

While other modes of transport were making sub-

stantial and rapid changes in productivity, improve-

ments in railway productivity and the ability to

compete profitably could only be achieved at con-

siderable cost and with major organizational shifts.

Once implemented, the railway improvement were

often quickly overtaken by the competitors. Im-

provements in the speed and comfort of intercity

passenger services required investment in more

powerful locomotives, better rolling stock, heavier

track and new signalling. Later service improve-

ments in timing were more limited than in an earlier

era and were rarely spectacular for customers.
55

The costs of new improvements did not always

result in significant increases in revenue and overall

profitability. It was clear by the late 1930s that the

convenience of rapid door-to-door collection and

delivery of flexible motor transport was almost im-

possible to match by railway operators.

The varied policy responses of railway companies

to the problems of competition and change after

1920 may be summarized under six broad headings:

• cost reduction

• service reduction and withdrawal

• network restructuring

• selective modernization
• corporate reorganization

• state assistance

The characteristic features of railway cost struc-

tures are noted in Table 3.2. Maintenance of way,

structures and equipment were virtually fixed over-

heads which had to be sustained regardless of fluc-

tuations in traffic and revenue. Cost-reduction

policies have included reduced maintenance stand-

ards on low traffic lines, fewer services, lower staff-

ing ratios.
56

For the less used parts of railway

systems, benign neglect became a common state

from the end of World War I.

Service reduction and withdrawal was an obvious

form of cutting expenses. Passengers services were

usually the first to be affected. Beginning in the

early 1930s railway companies began removing

poorly patronized trains from their timetables.

Other measures included the substitution of mixed

(passenger and freight) trains on low-traffic lines;

limiting hours and reducing station services and

gradually removing many stations altogether. The

continued loss of local traffic to road transport led,

in the 1950s, to the closure of most branch line

services. Competition from air transport and

freeway automobile traffic led to the trimming of

longer distance intercity passenger services in the

1960s. By the end of that decade Canadian Pacific

was filing to abandon all its passenger services

except for a few commuter lines
5

Canadian

Pacific claimed that its passenger services had made

losses of $30,100,000 in 1968, mostly on the

transcontinental service ($19,600,000). Significant

losses in Ontario included $829,000 on the Toron-

to-Windsor service, $859,000 on routes from Toron-

to to Hamilton and Owen Sound, and $504,000 on

the services from Sudbury to Sault Ste Marie and

White River. Similar results were presented by

Canadian National and railways in the United

States
58

The formation of Via Rail in 1977/78 was

a response to the continued problems of heavy loss

on passenger services. Similar difficulties, how-

ever, continued to affect Via Rail and there were
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TABLE 3.10 Changes in Locomotives and Rolling Stock on the Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo

Railway 1900-1978

LOCOMOTIVES FREIGHT CARS

No.

Steam

No.

Diesel-

Electric

Average

Weight

(000 lbs)

Average

Tractive Power

(lbs)

No. Average capacity

(tons)

1900 15 - 123 N/A N/A N/A
1910 24 - 158 N/A 284 29.3

1920 34 - 167 N/A 1,328 40.9

1929 31 - 185 37,534 1,289 41.1

1933 27 - 40,069 830 41.7

1939 24 - 41,506 767 41.8

1943 23 - 41,953 1,038 43.6

1949 23 4 47,130 1,069 47.2

1953 8 15 54,935 1,248 51.0

1959 - 18 61,522 1,193 55.6

1978 - 18 61,522 1,150 62.8

Source: Railway Statistics and Helms (1978)

major reductions in services in 1981 and again in

1990.

The erosion of freight traffic was more gradual,

but the loss ofcoal traffic in the 1950s forced service

reduction. By the early 1970s, with the continued

erosion of higher-value freight, less-than-carload

and even car-load freight services were withdrawn.

As with passenger services, local freight services

were first reduced and then withdrawn from branch

lines and then from main lines and trunk lines.

Network restructuring has taken various forms. In

some instances this has involved some new con-

struction to gain benefits of efficiency in operation.

Examples include Canadian National’s Nakina cut-

off in Northern Ontario (1923) and the Toronto

By-pass line (1964-5). Most commonly, network

restructuring has involved abandonment; some-

times by removing duplicate lines, in other cases

(especially from the 1950s) giving up whole tracts

of territory. More recently the process of network

restructuring has involved the sale of lines to other

operators. The acquisition of the Delaware & Hud-

son system by Canadian Pacific in 1991 is an ex-

ample of a strategic acquisition providing new
north-south links to U.S. ports.

Another aspect of network restructuring has been

the gradual spatial concentration of passenger and

freight traffic into fewer centres. This process

began with the closure of passenger stations.
59

In

the 1960s, freight handling by CN became more

spatially concentrated by the adoption of the Master

Agency Plan which replaced small way-stations

with truck collection and delivery from larger

centres.
60 Two decades latr, after further drastic

losses of traffic, the development of inland load

centres serving very large territories became com-

mon.
61

The modernization of railway facilities has

generally taken place in two phases ofdevelopment,

associated with the traffic life cycles. A first wave

began on most railways after 1900 and lasted until

the late 1920s. This wave of modernization was

associated with the substantial growth of freight

traffic.
62 A second wave of modernization began

after World War II and lasted into the 1960s. This

phase of modernization was closely associated with

efforts to increase the productivity of labour and

equipment.

Data from the Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo Rail-

way (Table 3.10) illustrate some of the general

trends. The doubling of the fleet of locomotives
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between 1900 and 1920 and the fivefold increase in

the number of freight cars was a reflection of in-

creasing traffic.
62

Freight tonnage handled on the

TH & B rose from 536,000 tons in 1900 to 2,143,000

tons in 1921 and to 3,623,000 tons in 1929. Pas-

senger numbers increased from 191,000 in 1900 to

a peak of 685,000 in 1913. Traffic growth not only

meant more rolling stock but heavier and more

efficient rolling stock. The average weight of the

locomotive fleet increased by 50 percent between

1900 and 1929 and the average capacity of freight

cars increased by 40 percent between 1910 and

1929. By 1917 all the original locomotives acquired

for the opening of the TH & B had been retired and

replaced by newer and more efficient machines.

Changes in traffic and the introduction of heavier

rolling stock necessitated new investment and mod-

ernization of the infrastructure. Heavier rails and

roadbed was introduced to cope with the weight and

pounding ofnew rolling stock. Some bridges had to

be replaced with stronger structures. Grade separa-

tion between railways and roads required new over-

bridges or underpasses. Competition also forced the

modernization of stations. As part of a major grade

separation in Hamilton, the TH & B was required to

build a new station, opened in 1931.

The collapse of traffic in the Depression ended the

modernization of small railways such asTH& B for

nearly two decades. Freight traffic on the TH & B
in 1933 was only 3 1 percent of the 1929 volume and

passenger traffic was only 37 percent of the 1929

volume. The substantial revival of traffic during

World War n was successfully handled by fewer

locomotives and freight cars than in 1929.

Diesel-electric locomotives were first introduced

on theTH & B in 1948 and had replaced all the steam

locomotives by 1954. This new form of traction was

more efficient and with greater average traction

power and a smaller fleet was able to cope with a

similar or higher volume of traffic. A new program

of freight car acquisition from 1949 also increased

the average capacity of the fleet. The introduction

of Centralized Traffic Central (CTC) on the main-

line of Hamilton to Welland in 1953 also increased

operating efficiencies in train movements.

The larger railways followed similar patterns of

modernization. Canada Southern, with its substan-

tial bridge-line traffic growth, replaced bridges over

the Niagara Gorge ( 1 923-25)
63

and KetUe Creek, St.

Thomas (1929). Canadian National built a new
station at Hamilton in 1930 and, in partnership with

Canadian Pacific, opened the new Toronto Union

Station in 1927. For another two decades, however,

investment in new facilities was very limited. The

size of the system, growth of wartime traffic and age

of the existing fleet ofCanadian National compelled

the company to order 135 new steam locomotives

between 1940 and 1944 in order to maintain ser-
64

vices.

In the two decades after the end of World War II

there was a large wave of modernization.
65

Heavier

rails, continuous welding of rails (to reduce wear),

new signalling systems and the adoption of Central-

ized Traffic Control improved the basic infrastruc-

ture of tracks. Some new passenger terminals were

opened in London and Ottawa. A new classification

yard at Woodbridge, completed in 1965, brought

increased efficiencies of freight operation for CN.
66

Most rolling stock was replaced during this period.

Diesel electric traction replaced steam in the 1950s

with substantial improvements in efficiency and

greatly reduced maintenance and operating costs.

Passenger cars were replaced and the average load

carrying capacity of freight cars was increased sig-

nificantly.

Several positive efforts were made to revitalize

passenger services in the 1950s. New rolling stock

was introduced by Canadian Pacific on the transcon-

tinental services in 1954/55.
67

The introduction of

Budd self-propelled railcars at the same time was a

significant innovation for maintaining passenger

services on main lines and some branches. These

vehicles were faster and more efficient than the

steam trains they replaced. Station closure and the

reduction of stopping trains along with the invest-

ment in new equipment helped Canadian National

to improve its intercity corridor services from

Toronto to Montreal and Toronto to Sarnia and

Windsor. London and Kingston, major inter-

mediate cities where rail could compete with other

modes of transport, received improved and faster

services.
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New innovations in freight handling included the

adoption of trailer-on-flat-car (TOFC or piggy-

back) movements by Canadian Pacific in 1952
69

and the introduction of unit trains for coal and iron

ore and container trains in the late 1960s. Inter-

modal traffic fostered by the use of containers be-

came a significant sector of freight traffic and

required new terminal facilities.
70

Canadian Na-

tional completed an intermodal container terminal

at Brampton/Bramalea in the late 1970s and

Canadian Pacific opened a $30 million terminal at

Kleinburg in 1991.
71

The use of new technology in

the search for cost savings introduced other innova-

tions such as bar codes, optical scanners, or com-

puterization for reading freight car numbers in the

1960s and the replacement of the caboose in the late

1980s.
72

The biggest example of corporate reorganization

of the Ontario railway network was the formation of

Canadian National in the early 1920s. CN eventual-

ly welded together some 149 separate companies

which had been financed by 251 different security

issues.
73

Most of the other restructuring was a result

of changes in American railway organization. The

Pere Marquette was acquired by the Chesapeake &
Ohio (more recently reorganized as the CSX Cor-

poration), the Wabash became part of the Norfolk &
Western (now Norfolk Southern), and the Canada

Southem/New York Central became part of the

Penn Central system in 1968. The subsequent

bankruptcy of the Penn Central resulted in a number

of significant changes to the corporate map of On-

tario railways in the late 1970s and mid-1980s.
74

Financial problems associated with Algoma Steel

and the Algoma Central Railway in 1990 suggest

that the survival of this independent system may be

in doubt.

Over the past 70 years railway companies have

attempted to diversify into road transport and other

activities as well as, more recently, to concentrate

on the core railway operations. In response to dif-

ficult traffic conditions, CN and CP “pooled” some
passenger traffic routes in eastern Ontario in the

1930s and merged their separate telegraph and

telephone services in 1947. Other operations have

been segregated or created as profit centres.

Marathon Realty was formed by CP in 1963 to

acquire and develop lands no longer used for railway

purposes.
75

This activity became a major business

activity in its own right.

Within the general constraints of federal railway

legislation and regulation, the timing and intensity

of restructuring has always depended on the nature

and characteristics of the individual companies.

Canadian Pacific with a well-planned system from

the outset had, as a private company, more

flexibility in restructuring its services and network.

Canadian National, in-contrast, could rarely escape

some political influences and the public pressures to

maintain unprofitable services.
76

The provincially-

owned Temiskaming & Northern Ontario/Ontario

Northland has always faced similar pressures.

Despite the difference in ownership, over the long

term the effects of restructuring have been very

similar amongst the railway companies.

While service and network contraction have been

visible geographical consequences of corporate

restructuring, other features of the process have also

had major significance. Reduction of the labour

force through increased productivity, closing of

local services, and sale of assets, have been very

substantial in recent decades. CN’s national labour

force, for example, was reduced from 120,000 in the

early 1950s to 74,000 in 1980 and 39,000 in 1990.
77

Technological change in locomotive power allowed

CN to reduce the number of service facilities nation-

ally from 216 in the early 1950s to only 10 in 1986.
78

Cost savings, especially on track maintenance have

led to increasing concerns about railway safety,

especially in urban areas.
79

The financial problems of railways brought

various requests for state assistance. Railway com-

panies have sometimes lobbied for protection from

road transport competition. Later, there were strong

pressures for new legislation so that they might

compete more flexibility with other modes of

transport Various forms of subsidy were intro-

duced to sustain services, especially passenger

trains.
80

The inability of the railway companies to

operate passenger services profitably was a factor in

the creation ofVIA Rail as a federal crown corpora-

tion in 1977/78.
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TABLE 3.11 Ontario Railways and Public Policies Since 1850

Period Life Cycle Phases Major Policies

I 1850-1920 Growth Financial assistance for nation

building/economic development

II 1880-1933 Growth/Maturity Mediation of competing interests of

shippers and carriers. Regulation of

monopoly. Creation of Canadian

National.

III 1933-1967 Maturity/Decline Protectionist policies, preserving lines,

services and employment. Losses

diffused and disguised.

IV 1967— Decline Deregulation, with attempts to

accommodate change through market

mechanisms.

Source: Adapted from R.K. Weaver, The Politics ofIndustrial Change: Railway Policy in North America (Washington D.C.:

Brookings Institution, 1985), Chapters 1 and 2.

PUBLIC POLICY RESPONSESTOTHE
RAILWAYPROBLEM

Railways, politics and public administration have

been closely interwoven since the beginning of

promotion and construction in the 1850s.
81

While

the federal government, under the legislative

provisions of the Railway Act, has been most con-

cerned with regulation, the provincial government

and many municipal governments have also been

involved at various stages.

A life-cycle framework developed by R. Kent

Weaver is used to outline the changing public

policies towards railways (Table 3.1 l)*
82r

In the

growth phase all levels of government provided

financial assistance for nation/region building and

economic development. While most other newly

settled areas had similar policies, few countries had

such grandiose support for railway construction as

in the Laurier period between 1900 and 1911. Not

only were the strategies flawed, but the inability to

check the pace and expense of the National

Transcontinental/Grand Trunk Pacific and the

Canadian Northern expansion led to the financial

crisis of 1916-17. Commentators at that time were

particularly critical of public policies of “endorse-

ment without control.”
83

Nationalization of the

bankrupt lines quieted the fears of foreign investors

but created a huge organization, Canadian National,

which proved to be difficult to control.

Railway nationalization also added to the debt

problems of Canada between the wars. In 1940 the

Royal Commission on Dominion-Provincial Rela-

tions noted that Canada ranked first among debtor

nations. Net debt charges, excluding retirement of

debt, rose from 9 percent of all federal revenues in

1913 to 67 percent in 1933.
84

The cost of railway

debt was higher than that of debts incurred in World

War I. National financial problems at a critical time

of restructuring inhibited any radical policies

towards railway networks.

Once the railways had achieved dominance inland

transport, government had to mediate between the

competing interests of shippers and carriers. The

regulation of the monopoly power of rate-setting

began in the 1890s with the establishment of a

Cabinet Railway Committee which was replaced by

the Board of Railway Commissioners in 1903.

Provincial highway development after 1917 added
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a somewhat unexpected dimension of government-

supported competition to railways which added to

the railway problems of the 1920s and later.

The crises of railway finances in the Depression

resulted in the extension of protectionist policies.

Generally these policies were designed to maintain

the status quo by protecting lines, services and

employment. Various forms of operating subsidies

and capital relief were provided in order to diffuse

and disguise the heavy losses made by railway

operations. The national interest in the problems of

railways and the costs of supporting them has been

reflected in a long series of Royal Commissions

appointed over the period from 1917 to 1990.
86

When private capital or indirect support failed to

sustain activities, the government took over direct

control. The formation of Canadian National be-

tween 1918 and 1923 continued the direct role

begun with the Intercolonial Railway in the 1870s.

Via Rail, established in 1977-78, was another

protectionist measure to preserve passenger ser-

vices.
87

Federal pressures on the provincial govern-

ment in the early 1930s brought new legislation to

regulate road transport services.

The politically intolerable cost of protection and

the negative effects of tight regulation brought a new

round of policies with the National Transportation

Act of 1 967. A new agency, the Canadian Transport

Commission, became involved with limited

deregulation which was an attempt to accommodate

change through market mechanisms. Further legis-

lation in 1987 brought additional flexibility to rail-

way operators.

Provincial policies towards railways have been

generally less visible. The Ontario Municipal and

Railway Board, established in 1906, had a limited

role in regulating electric railways. Ontario’ s crea-

tion of the Temiskaming & Northern Ontario Rail-

way in 1902, managed by a commission, brought the

province into the direct management of railways.

The regulation of highway carriers in the early

1930s added a limited measure of protection for

railways. Increasingly, most aspects of transporta-

tion have become a provincial concern and often a

source of conflict with the federal government.

Deregulation of railways after 1967 had many nega-

tive effects in parts of Ontario which led gradually

to a convergence of provincial and local interests.

The Government ofOntario appointed a Task Force

in 1980 to examine railway issues. In a series of

reports, the Task Force reviewed most of the issues

of the time and outlined the need for comprehensive

policies.
89 Few of the policies outlined have, how-

ever, been implemented.

Most of the policies of the past 60 years have

tended to delay change rather than to cope with

changes in more positive, accelerationist policies
90

There have been short bursts of new investment,

mostly by CN, but the political will for sustained and

planned new development has been very limited in

duration. The provincial creation of GO Transit,

first as a unit within the Department of Highways

and then as a separate agency operating under the

Toronto Area Transportation Operating Authority

Act, may be regarded as an example of an ac-

celerationist policy. That a highways department

should operate a commuter railway service was a

curious reversal of roles, when in the earlier part of

the century the successes of the Department of

Public Highways had undermined railway traffic.
91

The general effect of long-term public policies of

protectionism for railways has been to retard net-

work nationalization. This has affected the timing

of the spatial changes, especially of abandonment,

which in Ontario took place later than in comparable

regions of the United States and Britain.
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Tender for sale and removal of track

materials from Mile 63.33 to Mile 85.18 -

CampbellfordSpur, Peterborough, Ontario.

Work consists of purchase and removal of

rail, track ties and railfasteningsfrom rail-

way property and level road crossings in-

cluding restoration of road crossings

(approx. 35 milesoftrack) including work on

Lakefield Spur and Ashburnham Spur.

Sealed tenders will be received up to 12

o'clock noon, Thursday 7 September, 1989,

ED.S.T. in Toronto, Ontario.

Canadian National Advertisement,

Globe & Mail 17 August 1989.

This brief notice and its equivalents elsewhere

marked the ultimate point of the contraction of

apartofthe Ontario railway network.
1
As described

in this chapter, the contraction phase of the railway

life cycle was a long series of interlocking processes

which began in the 1920s and have continued

through later decades.

Three phases of contraction are discussed, each

progressively greater in magnitude as the railway

companies responded to the persistent pressures of

competition. The definition of the phases reflects

partly the availability of data as well as an attempt

to cover the main periods of functional change. Few
lines were ever abandoned quickly: generally the

process involved a series of stages, when costs were

trimmed and traffic loss minimized. Complete

abandonment was only implemented when virtually

all traffic had been permanently lost to competitive

modes.

Five stages may be distinguished:

1.

Reduction in service frequency of passenger

and freight trains.

2.

Concentration of traffic at fewer nodal points

by the closure of stations. Some services

might be re-routed for efficiencies and lower

cost of operations.

3. Removal of all passenger services. Track

maintenance costs were generally reduced

since freight trains, at least on most lines, could

operate at lower standards.

4. Reclassification of lines, from branch to siding

or industrial spurline. Freight trains provided

infrequently; only when there was a request for
service. The reclassification allowed for min-

imal maintenance of track.

5. Formal application to abandon the line sought

from Board of Railway Commissions 1933-

1967 or successor bodies, Canadian Transport

Commission 1968-1987, National Transporta-

tion Agency 1987- . The physical removal of

tracks generally followed approval to abandon

the line.

For any particular line, the transition through the

stages often took several decades to be ac-

complished. On the CN line from Fergus to Pal-

merston (25 miles), for example, the first stage of

passenger servicereduction tookplace in 1959 when

steam traction was ended. All railway mail services

were also removed at this time. Passenger services

were discontinued in 1970. In 1978 the line was

classified as inactive and through freight trains were

re-routed via Stratford. Formal application to aban-

don the line was in 1982 approved by order No.

R-35400 in July 1983 and the tracks were removed

later in the year.
2
Once the Fergus-Palmerston sec-

tion had been removed, the remaining southern por-

tion of the line, from Fergus to Guelph via Elora was

functionally reduced to a spur and this line was

closed in 1988.

Many of the features of the railway contraction

process were shaped by the procedures and policies

of the regulatory environment in which railways

operated. Services and rates had been regulated by

the Board of Railway Commissioners and an

amendment to the Railway Act in 1933 regulated

abandonment for the first time. This amendment
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TABLE 4.1 Ontario Railway Network Contraction 1923-1990

Lines with

Passenger

Service
a

%
Change

%of
Network

with

Passenger

Services

MILES

No. of

Passenger

Station

f

%
Change

Total

Network
b

%
Change

1923 10,859 — 99.1 1,360 — 10,957 —
1943 9,862 -9.2 94.1 1,106 -18.7 10,481 -4.4

1966 6,859 -30.5 64.4 394 -64.4 9,975 -4.8

1990 3,076 -55.2 36.4 136 -65.5 8,267
c

-17.1

Notes and Sources:

a Calculated from timetables

b Compiled from Railway Statistics (Cat No. 52-207)

c See Table 1.1

was a response to the Duff Royal Commission

which had elicited details of large scale abandon-

ment proposals by the railway companies. For the

next fifty years abandonment proposals had to be

filed and justified before public hearings.
3

As

Stevens observed later.

Parochial and political pressures had made

it next to impossible to abandon Canadian

branch lines; whether or not they were used

was a secondary matter. Canadians

regarded them as their birthright .

4

Given the sensitivity of network rationalization,

railway companies quietly evolved their own aban-

donment policies and procedures.
5

Such policies

frequently involved making schedule changes to

awkward times so that traffic shifted to other modes

of transport. Neglect of track and other facilities

also deterred usage. Eventually after the usage had

become minimal, the railway company had a strong

case for making an application for abandonment.

The precise timing of closure/abandonment was

often shaped by particular localized factors.

Bridges, always been the most expensive structures

to build and maintain, were the most vulnerable to

damage. Damage to the CN Cache-Two Rivers

Bridge, over the Madawaska River near Killamey

Lodge in Algonquin Park in 1933, ended through

service from Parry Sound to Ottawa. The cost of

replacement at $500,000 was too expensive for a

low-traffic line.
6

The weakness of the long CP
wooden trestle bridge into Port McNicoll (closed in

1971) hastened the end of railway grain traffic on

that route.
7

Traffic dependence on a single high-

volume customer such as a mine left no alternative

but abandonment when the mining operations were

closed. CN, for example, abandoned the 66 mile

Bruce Lake branch in Northern Ontario two years

after Stelco’s Griffith iron ore mine closed in 1986.

Catastrophes such as fire also speeded the end of

some railway facilities. The destruction by fire of

the elevators and freight sheds at Depot Harbour

(Parry Sound) in 1945 ended any possibilities oflow

cost redevelopment of that water-railway inter-

change point.

The overall dimensions of network contraction are

noted in Table 4.1. Reduction of the mileage of

passenger services from 1923 to 1990 was clearly

the most drastic and visible aspect of contraction.

By 1990 only 28 percent of the original network had

surviving passenger services. The total reduction

was much more profound than the mileage statistics

might suggest, since only 10 percent of the original

number of stations were still in use. The frequency

of passenger trains in 1990 was often much lower

than in previous periods. Complete abandonment of

lines was much slower and the greatest change was

in the latest phase ofnetwork contraction from 1967

to 1990. The maps in later sections of the chapter

illustrate the total change from the comprehensive

spatial network of 1923 to a much reduced network
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Figure 4.1 New Railway Lines Built 1922-1990

focused on a limited number of trank lines. The

overall patterns ofnetwork abandonment show fair-

ly dear relationships with the typology of lines

(Figure 1.3) and the traffic survey of 1931/32 (Fig-

ure 3.5). Some major surprises include the closure

of the original mainline of Canadian Pacific

(eastwards from Havelock to Glen Tay) and the very

dramatic collapse of traffic on the Canada Southern

trank line.
8

New Construction 1923-1990

While contraction is clearly the dominant theme of

network change after World War I, some new con-

struction did take place, mostly in northern Ontario

(Figure 4.1). The Temiskaming& Northern Ontario

line from Cochrane to Moosonee (186 miles) was

the largest extension and reflected an earlier op-

timism in the potential resources.
9
Other new lines

had much more limited objectives. The Nakina -

Long Lac cut-off (CN) opened in December 1923

linked the former National Transcontinental and

Canadian Northern lines.

The extension of northern mining provided most

of the demand for new branch line construction.

Examples of such lines include Rouyn-Noranda

(late 1920s), Manitouwadge (1953-54), Kidd Creek

(1967) and Bruce Lake (1969).
10

In the south, new
industrial customers provided the impetus for new
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TABLE 4.2 Ontario Railway Systems 1922-23

Railway Company

MILEAGE OF LINES

31 Dec. 1922 31 Dec 1923 Gross Revenue

1923

($million)

Canadian Govt Rlwys (NTR)
a

949.92

Canadian Northern 2,132.79 216.6
d

Grand Trunk 3,048.20 6,105.50

St. Clair Tunnel 1.13
'

Thousand Islands 6.08 1 6.08 0.1

Canadian National
15

(6,138.12) 6,111.58

Canadian Pacific 3,280.50 3,280.50 192.8
d

Canada Southern 380.55 380.55 24.1

Ottawa & New York 56.81 56.81 0.4

Detroit River Tunnel 1.45 1.45 —
New York Central interests (438.81) (438.81)

Temiskaming & Northern Ontario
0

328.50 371.50 5.2

Algoma Central 346.20 346.20 2.2

Pere Marquette 199.04 199.04 5.4

Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo 99.95 99.95 2.9

Algoma Eastern 85.41 85.41 1.1

Essex Terminal 21.00 21.00 0.3

International Bridge Co. (Fort Erie) 2.58 2.58 —
TOTAL 10,940.11 10,956.57

Notes:

a National Transcontinental Railway

b Canadian National formed 30 January 1923

c Owned by Government of Ontario

d Canada-wide system

Source: Railway Statistics

branches such as Havelock-Nephton - Blue Moun-

tain mine (1954), Samia-Sombra (1967), Nanticoke

and Douglas Point (late 1960s).

Most other new construction after 1950 was a

result of relocation of lines. The main CN line

between Iroquois and Cornwall had to be relocated

above flood line of the St. Lawrence Seaway. In the

early 1970s the building of the Welland By-Pass

Canal also resulted in a realignment of railway

routes. Lines in the Ottawa area were reorganized

as a result of the planning activities of the National

Capital Commission. Canadian National in the mid

1960s also built a by-pass line for freight around the

northern perimeter of Toronto. As part of these

improvements an improved double-track route from

Burlington to Georgetown bypassed the town centre

of Milton.
11

THENETWORK AT ITS PEAK

By the early 1920s the Ontario railway network had

reached its peak ofnearly 1 1 ,000 miles ofsingle-line
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main track.
12

The general pattern is outlined in

Figure 2.6. At this time, there was a complex of

companies operating the railway systems of the

province. As may be observed from Table 4.2 there

were very substantial variations in size. Canadian

National Railways, formed on 30January 1923, was

by far the largest system and was faced with the

immediate integration of the very different systems

of the Grand Trunk, Canadian Northern and

Canadian Government Railways. Canadian Pacific,

the second largest railway company in Ontario, was

a fully integrated national system which had been

carefully built up over the previous40 years. Unlike

the component parts of Canadian National which

had evolved from a series ofmergers and had several

duplicate routes, the Canadian Pacific system had

been planned as part of overall corporate strategies.

The otherrailway companies at the time were very

much smaller in size of system and gross receipts

and occupied distinct geographical and traffic roles.

The American companies such as Pere Marquette

and the affiliates/subsidiaries of the New York

Central were natural extensions of the main lines in

Michigan and New York State. The Wabash Com-
pany, with no track in Ontario but running rights

over Canadian National from Windsor to Fort Erie,

was the fourth largest company in 1923 with gross

receipts of $6.0 million. In the north, the Algoma

Central and Algoma Eastern had developed as ex-

tensions of the large mining conglomerates in Sault

Ste. Marie and Sudbury. The Temiskaming &
Northern Ontario was a provincially-owned

colonization railway which had opened up new ter-

ritory in the north east.

In addition to the steam railway network operating

at this time, there was another 500 miles of electric

interurban railway (Figure 2.10). Details of the

systems in Table 4.3 illustrate the fragmented char-

acter of the electric railway industry. There were

two types of interurban systems:, those which were

primarily passenger carriers to lake resorts, and

others which also handled car-load freight hauledby

electric locomotives. The second type of interur-

bans were usually subsidiaries of the large railway

companies. In the middle Grand River valley, inter-

urbans were subsidiaries of Canadian Pacific and

provided linkages from the main CPR line through

Galt, northwards to Kitchener and Waterloo and
13

southwards to Brantford, Simcoe and Port Dover.

The other freight-carrying lines, which also in-

cluded the London & Port Stanley, retained pas-

senger services until the 1950s and

electric-locomotive hauled freight until the early

1960s. Apart from the electric traction this second

type of line was virtually indistinguishable from the

steam railways.

NETWORK CONTRACTION Is 1923-1943

Motorization and highway development were the

biggest forces of change affecting railways during

the interwar period. The designation of the first

stage ofprovincial highway networkin 1920 (Figure

4.2) marked the beginning of a system of paved,

aU-weather routes. By the middle of the decade, in

addition to the ubiquitous private automobiles, there

were numerous bus lines competing with railway

services (Figure 3.3).
14

In the late 1920s more

provincial highways were designated and a system

of trunk roads was being established in Northern

Ontario. The situation in 1931 (Figure 4.3) shows a

much more comprehensive network than a decade

earlier. While the provincially-built highways

provided intercity connections, a parallel improve-

ment of county roads and many township roads

enhanced the local usage of motor vehicles. The

process of highway development continued

throughout the 1930s, in the north especially, often

as unemployment relief projects. By 1942 much of

the basic provincial highway system had been com-

pleted and, for the first time, it was possible to cross

the province by road, although by a somewhat

roundabout route (Figure 4.4).

Competition from motor transport, the profound

loss of traffic during the Depression and the need to

economize on operations, forced railway companies

to evaluate their systems. In 1923 virtually all lines

in the province earned passenger trains. The only

exceptions were the Essex Terminal Railway and

some industrial branches. By 1943 the network of

lines with passenger services had been reduced by

9.2 percent and the number of passenger stations

was trimmed much further, by 18.7 percent.
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Most of the reduction of passenger services took

place in southern Ontario where many branch lines

were particularly vulnerable to competition from

motor transport. Various examples can be noted

on Figure 4.5, such the removal of passenger ser-

vices on the Jarvis-Fort Erie line (CN), St. Thomas
- Alvinston (CN) and Samia-Chatham (Pere Mar-

quette). The latter railway was particularly drastic

in removing passenger services. By 1943 services

had been removed from 57 percent of the Pere

Marquette’s lines in southwestern Ontario. At this

time the company only continued to operate a daily,

slow, mixed train from Walkerville to Chatham.

The New York Central had also ended passenger

services on all the local branches of the Canada

Southern system: Essex-Amherstburg, Comber-

Leamington and Niagara-on-the-Lake to Fort Erie.

In some instances, railways substituted scheduled

bus services in place of branch line trains as on the

Petrolia branch (CN) and Smithville-Dunnville line

(TH & B).

The most complete reduction of the network was

by full abandonment of lines, which incidentally

removed passenger services as well. Despite all the

economic difficulties ofrailways in the 1930s, aban-

donment was surprisingly limited during the period,

amounting to only about 476 miles or 4.4 percent of

the 1923 network. A high proportion of the aban-

donment may be explained by network rationaliza-
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tion. Canadian National closed long sections of the

former Canadian Northern lines between Toronto-

Napanee and Hawkesbury-Ottawa. Canadian

Pacific abandoned the direct cut-off line to Port

McNicoll by closing the Burketon Junction-

Lindsay-Orillia section of the route. Various branch

lines were abandoned such as Linwood-Listowel

(CP) and Yarker-Bannockbum (CN). Northern

abandonment was limited to the removal of most of

the Algoma Eastern line from Sudbury after the

system was acquired by Canadian Pacific in 1931

and the closure of the 09 Twin Cities-Mackies line

in 1939.

Railway abandonment, especially after the

amendment of the Railway Act in 1933, was a

difficult process which had to be justified before the

Board of Railway Commissioners. The substantial

losses on the Ottawa & New York were recognized

by the New York Central (Figure 3.2) which had

already received approval by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission to abandon all the southern con-

nections from the line - to Tupper Lake (N.Y.) in

1937.
16 An application to abandon the Comwall-

Ottawa line was filed with the Board of Railway

Commissioners in 1939. Strong local opposition to

abandonment, however, forced the New York

Central to change its plea to a reduction in service

to one daily train each way. This was allowed by

the Board of Railway Commissioners.
17
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The closing of railway car ferry services and other

railway-port operations was another aspect of rail-

way contraction forced, in part, by the opening of

the Welland Ship Canal in 1931. The following

services were closed in 1932:

• Point Edward - Lake Superior (iron ore)

• Port Stanley - Conneaut (coal)

• Port Maitland - Ashtabula (coal)

The Erieau-Conneaut car ferry had closed earlier

in 1927 and the Depot Harbour (Parry Sound) - Lake

Superior services ended in 1933 when a bridge

collapse in Algonquin Park resulted in an abandon-

ment of through railway services.
18

Station abandonment was one ofthe consequences

of the withdrawal of passenger services. Between

1923 and 1943 the number of stations was reduced

by about 250 (nearly 19 percent of the 1923 total).

One of the grandest to be closed (1931) was the

North Toronto station of Canadian Pacific. Only

opened in 1916, the station later became a liquor

store. Scenic rural stations, such as the CPR’s Forks

of the Credit, also disappeared while some urban

stations were reused for other functions.
19

The largely passenger-carrying interurban lines

were the most vulnerable to motor transport com-

petition by private car, jitneys and buses. Traffic on

most lines fell rapidly through the 1920s, and the

companies had little alternative but to abandon the
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lines. Within a decade, nearly two-thirds of the

interurban system was abandoned (Table 4.3). The

only remaining lines in 1943 were those with sub-

stantial car-load freight revenue or a regular com-

muter traffic as with the remaining Toronto area line

to Richmond Hill (Figure 4.6). The life-cycle of the

electric interurbans was remarkably short, often less

than thirty years. Many, such as the Toronto-

Guelph line (1917-1931), were built too late to

survive the new competition of road transport and,

in any case, passed through territory with inadequate

traffic potential.
20

was an unusual year. For most lines, 1943 was the

peak year of freight and passenger traffic volumes.

By this time the freight contribution to railway traf-

fic receipts was rising significandy as passenger

traffic fell. Between 1923 and 1939 the contribution

of passengers to Canda-wide receipts of CN
declined from 23.2% to 16.2%.

21
The wartime

growth ofdemand ended, some of the constraints on

railways at least for a while.
22

NETWORK CONTRACTION II: 1944-1966

The very substantial growth of freight and pas-

senger traffic during World War II meant that 1943

71
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Figure 4.6 Electric Interurban Lines 1943

provided a basis for new investment by railway

companies. Steam locomotives were replaced by

new fleets of diesel-electric locomotives. New pas-

senger and freight rolling stock were acquired and

new facilities such as freight classification yards

were built. Operating efficiencies were increased

by such means and many traditional facilities such

as locomotive division points and large repair shops

became redundant.

The benefits of modernization were, however,

soon eroded by the inexorable growth of road

transport. Motor vehicle registration in Ontario in-

creased nearly fourfold between 1943 and 1966

(Table 3.2). The total provincial highway system

was also expanded by nearly one third during the

period, mostly in Northern Ontario. New programs

of highway development made virtually all settled

parts of the province fully accessible year-round. A
new generation of limited-access, divided highways

raised average vehicle speeds and creatednew forms

of accessibility for long- and short- distance move-

ments. The Queen Elizabeth Way from Niagara

Falls to Toronto, completed in 1939, was the first

high-speed highway on which vehicles maintaining

a steady 30 m.p.h. could travel faster than the

average intercity passenger train. Other similar

highways followed after World War II. Highway

400 from Toronto to Barrie was opened in 1950 and

the transprovincial route, Highway 401, was com-
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TABLE 4,3 Ontario Electric Interurban Railways 1923-1943

MILES OF LINE

System 1923 1933 1943 Final

Closure

Toronto & York Radial Railway® 77 11 11 1948

Dominion Power & Traction (Hamilton

area)

69 — —

Chatham, Wallaceburg & Lake Erie 39 — —
Windsor, Essex & Lake Shore 36 — —
London & Port Stanley 24 24 24 1957

Sandwich, Windsor & Amherstburg 21 21 -

—

Niagara Falls 12 — —
Woodstock, Thames Valley & Ingersoll 10 — —

288 56 35

RAILWAY-OWNED SYSTEMS

Canadian National:

Niagara, St. Catharines & Toronto 75 51 51 1959

Toronto Suburban Railway 59 — —
144 51 51

Canadian Pacific

Lake Erie & Northern 51 51 51 1955

Grand River Railway 17 17 17 1955

68 68 68

Temiskaming & Northern Ontario:

Nipissing Central 9 9

GRAND TOTAL 509 184 154

Notes:

a Owned by Toronto Transportation Commission from September 1921 , operated by Ontario Hydro beyond the city boundary

until 1927.

b Used for car load freight services thereafter. The London & Port Stanley line was sold to CN in 1965.

Source: Compiled from Due (1966).

pleted in stages and fully opened by 1963 (Figure

4.7). Such highways were the final coup de grdce

formany railway passenger services.
23

In the north,

the completion of the Trans-Canada Highway in

1962, opened up new highway movements which

competed with transcontinental railway traffic.

The growth of intercity air services, already estab-

lished by 1943 (Table 3.3) undermined long dis-

tance business travel by rail especially between

Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal and on transcon-

tinental routes. The intensification of the air service

network to places like Thunder Bay, Sault Ste.

Marie, Sudbury and Timmins also eroded long dis- 0

tance railway passenger traffic. The contribution of
^

railway passenger services to total receipts of CN
nationally declined from 22 percent in 1944 to only

13 percent in 1966.
24

Withdrawal ofpassenger services became a highly

visible and immediate feature of railway network .

rationalization in the 1950s. Low revenues and the

withdrawal of steam traction often provided the

opportunity to remove all remaining passenger ser-
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Figure 4.7 New Generation Highways 1943-1990

vices. On the Ottawa & New York line, for ex-

ample, passenger services except in winter were

withdrawn in 1951 and completely in 1954P By

1966 the length of lines with passenger services had

been reduced by 30.5 percent (3,000 miles) and the

number ofstations had been reduced by 64.4 percent

(700 stations closed). Canadian Pacific, always

more responsive to market forces, withdrew all

Toronto-Montreal services in January 1966.
26

The

pattern of passenger service withdrawal is sum-

marized in Figure 4.8. Only limited cutbacks, such

Nakina-Lakehead (CN), took place in Northern On-

tario during this period.

If road transport undermined the passenger and

much of the express services, other shifts in

transportation affected the freight business of the

railways. The opening of the St. Lawrence Seaway

in 1959 upset the traditional water/railway inter-

changes in the ports of Georgian Bay and the Lower

Great Lakes. Lake steamers carrying grain and

other bulk commodities could travel directly from

the Lakehead to Montreal and the ports of the St.

Lawrence estuary. The increasing substitution of

petroleum products and natural gas for coal resulted

in a big loss of traffic. Some of this traffic had been

of course, part of the railway’s basic fuel which

became obsolete when diesel-electric traction

replaced steam locomotives. Most of the remaining

railway-port operations were closed:

• Port Dalhousie - Toronto late 1940s
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• Sarnia - Lake Superior late 1940s
• Coburg - Rochester 1950
• Niagara-on-the-Lake to Toronto 1957
• Port Burwell - Ashtabula 1958
• Port McNicoll - Port Arthur 1965- 1967

27

Anthracite consumption, the traditional home
heating fuel, declined very rapidly in the 1950s

(Table 3.4). This market shift had profound effects

on the financial viability ofmany railway companies

with connections in eastern Pennsylvania.

Bituminous coal consumption also declined but then

increased again as coal-fired electricity generating

plants became a significant element in Ontario

Hydro’s production. Coal consumed in these sta-

tions, the coke ovens of Hamilton and Sault Ste.

Marie, and a few remaining industrial plants was

almost entirely moved by water.

Abandonment of lines, suspended as a wartime

emergency between 1941 and 1951, was resumed

again in the following year when the Brockville-

Westport line (40.5 miles) was finally abandoned.

This line had a virtually parallel bus service by 1926

and a provincial highway (Highway 42) in 1935.

Canadian National also abandoned the western end

of the former Canada Atlantic Railway in 1950s and

the route from Alliston to Creemore. TheNew York

Central finally abandoned the Ottawa & New York

line in 1958, an action precipitated by the Seaway

development which would have required a new St.
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28
Lawrence bridge at Cornwall. The St. Thomas -

Courtright branch was abandoned by the Canada

Southern in 1960.

While passenger service reduction was very sub-

stantial, the overall scale of abandonment was

surprisingly small. Only 4.8 percent of the 1943

network (about 500 miles) was abandoned by 1966.

The political and administrative difficulties ofaban-

donment procedures meant that gradualism was the

normal railway policy of network reduction at this

time.

NETWORK CONTRACTION HI: 1967-1990

The competitive environment in which railways

operated continued to change substantially. Num-
bers ofmotor vehicles registered more than doubled

during the period. Much of the provincial highway

network was improved in details ofalignment, pave-

ment width and surface quality. The total highway

network was also increased by about 10 percent,

mostly in Northern Ontario, where an additional

Trans-Canada Highway route was also designated.

In the south, the limited-access highway network

was increased by about one third with the construc-

tion of Highway 402 London-Samia and 417 Ot-

tawa-Hawkesbury.

Railway passenger transport continued to decline

in estimates of total inter-city movements, from 4.6

percent nationally in 1966 to only 1.2 percent in

1980 (Table 3.6). During this time few railway

passenger services could be operated without sub-

sidies. Via Rail, which began operation in 1978

as a federal Crown corporation, relieved most of the

railway companies of their traditional obligation to

provide passenger services and consolidated mostof

the subsidies into one organization. Some improve-

ments were made but costs continued to outrun the

revenues even on most of the main routes. By the

early 1970s when most of the branch line railcar

services were withdrawn, passenger rail services

became highly concentrated on corridor routes. The

continued losses and heavy subsidies demanded by

Via Rail resulted in a big service reduction imple-

mented in January 1990. From the inception of

service Via Rail has operated its pasenger services

on the tracks of CN and CP. The closure of the

Carleton Place - Ottawa line (CP) in 1990 forced Via

to reroute its Toronto-Ottawa service to theCN line

from Smiths Falls to Ottawa. Since CN also

proposed to abandon this line, it was acquired by Via

in 1992 as one of the few sections of track actually

owned by the company.

Between 1967 and 1990 the route mileage of pas-

senger services was reduced by 55.2 percent and the

number of railway stations by 65.5 percent. Service

reduction and network simplification also included

the end ofU.S. bridge-line passenger services when

Amtrak withdrew from the Detroit-Buffalo route in

the early 1980s. Many substantial cities have now
lost passenger services. Galt (now Cambridge) lost

service in the early 1970s; Peterborough and

Thunder Bay lost service in 1990.

Railway passenger traffic in the Toronto commut-

ing area was revived by the establishment of GO
(Government of Ontario) Transit in 1965. This

development was initially promoted and organized

by the provincial Department of Highways as a

means of curtailing the growth ofhighway commut-

ing. The service began in May 1967 on one route

from Oakville to Pickering (44 miles), leasing the

track rights from Canadian National. Canadian

National’s re-routing of freight trains via the new

northern bypass line and the concentration of mar-

shalling activities at Woodbridge had left ample

capacity for new services on the lakeshore line.

There was also substantial yard space at Mimico for

GO train servicing and storage. By 1990GO Transit

operated services on seven routes (268 miles).

Numbers of passengers on the GO rail system

reached 19.7 millions in 1980, nearly three times the

number carried on Via Rail nationally. The
development of GO Transit has revitalized pas-

senger services and facilities, not only in Toronto’s

Union Station but in many other places abandoned

in the late 1960s. GO passenger services on the

Toronto-Milton line (CP) required new stations to

serve the rapidly growing population ofMississauga

and the overnight storage of three train sets at

Guelph Junction brought new uses to a derelict

railway settlement Acton, which had lost its pas-

senger station in the 1970s, was restored to the
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Passenger services

withdrawn

Line abandoned

B Brantford

G Guelph

L London

P Peterborough

PN Palmerston

S Stratford

SF Smiths Falls

ST St. Thomas

Figure 4.9 Ontario Railway Network Changes 1967-1990

passenger network in October 1990 when the

Guelph service was inaugurated.
30

\X
The National Transportation Act 1967 provided

new regulatory flexibility for railway companies to

restructure services and set freightrates.
3

1

In freight

traffic as with passenger, the new flexibility

facilitated concentration of traffic both structurally

and spatially. During the early 1970s railways

began to give up the last remnants of less-than-car

load freight, a reflection of the inability to compete

with road transport. The Chesapeake & Ohio as

early as July 1965 discontinued carload freight of

less than 6,000 lbs on its lines in the southwest.
32

Piggyback or trailer-on-flat-car (TOFC) ramps.

which had been a response to trucking in the 1950s

and 1960s, became more concentrated in location.

Canadian Pacific, which had 22 TOFC ramps at

Ontario centres in 1970, reduced these to 13 in 1980

and only 7 in 1990. High-volume freight,

facilitated by unit trains, larger cars and heavier

locomotives, became the dominant traffic. The core

of freight traffic is now concentrated at container

terminals/load centres
34

and at a few big customers

- such as motor assembly plants, import car ter-

minals, cement plants and the petrochemical com-

plex in Sarnia.

Traffic decline in many commodities and con-

centration of passenger and freight handling into a
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few major corridor routes, together with a more

flexible regulatory environment, facilitated network

reduction by abandonment. By the early 1980s the

permanent loss of traffic on many freight lines con-

vinced regulatory agencies that such lines would

never be viable and could be abandoned with mini-

mal loss to the public. The National Transportation

Act 1987 allowed for more deregulation and many
more applications for abandonment were approved.

Between 1967 and 1990 the total network was

reduced by about 1,700 miles (17.1 percent).

The general patterns of abandonment may be ob-

served in Figure 4.9. Canadian National abandoned

very large sections of route, including the Strath-

cona-Smiths Falls line (the last section of the former

Canadian Northern Toronto-Ottawa route), the

Nakina-Hearst section of the National Transcon-

tinental line, as well as many old parts of the network

in southwestern Ontario. Canadian Pacific aban-

doned a major part of the Ontario & Quebec line in

eastern Ontario, as well as the Ottawa-Montreal and

Guelph-Goderich lines.

The dependence on bulk freight quickly under-

mined the viability of some lines when the traffic

came to an end. When the Stelco iron mine at Bruce

Lake closed, abandonment of the line followed

within two years. Until the closure of the Sherman

and Adams iron mines of Dofasco in 1990, the
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Ontario Northland andCN had operated special unit

trains to carry pelletized ore to the Hamilton blast

furnaces. The ending of this traffic was a major loss

to ONR.35
Current uncertainties about the future of

Algoma Steel also threaten the viability of the Al-

goma Central Railway which normally derived

about 75 percent of its revenues from the steel

company. Major changes in the late 1980s now

suggest that Northern Ontario’s railways are no long

sheltered from the pressures of network rationaliza-

tion.

The many changes in bulk freight movements also

undermined the remaining integrated railway-

steamer and ferry services. During the 1970s theCP
Prescott-Ogdensburg ferry was withdrawn and the

steamship service from Michipicoten Harbour also

ended.
37 Some rail ferry operations remain at

Windsor-Detroit and Samia-Port Huron as supple-

ments to the tunnels. These are likely to disappear

in the mid 1990s when the tunnel improvement and

new construction are completed.

RESTRUCTURING THERAILWAYSYSTEMS
1923-1990

While the general cause and effect relationships of

network contraction have been explored in this

chapter and the previous one, the precise

mechanisms of change and response have always

worked at the level of the corporate system. Rail-

ways though generic in standards are specific in

ownership, organization and operation. In this con-

cluding section the corporate responses to the com-

plex and changing traffic environment are outlined.

Canadian National:

At the time of formation on 30 January 1923,

Canadian National was the largest railway system in

Ontario (Figure 4. 10). The new company was faced

with the immediate task of integrating several pre-

viously competitive railway systems into one na-

tional organization. Construction of the 30-mile,

Nakina-Long Lac line, completed in December

1923, linked the northern railways together and

simplified the routing of transcontinental train ser-

vices. As well as the ownership of 6,111 miles of

steam railway, CN also inherited to the former

Canadian Northem/Mackenzie and Mann electric

railway interests in the Toronto and St. Catharines-

Niagara areas.

The problem of line duplication between the

Grand Trunk and Canadian Northern was obvious

in some parts of southern Ontario. In addition there

were many parts of the Grand Trunk system which

also suffered from duplication. This was a conse-

quence of optimistic railway building in the 1870s

and the acquisition of companies by the Grand

Trunk in the 1880s.

The first stage of network rationalization between

1923 and 1943 resulted in the closure of over 400

miles of line (Table 4.4). Most of this abandonment

was the former Canadian Northern line from Toron-

to to Napanee and Ottawa to Hawkesbury. Some
branches, such as the Rockland line and Yarker to

Bannockburn, were also abandoned. Other

rationalization of redundant lines took place in the

territory between Toronto and Lindsay and in the

southwest around Simcoe (Figure 4.11). The

electric interurban lines were also trimmed back in

this period. In the north, only the Twin Cities-

Mackies branch line was abandoned.

Abandonment in the second stage, between 1944

and 1966, was slightly less extensive. The western

portion of the Canada Atlantic line was closed as

were several branches in eastern and southwestern

Ontario. Remaining sections of the electric

Niagara, St. Catharines& Toronto electric line were

generally converted to diesel electric traction and

integrated into the main system. In 1965 the London

& Port Stanley was acquired, one of the few acquisi-

tions of CN.

Between 1967 and 1990, CN abandoned over

1,200 miles of line. Such abandonment covered a

very wide range of types of railways. Portions of

the original lines of the 1850s were closed, such as

St. Mary’s Junction-Sarnia, Stratford-Paris and

Caledonia-Fort Erie. Large sections of branches

built in the 1870s and 1880s were abandoned in the

western peninsula and central Ontario. Early twen-

tieth-century trunk lines such as the National

Transcontinental (Nakina-Calstock) and Canadian

Northern (Napanee-Smith Falls) were also aban-
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Period of Abandonment

1923 1943

1944-1966

1967-1990— Lines in use 1990

*—+ Lines sold to other

operators 1990/91

B Brantford

C Guelph

L London

P Peterborough

S Stratford

SF Smiths Falls

St St. Thomas

Figure 4.11 CN System Contraction 1923-1990

TABLE 4.4 CN Railway System Contraction in Ontario 1923-1990

MILES

Total System Net Change Percent Index No.

(1923=100.0)

1923 6,112 — — 100.0

1943 5,633 -479 -7.8 92.2

1966 5,221 -412 -7.3 85.4

1990 3,995 -1,226 -23.5 65.3

Source: Railway Statistics (Cat Nos. 52-207, 52-209) and estimates.
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TABLE 4.5 CP Railway System Contraction in Ontario 1923-1990

MILES

Total System Net Change Percent Index No.

(1923=100.0)

1923 3,280 — — 100.0

1943 3,228 -52 - 1.6 98.4

1966 3,261 +33 + 1.0 99.4

1990 2,794 -467 - 14.3 85.2

Source: Railway Statistics (Cat. Nos. 52-207, 52-209) and estimates.
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doned. Even a few new lines such as the Bruce Lake

branch (1966) were abandoned after a lifespan of

less than 25 years. In 1990 CN also sold lines to

Ontario Northland (Cochrane-Hearst), a short-line

operator (Stratford-Goderich) and Via Rail (Rich-

mond-Smith Falls).
38

This was a new development

for CN but was not uncommon in the United

States.
39

Canadian Pacific:

Unlike Canadian National, Canadian Pacific was an

integrated system which had been carefully

developed by acquisition or new construction from

the early 1880s from a core network in the Ottawa-

St. Lawrence area.

There was little trimming ofthe network in the First

and second stages of the contraction process. Some
redundant lines were closed, such as the route from

Lindsay to Orillia, the duplicate line from Bolton to

Cataract, the Linwood-Listowel branch, and por-

tions of the Kingston & Pembroke line. The acquisi-

tion of the Algoma Eastern Railway (1929) was

followed by the abandonment of the duplicate line

from McKerrow to Sudbury. The McKerrow-Little
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* Running rights on Canadian National tracks.

Figure 4.14 Other Railway Systems 1923

Current section was a net gain, as were new branches

built in the 1950s from Havelock to Nephton and the

Manitouwadge branch.

Most of the contraction of the CP system took

place after 1967. In the 1970s a long section of the

original Ontario & Quebec line was abandoned as

through east-west traffic was concentrated on the

Agincourt-Belleville-Smiths Falls, lakeshore route.

Full ownership of the Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo

Railway was acquired in 1977 and the routes were

integrated into the CP system. The main phase of

network contraction took place in the 1980s as

redundant branches and former main lines such as

Ottawa-Montreal were abandoned. Interurban lines

in the Grand River valley, integrated into the CP
system as freight lines, were also abandoned in the

late 1980s.

Other Railways:

The overall contraction of the other railways in

Ontario since 1923 has been more limited since they

were often developed later to fit into particular

geographical and traffic-demand niches.

In the northeast, the Temiskaming & Northern

Ontario (renamed Ontario Northland in 1946) was
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one of the few expanding railway systems after

1920, with the northern extension to Moosonee.

The ONR also acquired a section of CN line from

Cochrane to Hearst in 1990. The Algoma Central

system of 1990 is virtually unchanged from that of

1923 (Figure 4.14). Current problems of the line,

however, suggest the possibilities of a provincial

takeover and a merger with the Ontario Northland

system, since the two now link at Hearst.
40

The

Algoma Eastern became part of Canadian Pacific in

1929 and all but the McKerrow-Little Current line

was abandoned in the 1930s.

The Ottawa & New York was completely aban-

doned in 1958/59 after decades of operating losses.

In the southwest, the bridge lines between the

Niagara and Detroit-St. Clair frontiers have been

greatly rationalized in the period since the late 1950s

as through traffic dropped catastrophically (Figure

3.1).The Canada Southern closed the St. Thomas-

Courtright branch and Niagara River branches in

1960 as part of New York Central system

rationalization. Corporate changes, to Penn Central

in 1968 and Conrail in 1976, partly reflected

bankruptcy of the parent system. Canada Southern

was acquired jointly by CN and CP in 1985.
41

The collapse of the American-owned systems also

had their impact on the Toronto, Hamilton & Buf-

falo Railway. Conrail, in attempting to salvage

some of its few profitable assets, sold its 63 percent

interest to CP in 1977. Once integrated into the CP
system, the western route from Hamilton via

Brantford to Waterford was abandoned in the 1980s.

Pere Marquette was acquired by the Chesapeake

& Ohio system in 1951 and, apart from the abandon-

ment of the direct line into St. Thomas which could

be covered by running rights on the Canada

Southern, has retained its basic network intact Nor-

folk & Western, which leased the Wabash in 1964,

continues to operate via running rights over CN
from Windsor to the Niagara Frontier.

The network of lines between the Niagara and

Detroit-St. Clair frontiers in 1990 (Figure 4.15) is

considerably simpler than that of 1914 (Figure 2.7).

Line abandonment reflects the complex of changes

already noted in this chapter.

Table 4.6 summarizes the railway system changes

from 1923 to 1990. Canadian National remained the

largest company throughout the period but also ex-

perienced the greatest degree ofrationalization. On-
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TABLE 4.6 Summary of Railway System Changes 1923-1990

MILES

Company 1923 1943 1966 1990 Index of

Change

1923-90

(1923=100.0)

Canadian National 6,105.5 5,627.1 5,220.7 3,994.5
6

65.4

Canadian Pacific 3,280.5 3,227.9 3,260.9 2,794.2 85.2

Algoma Eastern* 85.4 — — — —
T.H.&B.

b
100.0 103.6 103.0 — —

Canada Southern® 380.6 369.7 281.5 281.5 74.0

T&NO/Ont Northland 371.5 547.3 564.6 693.7 186.7

Algoma Central 346.2 320.8 320.8 320.8 92.7

Pere Marquette/C&O 199.0 198.8 198.8 166.8 83.8

Ottawa & New York 56.8 57.3 — — —
Essex Terminal 21.0 21.3 21.3 21.3 101.4

Other lines
d

10.1 8.8 3.0 — —
TOTAL 10,956.6 10,482.6 9,974.8 8,272.8 75.6

Notes:

a Acquired 1929

b Acquired 1977

c Joint CN/CP ownership 1985

d Mostly bridges, tunnels and Toronto TeiminaL Thousand Islands Railway included until 1958

e Cochrane - Hearst line shown underONR. Other lines sold in 1990 retained in CN total

Source: Railway Statistics, 1990 values calculated.

tario Northland, which was almost doubled in size,

was the only system to experience growth.

The processes and patterns of network contraction

over the past 60 years have been essentially ad hoc.

Railway companies, in response to changing traffic

and increasing financial losses, have proposed ser-

vice reductions and abandonment. Federal

regulatory agencies have then ruled on the

proposals, generally with approval. When there was

a particularly strong public outcry, services were

subsidized and abandonment postponed. There ap-

pear to have been few examples of planned

rationalization involving parties other than the rail-

way companies and the regulatory authorities. In

the Ottawa area, the network was successfully ra-

tionalized as part of the physical reshaping of the

national capital. The Bruce Peninsula area was the

subject ofan unsuccessful attempt at rationalization

by the provincial Ministry of Transportation in the

early 1980s. Perhaps the attempt was too late to

retain some commercial viability. In another sense

the effort was too early for the railway companies

and the regulators to recognize the possibilities of

joint operation of tracks or the sale to short-line

railway operators.

The general process of netwoik contraction in

Ontario was more gradual, more localized and more

discrete that in Britain or the United States. There

has never been, for example, anything comparable

to the public outcry which greeted the publication of

the “Beeching axe” proposals of 1963. Despite the

protests, 39 percent of the passenger stations and 27

percent of the passenger route mileage in Britain

were closed between 1963 and 1968. Bankruptcy
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of major railroads in the United States in the early

1970s prompted a very comprehensive study of the

viability of freight-lines in the northeast and mid-

west.
43

The recommendations for closure were

very substantial. In Michigan, for example, about

2,225 miles of line or 37 percent of the total network

were identified as “potentially excess” to require-

ments and suitable for abandonment The public

debate was helpful in creating new polices and also

in simplifying and pruning the network of largely

redundant or duplicate lines.
44 A similar type of

exercise in Ontario might well have been more

beneficial than the usual cautious and secretive ways

of the bureaucracies and the railway companies.
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5 Railway Abandonment and
Redundant Space

The old branch with its rusted rails,

It ends on through the ancient hills,

The shadows creep as the sunlightfails

And the calls ofthe whippoorwills

Sound in the thicket where the verdue lies,

Shading the green of the grass grown ties.

Anon. Canadian Railway and Marine World.

December 1930.
1

Rusted rails and grass grown ties became very

common features from the 1960s with the

retreat of railway services. Once the tracks were

lifted when full abandonment was allowed, the

alignment of many former railway routes often be-

came very difficult to distinguish in the thickets of

vegetation. Between 1923 and 1990 about 2,700

miles of railway lines were abandoned, with most of

this taking place in the latest stage of retreat from

1967. About 24.5 percent of the peak mileage of the

Ontario railway network has now been abandoned

(Tables 4.1, 4.6).

As illustrated in Figure 5.1, all types and ages of

line have been abandoned. Although the general

pattern of abandonment is dominated by branch

lines, several sections of the former mainlines of

1923 have disappeared (see Figure 1.3). Given the

early corporate dominance and the duplication of

lines, it is not surprising that about 78 percent of the

lines abandoned were owned by Canadian National.

The age of lines at the time of abandonment has

been very variable. Some sections such as St.

Mary’s Junction - Sarnia, Stratford-Paris and

Caledonia-Fort Erie were over 120 years old when
abandoned. For some lines their lifespan had been

very short. Parts of the Toronto-Napanee line of

Canadian Northern were only a little over ten years

old when abandoned in the 1920s. The Algoma
Eastern Railway, dismantled in the 1930s, had only

had two decades of use. CN’s Bruce Lake mineral

branch in Northwestern Ontario was only 19 years

old when its economic use ended in the 1980s.

Railway abandonment has been most evident in

small towns, incorporated places of less than 5,000

population. Table 5.1 shows that 68 incorporated

places have completely lost railway access, mostly

in the last decade. The. pattern illustrated in Figure

5.2 emphasizes the small towns in the northwest

peninsula where urban incorporation in the 1870s

and 1880s often followed the opening of the railway

lines. The sudden end of railway connections often

created a strong sense ofcommunity loss, especially

in places which had raised substantial loans for

municipal railway bonuses a century earlier. While

it was recognized that there was little economic

sense in attempting to retain railway service, the loss

of a symbol ofconnectedness was not insignificant,

at least to many older residents.

The situation of railway loss is much more drastic

than is suggested by these data. Few of the remain-

ing main and trunk lines provide much in the way of

local freight services. The general, small-scale, in-

dustrial siding has become as redundant as the old

wayside passenger stations. Freight traffic like rail

passenger traffic has become geographically con-

centrated, with road services providing the direct

link to the customer.

REDUNDANT SPACE

The interlocking processes of modernization, ser-

vice contraction and abandonment have created sub-

stantial redundant spaces, areas once occupied by

tracks and other railway operating plant. The largest

component of redundant space is the right-of-way

once occupied by the track and space for cuttings,

embankments and drainage ditches. Traditional,

single-track railways occupied a 66 ft. wide right-

of-way, with each mile ofright ofway taking 8 acres
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B Brantford

G Guakph

L London

r Patarborough

PN Palmerston

s Stratford

SF Smiths Falls

ST St. Thomas

Figure 5.1 Railway Abandonment 1923-1990

Figure 5.2 Incorporated Places Wholly Abandoned by Railways 1923-1990
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TABLE 5.1 Network Contraction and Loss of

Railways in Ontario Urban Places

Stage 1 1923-1943

L’Orignal 1939

Port Perry 1941

Rockland 1939

Stage II 1944-1966

Alvinston 1960

Athens 1952

Bobcaygeon 1961

Creemore 1960

Millbrook 1964

Newboro 1952

Niagara on the Lake 1961

Oil Springs 1960

Port Rowan 1965

Westport 1952

Stage III 1967-1990

Ailsa Craig 1989

Arthur 1988

Bancroft 1982

Barry’s Bay 1983

Beeton 1990

Blyth 1989

Campbellford 1987

Clifford 1989

Cookstown 1990

Drayton 1983

Durham 1984

Eganville 1983

Elmvale 1975

Elora 1988

Erieau 1974

Erin 1988

Fenelon Falls 1981

Fergus 1988

Forest 1986

Frankford 1985

Grand Valley 1988

Hastings 1987

Hepworth 1980

Kincardine 1983

Lakefield 1989

Lucan 1990

Lucknow 1983

Madoc 1984

Meaford 1985

Stage III 1967-1990 (continued)

Mildmay 1989

Mount Forest 1988

Newburgh 1984

Norwich 1987

Omemee 1989

Paisley 1989

Parkhill 1989

Penetanguishene 1975

Plantagenet 1986

Port Burwell 1987

Port Dover 1986

Port Elgin 1989

Port McNicoll 1977

Port Stanley 1982

Ripley 1983

Southampton 1983

Stirling 1987

Sutton 1979

Tavistock 1987

Teeswater 1988

Thedford 1986

Thombury 1985

Tweed 1988

Walkerton 1989

Wiarton 1980

Woodville 1986

Sources: Appendix 1 and E. Bloomfield and G. Bloomfield,

Urban Growth and Local Services (Guelph: University of

Guelph, Department of Geography, Occasional Papers in Geog-

raphy No. 3, 1983).

of land on average. This average was, of course,

substantially modified by the requirements for pass-

ing loops, sidings, stations and other facilities. Very

basic estimates of redundant land along the 2,700

miles of line abandoned suggest an area of at least

22,000 acres or about 34 square miles.

Redundant railway space is very fragmented, with

linear strips along the former rights- of-way and

more extensive areas once occupied by junctions,

yards and stations. The fragmentation of redundant

space creates many difficulties of measurement and

problems for re-use of the land. In addition to the

space once directly used by railway facilities, there

are often extensive areas of land blighted by the

underutilization of surviving railway facilities.

Many larger urban places have substantial areas of
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this type which often create major problems of spa-

tial division. The City of Windsor, as a major rail-

way gateway centre, has major problems of spatial

division; indeed, until the construction of the E.C.

Row Expressway in the late 1970s, east-west move-

ment across the city was particularly awkward.
2

Rural areas were generally the first to experience

the effects ofredundant space from railway contrac-

tion. Withdrawal of passenger services left empty

stations,
3
while the gradual concentration of freight

and the loss of livestock transport to trucks resulted

in overgrown spaces once occupied by sidings and

loading docks. Final abandonment of the tracks left

a linear section of land often awkwardly cutting

across the geometry of farm properties. When the

Ottawa and New York line (56 miles) was aban-

doned in the late 1950s, there were 16 redundant

intermediate stations and associated facilities as

well as the linear tract ofright-of-way cutting across

the landscape.

The problems of potential redundancy have been

greatest in the isolated areas of the north, where

many settlements were created by the railway.
4

Operational changes caused by the substitution of

diesel-electric traction for steam locomotives have

upset the economic base of small communities like

Nakina, created by Canadian National as a new

division point in 1923.
5

The social problems of

isolation have been partly addressed by the con-

tinued subsidy of local railway passenger services

in the north. Indeed most of the surviving passenger

stations are now in Northern Ontario.
6

The main concentrations of redundant railway

space have always been in urban areas, where exten-

sive areas of land were devoted to stations, freight

yards, locomotive depots and track. When lines

have been closed and the track lifted, many places

have been left with a hollow centre. This

phenomena is very evident in smaller urban centres.

Thedford (population 6 10), incorporated as a village

in 1878 and locatedon the former St. Marys Junction

to Sarnia line, now has a row of stores overlooking

a large empty space which was once occupied by the

railway station and extensive sidings. Similar char-

acteristics of abandonment may be seen in former

railway ports such as Collingwood, Owen Sound,

Samia/Point Edward, Port Stanley, Port Dover,

Prescott and many other places. Port McNicoll,

created by Canadian Pacific in 1910, has a very

substantial area of empty space once used by a

station, yards and steamer terminal. On the opposite

shore of the harbour is a very large grain elevator

structure abandoned in 1990. The village of Port

McNicoll (population 1,818) may also be regarded

as a casualty of railway redundancy, since few of its

residents are now in railway employment. Its loca-

tion close to Midland and fully accessible to Barrie

has meant that the residential facilities have retained

a viability even through the raison d’etre of the

settlement has disappeared.

Palmerston: A case study ofredundant space

Towns wholly devoted to railway operations have

been the most profoundly affected by network con-

traction. Palmerston, a town with a population of

2,313 in 1991, was created by the railways and was

once a nodal point for a complex ofCN lines radiat-

ing northwards and westwards (Figure 5.3). The

particular details of Palmerston’s location and

development resulted from a combination of local

land development and railway company strategies.

The town site was established about 1871 when

the Wellington, Grey & Bruce Railway decided to

add a branch to Kincardine from its mainline from

Guelph to Southampton. The route of this branch

was partly selected to take advantage of local

bonuses and therefore made a detour via Listowel

and Brussels. Palmerston became the junction point

and began to grow rapidly as an urban place. The

settlement was incorporated as a town in 1875 and

by 1881 had a population of 1,828. The new
municipality was “liberal in granting aid to railways

and to local enterprises seeking to locate there.”
7

A second railway, the Stratford & Lake Huron,

reached Palmerston about 1878/79. This was a lo-

cally promoted line, built to link the northern part of

Perth County with Stratford. Between Listowel and

Palmerston the narrow-gauge Stratford & Lake

Huron built its track immediately beside that of the

Wellington, Grey & Bruce. The line was extended

beyond Palmerston to Harriston where it stopped.

The financially weak Stratford & Lake Huron was
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Figure 5.3 Palmerston and the Grand Trunk

Railway network c. 1920

absorbed by Port Dover & Lake Huron in 1879.

This line had reached Stratford by a line from

Woodstock and Tavistock. In 1880 the enlarged

company was acquired by the Grand Trunk which

also took over the Georgian Bay & Wellington

Railway which had built a 27 mile line from Pal-

merston to Durham via Mount Forest.
8

The railway network radiating from Palmerston

was completed in 1882 when the Grand Trunk built

a line from Harriston to Wiarton. Owen Sound was

finally reached in 1895 when the line from Park

Head was constructed. Merger with the Great

Western at this time also added the Wellington, Grey

& Bruce to the Grand Trunk system. Apart from the

narrow gauge Toronto, Grey & Bruce line to Owen
Sound (acquired later by the Canadian Pacific), the

Grand Trunk now controlled practically all the rail-

way access points to Lake Huron and Georgian Bay.

At this time of system consolidation in the early

1880s, the Grand Trunk made Palmerston the

divisional point for its northwestern network, in

place of Listowel. A new station was built, yards

were developed and the duplicate narrow-gauge

tracks between Listowel and Harriston were

removed.
9
Traffic growth in the late 1890s, some of

this probably associated with the development ofthe

cement industry in the north, encouraged the Grand

Trunk to expand its facilities in Palmerston.
10

Yard

capacity was doubled in 1904 to accommodate more

freight cars and larger trains. Over the next fifty

years, the life of the town was largely focused on the

operations of the railway. As Thoming has ob-

served:

The 1920s were the peak years for Pal-

merston as a passenger centre, with 14 pas-

senger trains departing each day. Two
round trips between Owen Sound and Strat-

ford passed through Palmerston, but all

other trains, except the Southampton-to-

Toronto motorcoach, terminated here. The

station was a hive of activity, with trains

being broken up and assembled, wagon

loads of express and mail transferred be-

tween trains, and passengers milling about,

waitingfor their departures or dashing over

to the nearby station hotelfor a quickmeal.

1

1

Passenger services were cut back in 1931 when,

forexample, the twopassenger trains on the Durham
branch were eliminated in favour of a single mixed

train. Passenger train services were reduced again

in the late 1950s. Conversion from steam to diesel-

electric traction between 1957 and 1959 brought the

first round of job losses when the locomotive

roundhouse and coaling facilities were closed. The

last passenger train ran on 1 November 1970.
12

By

the following year virtually all railway operating

staff had ceased to be employed in the town. The

long process of erosion of freight traffic finally

resulted in netwoik contraction by the early 1980s.
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Figure 5.4 Railways in Palmerston c. 1950 and 1990

In 1983 the line to Fergus was abandoned and the

Kincardine-Wingham section was also abandoned

at this time. The Durham branch was abandoned in

the following year and in 1989, the original mainline

from Harriston Junction to Southampton was aban-

doned. All that was left of the 1920 network was the

line from Stratford to Owen Sound via Palmerston

and a branch from Listowel to Wingham.

The creation of redundant space in the centre of

Palmerston is illustrated in Figure 5.4. About 1950

the railway facilities were fully utilized and

dominated the physical and functional structure of

the town. By 1990 only one track was operational,

although it was only used infrequently for on-

demand freight service between Owen Sound and

Stratford. The future of this line depends on the

continuation of a subsidy, since CN’s application to

abandon the remaining lines in the peninsula has

been refused by the National Transportation Agen-

cy.
13 A few rusty, weed-grown tracks remain in the

former yard space and only the station building

survives from the complex of facilities which were

there in 1950. Other surviving features in 1990

included the station building, boarded up on 1982;

a long iron footbridge crossing the empty track area

(1904); the building housing the CNR Association

and Senior Citizens Centre on Main Street and an

old locomotive donated to the town in 1959.

In 1990 the area owned by CN in Palmerston

amounted to about 1 50 acres. Only a very small part
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of this was used, even infrequently, for railway

purposes. The remaining space has some occasional

winter use for snowmobiles but otherwise remains

vacant. There are no plans for future use, the rela-

tively high cost of purchase (at market value) in-

hibits the town from acquiring the land for a park

and extension of the trailer park. The shift of mail

carriage from rail to road has left the post office

building largely redundantand this building is likely

to be sold in the near future. A local heritage group

is attempting to save the distinctive iron overbridge

and the station building.

The contraction of the railway network and as-

sociated facilities has left Palmerston as a settlement

with a very limited economic base. During the

1960s a concern for local employment was reflected

in the provincial Department of Health’s decision to

locate a hospital for mentally retarded children in the

area. The hospital, opened in 1966, southwest of the

town created significant numbers of jobs. New
policies ofcommunity living have reduced the num-

ber ofresidents in the past decade to one third of full

capacity, and the centre may be closed in the mid-

1990s. Despite the limited economic base,

Palmerston’s population has grown significantly

over the last three decades, from 1,554 in 1961 to

2,313 in 1991. The availability of cheaper housing

and the improvement ofprovincial and county high-

ways have been factors in this somewhat surprising

growth.

Redundant Railway Industrial Space

Towns with large railway workshops were also

faced with major problems of economic change

when the steam locomotive was phased out in the

late 1950s. The CN shops at Stratford, which main-

tained all locomotives in Ontario, employed 1,200

workers in the early 1950s. Even in January 1957

the CN shops contributed nearly 30 percent of the

city’s payroll in manufacturing. By the end of 1959

the labour force had been reduced to 300 and the

works were finally closed in 1964.
14

The re-use of

the plant was only comparatively short-lived and

much of the town centre of Stratford is dominated

by the empty buildings and spaces of the former

workshops.
15

Similar characteristics may be ob-

served in St. Thomas which had the shops of the

Canada Southem/Michigan Central Railway.
16

Both cities received some financial assistance and

financial incentive packages from the Provincial

industrial re-development funds. Stratford had al-

ready begun to diversity its local economy with the

Shakespearean Festival Theatre which began in

1953.
1

Stratford and St. Thomas had old estab-

lished industrial commissions which succeeded in

attracting new industrial firms to locate in their

cities. Industrial diversification policies were well

established by the mid-1950s.
1

The St. Thomas

area was successful in attracting the large Ford

assembly plant opened at Talbotville in 1967.
19

Policies ofattracting new industry were by and large

successful in sustaining the local economies, but no

lasting uses for the former railway space in the

central areas of these cities have yet been found.

Redundant space in urban centres is not just con-

fined to the former railway property but also extends

to other areas. Energy distribution was a major use

of terminals associated with the railway. Some
abandoned coal yards remain in odd comers of

towns while other former coal yards are now used

by distributors of building material. As the market

for petroleum products began to expand in the early

decades of the twentieth century, the local

petroleum depot, supplied by railway tank cars,

became acommon feature in urban places. Imperial

Oil’s bulk stations in Ontario expanded from 11 in

1895 to 73 in 1912. By 1919 there were 130 such

bulk depots and the number increased further to 233

in 1929
20

Many of these petroleum depots still

remain alongside the railway tracks but very few are

now supplied by rail. Bulk road tankers link the

pipeline terminals and refineries with the distribu-

tion depots.

Much of the fabric and space of railway-corridor

industry districts, described by Stilgoe as the

“zone”, may now be classified as redundant space.
21

Along the northwestern railway corridor from Wes-

ton into Toronto, for example, few factories remain

in their original ownership and few indeed are still

manufacturing things. Massey-Harris, the largest

plant, once received all its raw materials and

despatched the Finished farm machinery by train.
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This factory and most of the other railside plants of

Massey-Harris elsewhere, such as in Brantford,

have been demolished.

The railside warehouse district, a characteristic of

large and medium-sized urban places, has also be-

come redundant space. Massey-Harris farm

machinery was distributed from such warehouses,

often located between the railway and the central

business district Some evidence of the past sig-

nificance remains in London, Guelph and else-

where, but all the functions of the railway-based

warehouse districts have long been transferred to

suburban locations.

RE-USE OFREDUNDANT SPACE

The redevelopment of old railway land and build-

ings depends very much on location and precise

qualities of sites. CN Real Estate and Marathon

Realty (created by CP in 1963) are now major or-

ganizations involved not only in developing surplus

railway lands but in the management of real estate

assets. Railway property in some urban areas has

become much more profitable than operating trains.

The desire to obtain full market value from surplus

land often leads to problems of re-use where the

potential is limited. As already noted, the Town of

Palmerston is unable to afford the costs of acquiring

the railway land from CN, so the centre remains

dominated by an empty space.

For nearly a century railways have been more than

a utilitarian mode oftransport but have had a broader

significance in preservation, museums and hobby

interests.
22

The symbolic relationship between rail-

ways and urban development was recognized by

Winnipeg in 1910, when a public subscription res-

cued and restored CPR #1 ‘The Countess of Duf-

ferin”. Railway museums began to appear in the

1920s at the time ofcentenary celebrations and have

always attracted large numbers of visitors.
23

In the

late 1950s, with the end of steam traction and the

closure of branch lines, there was a substantial

growth of railway preservation societies. Such ef-

forts have been later recognized as important con-

tributions to the broadly based development of

tourism.
24

In Lancaster County, Pennsylvania the

privately-owned steam-hauled Strasburg Rail Road
and the adjacent state railroad museum complement

the other cultural attractions of the area.
25

The

preservation movement in the United States is now
very substantial.

26

Tourist railways or hobby lines, revitalizing aban-

doned sections of line, are surprisingly rare in On-

tario. One of the earliest was the Halton County

Radial Railway opened in 1972 on a one-mile sec-

tion of the Toronto Suburban interurban line aban-

doned in 1931. This line is open during the

summer months for trolley rides using restored

equipment from other interurban lines and the

Toronto street railway system. More recently, a

section of the former Hamilton & North Western

line (CN) at Tottenham was bought by the local

Chamber of Commerce and leased to the South

Simcoe Railway. Other developments in the

proposal or preliminary stages include a line at

Smiths Falls, the Brant and Southern Railway at

Waterford, the Guelph Junction Historical Railway

Association, and Central Ontario Railway and Tech-

nical Institute which would acquire the Trenton to

Picton line (CN)
28

Other tourist railway ideas

publicised in August 1992 include a modest scheme

proposed by the local heritage society for the

development ofa railway theme park in Palmerston.

A larger scheme in the Waterloo Region would

involve the purchase of the 12 mile Kitchener-El-

mira spur line from CN and the operation ofa steam

passenger service from Waterloo via St. Jacobs to

Elmira. The existing tourist development in St.

Jacobs would provide a good economic base for the

line. Such a line would have many similarities with

Strasburg in Pennsylvania. These largely voluntary

efforts are hampered by the high costs of restoring

equipment and roadbeds for steam railways. There

are also fewer and fewer people left with the techni-

cal skills of boiler making, steam fitting and driving

steam locomotives. Few working steam locomo-

tives are available and the Waterloo proposal en-

visaged having to purchase locomotives from

China.

On a much large scale, it has been the potential of

tourism which has sustained subsidies for the north-

ern passenger services on the Via Rail transcon-

tinental service from Toronto via Capreol
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westwards, the Algoma Central Agawa Canyon

route, and the Ontario Northland, Cochrane-

Moosonee line (Polar Bear Express).

Adaptive Re-use ofRailway Land in Urban Areas

The various forms of old railway land - linear sec-

tions, former yards and finally structures, particular-

ly stations, have been re-used in a variety of ways.
29

Generally the more intensive revitalization schemes

have been in the larger places where potential

demand is greater, as is the ability to pay for

redevelopment. The process has not always been

smooth since municipalities tend to view railway

spaces as public land and local residents often resent

the transformation ofopen areas with higher density

development
30

Some former railway corridors have been re-used

by other modes of transport. Part of the eastern end

of the Bloor-Danforth TTC subway line in Scar-

borough runs over the former right-of-way of the

Canadian Northern line tom up in the late 1920s. In

Trenton, urban streets (Dixon Road and Curtiss

Road) were aligned along the old Canadian North-

ern right-of-way. George Street Extension in Galt

uses the Grand Trunk branch line abandoned in the

1960s.
31

Utility services have also used former

railway corridors. One of the most common public

uses of the linear spaces of urban railway rights-of-

way has been for paries and trails. Notable examples

include sections of the Toronto Belt Line, Spurline

Park in Guelph (the former Great Western branch),

and a long walking trail in Samia-Clearwater which

was once the mainline of the Grand Trunk. An
unusual re-use of linear facilities has been the

development of the Museum of Contemporary

Photography in a former railway tunnel beneath

Confederation Square in Ottawa.
32

Railway cor-

ridors, even those still in use, are also surprisingly

important as urban nature reserves.

The larger spaces formerly used by railways have

been much more attractive for redevelopment.

Where railway land has coincided with a waterfront

location, the amenity value has been recognized

with multiple re-use. In Kingston, the terminus

area of the Kingston & Pembroke Railway was

rebuilt as Confederation Park in 1967 and the exten-

sive site of the Kingston Locomotive Company has

been reused by an apartment complex. Part of the

railway land in Windsor has been reclaimed for a

riverfront park and car park for visitors. Commer-

cial redevelopment includes a shopping centre on a

formerroundhouse site (Howard Avenue,Windsor)

,

a hotel and office complex in London (on CP station

land and yards. Mill Street), and the Waterloo City

Hall and parking area (actually owned by CN Real

Estate).

Some urban railway land has been used for new

housing projects. Examples include an apartment

complex (Cardigan Street) on the site of the former

CP station in Guelph, and townhouses in Linden

Street, Kitchener which was previously used by the

Grand River Railway. A new proposal in Central

Elora will, if approved, develop a 52-unit apartment

building and 42 townhouses on the 4.6 acre site

which was once the terminus of the Credit Valley

branch line. When formal re-use has not yet

developed, abandoned railway land may be used for

motor vehicle parking or informal recreation space.

The empty railway zone of Thedford is used infor-

mally for truck parking and the hollow centre of

Palmerston is used in the winter for snowmobiling.

Urban railway stations, as central and visible sym-

bols of the relationship of steam railways and the

development of communities, have been
redeveloped in a variety of ways.

34
In 1990, only

about 10 percent of the stations of 1923 were still in

regular passenger service use. Some inactive sta-

tions are still used by the railways as offices (Galt,

CP) or a union hall (Emestown, CN). A former

station at Kapuskasing has been converted into a

travel agency and bus depot. Most surviving station

buildings no longer have any connection with

transportation.

Museums or cultural facilities are common forms

of urban re-use. Collingwood, Owen Sound and

Smiths Falls stations (all CN) are used as museums,

the latter as the core of a railway museum. Some
have been relocated in museums, such as the Don
station in Toronto moved to Todmorden Mills

Museum, and the first station at the International

Bridge (1873) which has been moved to a new
railway museum in Fort Erie.

35
Former stations at
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Whitby and Amherstburg are now used as arts

centres. The railway station at Petrolia is one of the

oldest examples of re-use, having been converted

into the town library in 1937. Commercial uses

include a liquor store (CP, North Toronto station

converted in 1940), restaurant (TH & B, Brantford)

and a local public utility office (CP, Listowel con-

verted in 1938).
36

The central location of stations

in small towns and cities has been an attractive

feature for re-use as tourist offices by Chambers of

Commerce. Examples include: Milton (CN sta-

tion), Kingston (Kingston & Pembroke/CP), Water-

ford (Canada Southern) and Bancroft (CN). At

Barry’s Bay (CN), the old station has been renovated

as a senior citizens’ centre.
37

The Toronto Railway Lands

The most valuable zone of redundant railway land

is that adjacent to downtown Toronto. This 200-

acre site, once on the waterfront, was first reclaimed

in the 1 850s. The whole tractwas reorganized and

new structures were built in the 1920s around the

Union Station. In addition to the station complex,

the Toronto Terminal Railways included a district

heating plant, as well as roundhouses and coach

yards for CN and CP.
39 A high level line provided

a bypass for CN freight trains. The Royal York

Hotel, opened in 1929 with 1,500 rooms, was also

an integral part of the transportation complex.

The terminal facilities became progressively ob-

solete in the 1960s. Decline in railway passenger

traffic meant that there were fewer requirements for

coach yards. The re-routing of CN freight traffic

around the northern bypass line (1965) left surplus

track capacity and the suburban relocation of

wholesaling removed the need for central freight

sheds and express warehouses. In 1968 CN and CP
developed a joint proposal, known as Metro Centre,

for the redevelopment of the land. The Metro

Centre proposal involved developing office and

apartment buildings on the site and replacing Union

Station with a huge transportation terminal. Public

opposition to the density of development and the

proposed demolition of the station resulted in

various amendments to the plan. These amend-

ments discouraged further major railway interest for

some years.
40

The CN Tower was opened in 1974

and the area north of the main tracks was gradually

redeveloped with the Metro Toronto Convention

Centre and the Roy Thomson Hall. The Skydome

stadium was completed in 1990.

Figure 5.5 shows the transformation of the area

between 1964 and 1990. The extensive areas of

tracks and yards have been contracted into a narrow,

but multi-level, railway corridor.
41

Most of the

other buildings and railway facilities have been

cleared, but only the area north of the corridor has

been fully redeveloped. The re-use of the main tract

of land is still in the planning or preliminary con-

struction stages. Only the former CP roundhouse

and the Union Station remain from the earlier period

of railway dominance. The post office sorting

facilities have now been replaced by new mail plants

near the airport and in the suburbs.

Comprehensive Planning in Ottawa

Ottawa is one of the few Canadian cities which has

experienced a planned relocation and redevelop-

ment of the railway network.
42 By 1923, Ottawa

had a complex of lines ofCP,CN as well as a branch

of the New York Central from Cornwall (Fig. 5.6).

General dissatisfaction with the at-grade level cross-

ings of the CN mainline across the southern part of

the city centre and the close proximity of railways

to Parliament Hill was reflected in Greber’s com-

prehensive plan for the National Capital Region

(1950).
43

Strong planning controls and substantial

funding for the work of the National Capital Com-
mission resulted in the gradual relocation of the

tracks to a new station in the east opened in 1966.

Relocation was facilitated by abandonment (CN-

Hawkesbury line 1939, NY Central-Comwall line

1959) and obsolescence of other facilities with

declining traffic. The existence of the former

Canadian Northern belt line around the east and

south of the city made the task of relocation com-

parative easy. Only short sections ofnew line, in the

southeast, had to be built in the 1950s and 1960s.

The situation in 1990 shows a much simplified

network, with only one cross-river line remaining

(Figure 5.7). Most of the central and duplicate lines

were progressively removed from the 1950s. The

decline of the saw milling industry also speeded the
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removal of industrial spur lines. Many sections of

former railway right-of-way have been redeveloped.

The cross-town line of CN was converted in 1959-

67 to the Queensway expressway (Highway 417),

rebuilt and widened in the early 1980s. The access

trackway to Union Station was converted into

Colonel By Drive. Union Station’s passenger con-

course (1912) became the Federal Government

Conference Centre and the adjacent freight yards

were replaced with a convention centre and hotel.
44

Alexandra Bridge, formerly used by CP, was con-

verted to a road bridge and pedestrian walkway.

Part of the CP branch line to New Edinburgh, built

by the St. Lawrence and Ottawa, was reused as the

Vanier Parkway.

In the northeast, extending beyond the limits of

Ottawa, the former Canadian Northern line to Haw-
kesbury and Montreal (abandoned in 1939) has been

reused for a section of Highway 17. Other re-uses

have been highly innovative in the Ontario context.

Parts ofthe former western approach line ofCP were

converted to a bus transitway (1984) and a bicycle

path, while the NY Central right-of-way has been

used by Bell Canada for a fibre optics telecom-

munication cable.
45

The Re-use ofRailway Land in Rural Areas

The re-use of railway lands in rural areas has at-

tracted more attention for the possible public

benefits of retaining the extensive linear rights-of-

way.
46

The problems and potential of redevelop-

ment have been extensively studied over the last

fifteen years or so
47

Fieldwork and detailed ex-

amination of different editions of 1:50,000

topographic maps often reveals the subtle ways in

which old abandoned lines have been re-used. A
7 Vi mile section of the former Port Hope & Lindsay

Railway has been reused as a county road.
48

This

line, from Bethany toOmemee, was carefully routed

through the awkward terrain of the Peterborough

drumlin field
49

and, until closed in 1927, provided

local access as well as longer distance connections.

The converted railway (now Victoria County Road

38) became a very useful link road between Provin-

cial Highways 7 and 7A.

As in urban areas, some sections of line have been

converted to other transportation uses. Parts of the

Canada Atlantic line in Algonquin Park and the

National Transcontinental line from Pagwa to

Calstock have been converted into forest access

roads by the Ministry of Natural Resources. The

direct routes offormer railways have been useful for

the construction of utility lines. Ontario Hydro used

a long section of the former Canada Southern

Courtright branch to build a high-voltage transmis-

sion line (1969) from the new Lambton generating

station on the St. Clair River to link with the rest of

the electricity network at London. More recently

Bell Canada has used the former Ottawa & New
York right-of-way for the laying of an underground

fibre optics telecommunications cable.

The most common use of rural railway rights of

way has been conversion into recreation trails. By
1989 nearly 200 miles of such trails were in exist-

ence in Ontario. Such trails have been developed by

a member of organizations. Niagara Township in

the early 1960s acquired a section of the Canada

Southern’s, Niagara-on-the-Lake branch for recrea-

tional use. The Mississippi Valley Conservation

Authority has redeveloped part of the Kingston &
Pembroke line (abandoned by CP in 1962) as a

scenic drive. Further north, the Seguin Trail in Parry

Sound, owned by the Ministry ofNatural Resources,

uses a long section of the Canada Atlantic line. The

isolation ofrailway rights-of-way from other human
habitation has often created unusual habitats which

have been recognized and sometimes conserved.

Parts of the former Great Western branch south of

Galt, in North Dumfries Township, have become a

conservation area/nature reserve, while the Hick-

son-Woodstock (CN) right-of-way is maintained by

the Ministry of Natural Resources as a trail with

special habitat qualities.

Railway structures in rural areas have sometimes

been reused in situ or moved elsewhere. Craigleith

station on the Meaford-Collingwood line was re-

used as a restaurant by the early 1970s. The station

at Stayner was, however, relocated to the Cranberry

Village resort in Collingwood and refurbished as the

club house for the golf course in the late 1980s.

Other rural stations have been moved to museums.

The Petersburg station (Grand Trunk, 1856) was
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transferred to the Doon Pioneer Village (now Doon
Heritage Cross Roads) in 1968.

The larger structures required by railway opera-

tions, such as bridges, are more problematical to

re-use. Escalating costs of liability insurance in the

1980s have often resulted in the demolition of

bridges to save on costs and potential liabilities.

Maintenance costs are also high. Yet bridges can be

a significant part of the heritage value of railways in

the landscape. Surviving examples include the

wooden trestle bridge at Durham (CP 1908-85) and

the very fine stone viaduct at St. Marys (GT/CN
1858-1989).

51

While urban-based “rails to trails” groups have

been active in promoting re-use for recreation, there

has frequently been resistance by rural

municipalities concerned about the costs of main-

tenance and by land owners worried by the pos-

sibilities of trespass and vandalism on their adjacent

property.
52

Consequently in some rural areas there

has been a tendency for the rights-of-way to be

purchased by the neighbouring landowners.

PUBLIC POLICYAND REDUNDANT RAILWAY
LAND

Although public policies have always been a sig-

nificant influence in railway decision-making, most

of the emphasis has been the construction or opera-

tion of lines, not their closure and re-use for other

purposes. All levels of government are involved.

Over the past three decades the federal government

has been actively working to reduce its financial

obligations for railway subsidy. More recently, in a

more competitive environment, it has been fostering

deregulation. Given the enormous scope of federal

railway responsibilities, it is not surprising that most

of the policy shifts have had very fragmented ef-

fects. The provincial government, in contrast, has

generally attempted to maintain rail services, usual-

ly on a piecemeal basis. Municipal governments

have had to face the direct effects of railway retreat

but with only a limited sense of context of what was

happening, and with limited financial resources to

foster re-use ofredundant space. Only in the Ottawa

area do there seem to have been coherent efforts to

restructure the railway network in the most effective

manner for overall public benefits.

Public policy development towards the re-use of

railway structures and rights-of-way has been very

slow, compared with the fast pace of abandonment.

There was some recognition of the issues by federal

government agencies in the late 1970s but other

national priorities soon dominated the agenda.
53

In

1980 the Ontario Task Force on Provincial Rail

Policy examined most of the issues butno action was

taken. An Interministerial Co-ordinating Commit-

tee on Alternative Uses of Abandoned Railway

Rights-of-Way was established in August 1988 and

thirteen ministries are involved. The Committee

hired consultants to examine the issues and make
general recommendations.

54
While the Committee

could recommend “acquisitions deemed to be in the

public interest”,
55

the pace has, however, been very

slow. Fragmented information, fragmented public

interest and other government priorities have

resulted in very limited action.

Most of the efforts to co-ordinate and develop

public policies on redundant railway space have

focused on rural rights-of-way.
56

Such efforts have

been concerned with a variety of new forms of

usage: recreation, conservation, heritage preserva-

tion, or landbanking for future use as utility cor-

ridors or for new forms of transportation. Since

former rural railway routes cross the boundaries of

many municipalities — each with different

priorities, levels of interest and limited budgets—
some provincial acquisitions may be the only way

in which retention of routeways may be assured.

In urban areas, railway stations have been a

primary focus of public attention for preservation

and adaptive re-use. As with rural rights-of-way,

public interest tended to develop first in Britain and

the United States.
57

The demolition of the West

Toronto station by CP in late 1982 was an important

catalyst in the movement to preserve the heritage of

railway buildings.
58

Public policy responses to sta-

tion demolition were very slow. A heritage ar-

chitectural kit finally appeared from the Ministry of

Citizenship and Culture in 1986
59 By this time

most of the rural and small-town stations had al-

ready disappeared. The heritage kit only provided
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information on how to recognize architectural and

historical qualities and provided some advice on

organizing a lobby group; provincial funding sup-

port for preservation was very limited. After a long

period of preparation, a federal Heritage Railway

Stations Protection Act was proclaimed in August

1990. Four Ontario stations have been designated

under this legislation; Aurora, Brantford, St. thomas

and Union Station, Toronto.
60

Replacement of an older central city station by a

more accessible (at least to motorists) suburban

location has now become an issue in Hamilton. In

May 1992 Via Rail transferred all its services to a

new station at Aldershot, midway between Bur-

lington and Hamilton. The new station, a very basic

structure, can serve trains not only on the Niagara

line but also on the Brantford-London-Windsor

route. As a result of the move most of the platform

structures at Hamilton (CN) are now being

demolished leaving a largely redundant station. The

James Street station opened in 1930 has always been

somewhat awkwardly related to the downtown area.

The former station of the Toronto, Hamilton &
Buffalo was well located but has been in a semi-

abandoned state for several years.

The experience of the 1980s suggests that public

policies towards redundant railway space and the

potentials for re-use will continue to be fragmented.

Budget restraints will also tend to limit possible

initiatives, for even minimal preservation of land

and structures involves some expenditure. It seems

likely that the comprehensive efforts in Ottawa will

remain the exception rather than become common
practice.
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6 The Ontario Railway Network in

the 1990s

Canada still needs - and will continue to need

- its heavy-haul railways to move bulk

resource products. However, it is clear that

railway viability in thefuture lies in its ability

to contribute services more closely tailored

to customers’ varying needs.

CN Annual Report 1990, p. 8.

B y the end of 1990 the Ontario railway network

had 8,273 miles of line (Figure 6.1). About

37 percent of the lines were used by passenger and

freight services; the remaining 63 percent of lines

were freight only.

The long distance passenger service lines may be

considered as two different types. In the southern

corridors, the Via Rail passenger services provided

inter-city connections, with several daily trains be-

tween Windsor-London-Toronto and Toronto-

Montreal, Toronto-Ottawa. Services from Toronto

to Sarnia (via Stratford and London) and Toronto to

Niagara Falls (viaHamilton) hadmuch more limited

frequencies, although there were also direct services

to Chicago and New York City respectively. These

services were operated jointly with Amtrak.

Northern services, comprising 64 percent of the

passenger line mileage and 69 percent of the sta-

tions, had much lower frequencies and generally

required higher levels of subsidy. Maintaining ser-
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vices to fairly unaccessible areas was regarded as a

social service. The only daily service was the Via

Rail/Ontario Northland service from Toronto to

Timmins. All other services, including the

transcontinental route via Sudbury and Nakina,

were operated on a twice weekly basis.

The other component of the passenger service

network was the GO Transit system which operates

essentially commuter services on seven lines into

Toronto (Figure 6.2). Only the lakeshore services

between Oakville and Whitby provided a regular

service throughout the day and on Sundays. In

1989-90 the rail services of GO Transit carried 24

million passengers, more than double the volume

carried a decade earlier.
1

Freight services on the Ontario railway network

were dominated by long- distance bulk movements.

In the northwest, the traditional grain haulage from

local elevators to the terminals at Thunder Bay

continued its dominant role, supplemented by coal

movements from Alberta and potash from Sas-

katchewan. North-south resource movements of

forest and mineral products dominated the northern

part of the network, along with some transcontinen-

tal services. The dramatic growth of intermodal

shipments in the 1980s have focused the concentra-

tion of freight traffic in the Toronto area.
2

NEWNORTHAMERICANRAILWAY
STRATEGIES

During the 1980s, the coincidence of several forces

began to force the railway companies to examine the

Figure 6.2 GO Transit; Rail Commuter Services November 1990
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broader strategy of their networks. Railway

deregulation in the United States created a more

competitive environment from which larger in-

tegrated companies evolved. The continued growth

of container traffic and intermodal movements em-

phasized long-distance freight haulage and the con-

centration of such traffic at fewer points. Partial

continental economic integration, begun with the

Autopact of 1965 and extended with the Free Agree-

ment of 1989, tended to shift traffic patterns towards

a north-south alignment in place of the traditional

east-west orientation. These shifts were central to

the implementation ofa trans-border strategy byCN
and CP. The general patterns are illustrated in Fig-

ure 6.3.

Canadian National had always had a substantial

interest in American railway connections through its

subsidiary the Grand Trunk Western. The GTW’s
strength in southeast Michigan was enhanced by the

acquisition of the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton Rail-

road in 1980.
3

Shortly before takeover the D.T. &
I had gained access to the Cincinnati gateway, a key

transfer point with southern railway systems. Other

old CN subsidiaries, such as the Duluth, Winnipeg

& Pacific, provided some links in the northwest,

while in the east portions of the Central Vermont

system gave CN access to New England. In order

to “provide the trouble-free ‘seamless

transportation’ shippers demand”, Canadian Na-

tional arranged a variety of alliances in 1991.
4
Co-

operative agreements were made with Burlington

Northern (direct connections at Duluth and

Chicago), Norfolk Southern (direct connections at

Chicago, Detroit, Buffalo and Cincinnati) and

Union Pacific.
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The importance of a closely integrated corporate

network was shown in the formation of CN North

America in January 1992. Trans-border strategies

also required new investment The long-standing

bottleneck of the St Clair Tunnel (1891) is to be

replaced by a new tunnel to be completed by 1994.

With a cost estimated at $155 million, the new
tunnel will have the high headroom required by

double-stack container trains and other large

modem freight cars.
5 CN is also enlarging its Rocky

Mountain tunnels to accommodate the larger cars.

In the 1980s Canadian Pacific was a leader in

expanding its U.S. network and in forming new
alliances. The old interest in the Soo line was revi-

talized and wholly integrated into the CP system

when the financial control was raised from 55.8

percent in 1989 to 100 percent in 1990.
6

Earlier

restructuring of the Soo line had extended the sys-

tem by the acquisition of the bankrupt Milwaukee

Road (Chicago, Milwaukee, St Paul & Pacific).

This acquisition provided a new mainline to

Chicago and access to new gateway cities in Kansas

City and Louisville. Agreements with other rail-

ways, notable the Santa Fe and Chesapeake& Ohio,

gave additional connections. The agreement with

the Chesapeake and Ohio in 1985 gave CP trackage

rights between Chicago and Detroit At the same

time, the joint acquisition (with CN) of the Canada

Southern Railway gave CP a direct connection to its

southern Ontario mainline. The old CP American

connection via Sault Ste. Marie was now largely

redundant and the Michigan/Wisconsin lines were

sold off to the newly formed Wisconsin Central.
7

The new importance of Detroit to CP was em-

phasized by the opening of an intermodal terminal

in 1987.

CP also extended its transborder network by the

acquisition of the Delaware & Hudson system in

1990/91. The Delaware & Hudson Railway had 600

miles of line and, very significantly, trackage rights

over a further 900 miles of route extending to Buf-

falo, Newark, New Jersey and Washington, D.C.

The various corporate entities were integrated in

February 1992 as the CP Rail System. New invest-

ment of $30 million for enlarging the Detroit-

Windsor Tunnel will remove the bottleneck on the
o

critical linkage point of the system. Earlier invest-

ment in the Roger’s Pass project and improvement

to Rocky Mountain tunnels will allow CP to run

double-deck container trains from Vancouver to a

variety of eastern terminal points.

The Detroit/St. Clair frontier, always an important

part of the Ontario railway network, has taken on

renewed significance in the development of the

transborder strategies. New system orientations,

traffic growth and new investment are seen by some

commentators as a renaissance in North American

long-distance railway transport.
10

Deregulation of

railways, the separation of passenger services from

freight, and the full recognition of intermodal ser-

vices have been critical elements in this revitaliza-

tion. One effect is, of course, to emphasize a few

trunk line corridors and terminal points. Other parts

of the network face increasing pressures and likely

redundancy.

CONTINUING ISSUES OFRESTRUCTURING

The heavy weight of the past still continues to bur-

den the railways in their continued efforts to adjust

to a different era. In the very competitive environ-

ment of transportation, issues of productivity rank

high on the corporate agenda. Labour costs and

rigid work rules tend to limit the commercial

flexibility in competing with truckers forsome types

of traffic. CN and CP also lobbied the Canadian

Labour Relations Board to review the structure of

the union involved in equipment maintenance.
1

1

In

a recent ruling the Board ordered the amalgamation

of seven maintenance unions into a single union.
12

The problems ofproductivity are not limited to train

and workshop staff. A detailed internal review by

CN found that nearly one-third of its labour force

worked at general or administrative jobs, a propor-

tion considerably above the larger U.S. com-

panies.
13

This type of analysis of performance

suggests that CN will continue to reduce its labour

force.

Traffic development is clearly an essential task in

a very competitive environment. In 1991 CN intro-

duced a fast, dedicated, daily, freight train between

Montreal and Toronto. These trains can carry both

highway trailers and containers. Just-in-time inven-

tory control emphasizes dedicated trains and CN
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introduced a “Paper Train” service for newsprint,

linking paper mills in the Quebec City area with a

Toronto distribution centre.
4
Long-distance move-

ment of garbage, as a substitute for the iron ore

traffic at the Adams Mine, Kirkland Lake (closed in

1990) has, like earlier attempts to move Toronto’s

waste by rail, been dismissed by new provincial

policies.

The substantial overheads of maintaining low-

density lines are reflected in the continued pressure

to reduce the overall size of railway networks. CN,

for example:

. . . envisages a high-density core network

and key secondary lines, linking major

production centresfrom coast to coast, with

feeder systems - rail, road, or an intermodal

combination - appropriate to the economies

ofthe various regions ofCanada}
5

Ways of reducing the network include abandon-

ment, transferring lines to independently owned

short-line railways,
16

transfer to other companies

and joint track usage. CN and CP are discussing

duplicate trackage in the Ottawa Valley with the

possibility of carrying all traffic on one route.

Railway restructuring in the United States is an

important force affecting Canadian railways, espe-

cially with the reorientation of traffic in a north-

south direction. Until the 1970s CN and CP were

generally larger than most American railways. De-

regulation and bankruptcy have forced amalgama-

tion of companies into much larger units. Conrail

was formed in 1976 from the bankruptPenn Central

system and other northeastern lines. The
Chesapeake& Ohio merged with the Seaboard lines

in 1980 and integrated its lines as the CSX system

in 1985. In the following yearCSX merged with the

Sea-Land Corporation, the largest U.S. flag con-

tainer shipping company. Norfolk Southern was

created from Norfolk & Western and the Southern

Railway (1982) and in 1985 acquired North

American Vanlines, a major transcontinental truck-

ing operation. These three companies dominate the

U.S. railway network east of the Mississippi and

their intermodal services are very competitive with

those offered by CN and CP. Norfolk Southern’s

introduction of double-stack container trains from

west coast ports to Chicago and Buffalo in 1988, for

example, placed CN and CP transcontinental inter-

modal services at a competitive disadvantage.
17

The U.S. railways generally appear to be more effi-

cient and profitable than their Canadian counter-

parts, since they have been able to shake off many

of the older public service obligations.
18

Increasing productivity also requires new invest-

ment and new facilities. New innovations, such as

the double-stacking of containers introduced in the

mid 1980s, require new rolling stock, terminal im-

provements, and changes along the tracks and road

bed.
19

These costs of improvement are high and

require a efficient existing organization if the debt

burden is to be kept under control.

Since the National Transportation Act 1987, the

federal government has been less restrictive in many
aspects of restructuring. The downsizing of Via

Rail’s network in 1990 has reduced the overall size

of its deficit but even in 1994 it is anticipated that

only 42 percent of its costs will be generated by

sales; the remaining portion will require subsidy.

Government policy towards CN has often been con-

tradictory. While pressing for efficiencies, the

government has continued to appoint non-railway

presidents.
21

Possible privatization of CN has not

proceeded very far beyond what some commen-

tators term “asset stripping.”
22

Indeed CN is now
one ofthe few large North American railways which

has few diversified activities outside rail transporta-

tion.

Provincial government interest in railways has

always been fairly limited except in the north. On-

tario Northland has become an expanding general

transport operator and may well expand further in

the 1990s if Algoma Central is unable to maintain

the railway operation. In the south, the main em-

phasis ofprovincial policy has been in sustaining the

development ofGO Transit. Continued pressures of

demand may result in service extensions to

Kitchener, Cambridge and Peterborough.

Unlike many American states, Ontario has not

shown any active interest in short-line railways.

The state governments of North Dakota, North
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Carolina, Tennessee, Ohio and Wisconsin have been

particularly active in acquiring lines dropped by the

trunk-line operators. The acquisition of the Strat-

ford-Goderich and Clinton-Centralia lines from CN
by Rail-Tex may be the beginning ofother short-line

systems in Ontario. Such independent feeder lines

have lower costs and more operational flexibility for

local freight services. Between 1980 and 1990

short-line railways in the United States grew sig-

nificantly, accounting for 26 percent of the total

mileage. These short-line systems which averaged

only 60 miles of line, employed about 1 1 percent of

the labour force and contributed 8 percent of total

railway revenues.
23

It is still unclear whether the general interest in

environmental issues will translate into a renewed

emphasis on railway services for freight and pas-

sengers. A re-examination ofhidden subsidies in all

modes of transport could aid railways in competing

for more types of longer distance traffic.

LINES VULNERABLETOCLOSURE INTHE
1990s

The process of network abandonment in Ontario is

by no means completed. In 1991, further CN aban-

donments authorized by the National Transportation

Agency included: Lindsay-Stouffville (46 miles),

Nepean-Amprior (27 miles) and Listowel-Win-

gham (29 miles).
24

Early in 1992, the Richmond-

Smiths Falls line (21 miles) was ordered abandoned

by the NTA 25
With the abandonment of this sec-

tion, very little now remains of the former Canadian

Northern line from Toronto to Ottawa. A decision

on the abandonment of the Uhthoff-Midland (CN)

line is also pending. The closing of this line, with

the associated CP spur lines,would complete the

removal of the railway links to the great early twen-

tieth-century grain elevator complexes in Mid-

land/Victoria Harbour (Figure 3.4).

The viability of railway lines depends very much
on the profitability of freight services. Many of the

surviving branches and sections ofold main lines are

often very dependent on a single customer. The line

from Trenton Junction to Picton, for example, is

almost wholly supported by traffic from the Lake

Ontario Cement plant at Picton. Dependence on the

mineral traffic of a single customer can not only

undermine the viability ofa line, buta whole system.

The end of iron ore traffic to Hamilton (Dofasco)

has had serious financial implications for Ontario

Northland and the Algoma Central system is closely

attached to the future of Algoma Steel.

On a broader scale, shifts in long distance traffic

and changing corporate strategies may affect the

future of some trunk lines. Uncertainties around the

grain trade and changes in coal costs affect the future

of the north western trunk lines to Thunder Bay. The

development of new transborder strategies of CN
and CP may have effects on the survival of some of

the transcontinental lines if traffic is routed via

Chicago rather than north of Lake Superior.

Figure 6.4 illustrates some of the lines vulnerable

to closure in the 1990s. Substantial mileages are

involved in both regions of the province and all

types of line are included: branches, main lines, and

trunk lines. In the north, the Algoma Central system

is specially vulnerable, as is the CP branch from

Sudbury to Sault Ste. Marie. The old Canadian

Northern line from Sudbury to Ottawa seems to be

approaching redundancy and there have been sug-

gestions that CN might share trackage rights with

CP in the Ottawa Valley.

In the south, the most vulnerable lines seem to be

those providing the links between the Detroit and

Niagara frontiers along the north shore ofLake Erie.

Both CN and CP probably have sufficient track

capacity on the trunk lines via London and Hamil-

ton. The reduction of the former Canada Southern

line (jointly owned by CN/CP since 1985) from

double to single track is, perhaps, an indication of

the future of this line. It is difficult to see how two

lines in this zone can survive very much longer.

Many of the other remaining lines in southern On-

tario depend on a limited base of customer or on

continued subsidies. Some, such as the Stratford-

Palmerston-Owen Sound line (CN), may have a

future as independent short-line railways.

Overall data on vulnerable lines are tabulated in

Table 6. 1 . Unlike earlier phases ofnetwork contrac-

tion, northern lines are vulnerable to abandonment.
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Figure 6.4 Ontario: Lines Vulnerable to Closure 1991—

If all the vulnerable lines were to be abandoned, the

network would be reduced by a further 27.7 percent.

This would leave a network ofabout 5,980 miles by

the end of the decade.

HIGH SPEED PASSENGER TRAINS?

The success of the TGV (Train & grande vitesse)

services between Paris and Lyons, begun in 1981

and subsequently extended to other routes, caught

the attention of engineers and business travellers

elsewhere. Journey times for the 426 km (265

miles) Paris-Lyons route were reduced from 4 hours

in 1980, to 2 hours 40 minutes in 1981 and 2 hours

in 1983. Bombardier Inc. acquired the North

American rights to theTGV technology in 1987 and

became an active proponent of high speed corridor

services.

A joint Ontario-Quebec Task force to examine the

ideas of improved high-speed rail services was es-

tablished in June 1991. Two proposals were

brought to the attention of the Task Force.

Bombardier’s proposal involved the building ofnew
track to support the operation of300km/h (186 mph)

TGV trains between Quebec City and Toronto. The

total capital cost is estimated at $5.3 billion,ofwhich

$1.6 billion would be contributed by the federal and

provincial governments A rival proposal was

presented by ABB (Asea Brown Boveri, the

Swedish-Swiss multinational electrical engineering

Firm). ABB’s proposal for the operation of 285

km/h trains was estimated to cost $3 billion. In

contrast to the TGV trains, the ABB electric train
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TABLE 6.1 Lines Vulnerable to Closure in 1990s

MILES OF LINE

CN CP Other Total

‘North’ 346.6 261.6 352.0 960.2

‘South’ 923.1 320.5 85.0 1,328.6

Ontario 1,269.7 582.1 437.0 2,288.8

Source: Calculated from Ministry of Transportation, Base Maps ofRailways in Southern Ontario, Northern Ontario, Revised June

1989. For definition of North and South see Table 1.3.

TABLE 6.2 Comparison of Intercity Corridors

Corridor Length Approx, population Population/

(miles) (millions) linear mile

Windsor-Quebec City 715 10 14,000

Montreal-Toronto 325 6 18,000

Washington DC-Boston 450 45 100,000

Osaka-Tokyo
8

370 35 95,000

London-Manchester 200 20 100,000

Note:

a An earlier form of high-speed service, the “Bullet train” was introduced on this route in 1964

Source: Canadian Transport Commission, Research Branch, Intercity Passenger Transport Study (Ottawa: Information Canada,

1970), p.l.

technology could use existing tracks which would

be improved for high speed operations.
27

Since the task force report appeared, more study

groups have been formed and the special technology

lobbyists have been at work. A House ofCommons
committee examined proposals, toured various

European high speed rail routes,and reported in

March 1992. While cautious,the committee’s

report did not recommend against further studies.

Two months later tenders were called for proposals

to investigate such tasks as: market data gathering;

technology assessment, operations strategy and

costing; preliminary routing assessment and cost-
• 29
ing.

While the technology is clearly established:

The major unanswered question about high

speed rail is its economic viability, given the

population density in Canada’s corridors

and the up-front investments that are in-

volved.

30

A report 20 years earlier had examined the

population of the Windsor-Quebec City in com-

parison with other main-street corridors in other

parts of the world. The report noted that the

Canadian corridor had a very low ratio of population

per linear mile in comparison with the others (Table

6.2); consequently congestion and travel restraints

were not a problem. Even in the late 1960s the

viability of conventional passenger trains in the

corridor was a serious issue, especially in financial

terms. The situation has not changed significantly

since that time.
31

Most commentators have urged

caution, sometimes even outright rejection of all

proposals for high speed trains. The capital cost is

regarded as being too high, competition from other

modes in the low density corridor is very strong and

it would seem unlikely that the line could operate

without continuing subsidies.
32 An Australian
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project to develop a high-speed train service linking

Sydney with Canberra and Melbourne (ap-

proximately 450 miles and 7-8 million population)

was cancelled when the government decided against

providing special tax treatment.
33

Given the conceptual nature of the proposals at the

present time, possible routes forhigh- speed services

have been rather speculative. Since a segregated

track is required, given the high speeds, any line

would have to be free from freight trains. One
possibility raised by the president of CN would be

the merger of tracks between Toronto and

Montreal?
4 CP freight trains would use the CN

double-track route, and high-speed trains could use

the CP line to Smiths Falls and thence to Ottawa via

theCN Richmond line and on the Montreal over the

abandoned CP right-of-way. Regardless of the

high-speed train proposals, the railway companies

may well seek to reduce operating costs by merging

trackage rights. One implication of this would be

further reduction in the railway network.

In the light ofexisting railway problems and finan-

ces, the proposals for high-speed trains have an air

of unreality about them. While such railways have

been successful in France it is difficult to see how
they could ever be truly viable in the Toronto-

Montreal corridor. Any efforts to subsidize such

lines would cause further profound distortions in

other aspects of the transportation system.

THE ONTARIO RAILWAY LIFE-CYCLE:
CONCLUSION

The 1990 Ontario railway network map (Figure 6.1)

is the result of a complex of processes working,

often awkwardly and sporadically.over the previous

70 years. Many causes underlie the shaping of the

pattern. At the beginning of the railway age, T.C.

Keefer had observed that “speed, economy,
regularity and convenience - an array of advantages

are combined in the Railway System.”
35

These

advantages were quickly achieved and remained

dominant characteristics of railways until the end of

World War I. From this time the advantages ofroad

transport, with its features of door-to-door delivery

without the cost and delays of classification yards

(Figure 1.4), became increasingly significant Rail-

way systems, with their heavy commitment to the

fixed trackway and other substantial overhead costs,

were unable to compete in many types of traffic.

The inflexibilities of railway transport in the face of

new forms of competition have been at the core of

the problem since the 1920s.

While the life-cycle model of network expansion

and contraction (Figure 1.1) provides a useful

framework for describing the spatial changes of

Ontario railways over time, it is really showing the

end of a complex of processes. Since traffic is the

core of all railway business, the life-cycle models of

traffic change (Figures 3.1 and 3.2) are critical to

understanding the changes in the network. Among
the major results of falling traffic were declining

profitability and overcapacity.
36

Once railway

companies appreciated that some forms of traffic

could never be recaptured or had become un-

profitable (as with most passenger services from the

1950s), their major strategy was to cutback on fixed

overheads and to prune the networks. Network

reduction has gradually resulted in a major retreat

from widespread systems with branches, mainlines

and trunk lines to a core of intercity trunk lines. As

Wellington remarked over a century ago:

The location of a railroad is giving it its

constitution. It may be sick, almost unto

death, with accidents of construction and

management, but with agood constitution it

will ultimately recover?

Most of the railway effort since 1920 has been the

search for viable and profitable networks in the face

of rapid change and very heavy competition from

new modes of transport.

Shifts from one paradigm to another are always

much more complex that simple life-cycle models

might suggest. Similarly the time-scale ofre-adjust-

ment in the rail-road shift has been very much longer

than might have been expected. Within the overall

contraction phase of the life cycle there have been

temporary checks to overall decline. Railway traffic

on most lines rose to new peaks during World War
II. New technological innovations in the 1950s also

provided a temporary respite from contraction. Un-
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derstanding the more precise features of spatial

restructuring also depends on some appreciation of

corporate policies. Canadian Pacific, as a private

corporation, has been both more flexible and ruth-

less in its restructuring than its main competitor.

From the outset in 1881, Canadian Pacific began

with a clear mandate and developed a coherent

network. Canadian National, in contrast, began its

corporate existence with a heavy burden ofbankrupt

systems which had to be first welded into a coherent

organization (compare Figures 4.10 and 4.12). Sub-

sequent spatial restructuring of CN has often been

in conflict with fluctuating public policy which has

never been quite sure what it wanted from the na-

tionally-owned railway. Railway companies have

had a long and difficult struggle to change their

ethos from their early all-powerful monopoly posi-

tion to very different and more competitive situa-

tions. As Jack Simmons has remarked of British

railway companies:

It was only then, with the loss of their old

monopolies, that they began to consider

seriously the methods they might adopt to

explain themselves to their customers, to

those they were in danger of losing and to

those who remained. They had hardly begun

to measure this task before the first World

War. Their public relations were still

amateurish, imperfectly thought out and sel-

dom well aimed

?

Most mature organizations caught in the contract-

ing phase of a life-cycle have had to face similar

sorts of problems.

Unlike most industries, the long-term adjustment

problems of railways were often compounded by

public policies which affected practically every

aspect of their operations. Weaver’s life-cycle

phases (Table 3. 1 1) are helpful in gaining a general

sense of public policy development One important

point in his analysis is, that until the latest round of

deregulation in the 1980s, most policies were

designed or had the effect of delaying change rather

than accommodating or promoting change.
39

Delaying inevitable change may be more uncom-

fortable in the long term than expediting it. But most

governments, like the railway companies themsel-

ves, had difficulty in understanding and accepting

the shifting paradigms of land transportation.

If the growth of the Ontario network was not

planned, at least after the fairly rational network of

1871 (Figure 2.2), the contraction of the network has

certainly not been planned. The processes of service

reduction and then total abandonment have been

remarkably tortuous. It would certainly appear,

with all the benefits of hindsight, that there were

many lost opportunities with the Royal Commission

of 1931-32. This Commission which investigated

freight traffic, line by line, was in the best position

to have recommended some major network restruc-

turing and contraction. The Ottawa and Montreal-

Toronto “pool” trains and the legislation on branch

line abandonment were poor substitutes for major

changes. Given the contemporary power of railway

companies, unions and the powerful symbolism of

railways and nationhood, however, it is under-

standable that the government of the time took the

easy way out of the difficulties.

The overall spatial effects of network contraction

have been profound. Railway services have become

highly centralized in the past three decades as the

number of passenger stations and freight terminals

have been reduced. The total network has been

contracted in size (compare Figure 2.6 with Figure

6.1) and has changed significantly in its qualities.

Wallace’s typology of railway lines (Figure 1.3) has

been changed very dramatically with abandonment.

The traditional branch line has almost completely

disappeared, many mainlines have been

downgraded to long branches, and the bridge lines

have lost most of the past significance. Only a

limited number of trunk lines retain full viability as

freight carriers. The North American railways in the

1990s, with their reduced networks and limited

number of intermodal terminals, appear to have

joined the airlines in creating a hub-and-spoke sys-

tem. The surviving network of railways continues

to emphasize the importance of corridors in the

future development of spatial patterns in Ontario.

The focus of railways on a limited number of cor-

ridors tends to reinforce Whebell’s earlier

generalizations.
40

Railway construction in the

1850s was important in fixing much of the sub-

sequent spatial pattern in southern Ontario. Modem
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highway development followed similar corridors

and railway contraction from the 1950s has brought

a reversion to the original trunk routes.

Railway retreat, especially in the pasttwo decades,

has lefta considerable amount ofredundant space in

urban areas and more generally in the landscape.

Many of the old structures have been demolished

and the older rights-of-way have begun to disappear

as features in the landscape. In an era of rapid

change the longevity of some of the surviving rail-

way structures is quite remarkable. The builders of

the Grand Trunk stations and viaducts would be

surprised to see that so many of their structures have

remained.

The role of railways in the creation and later

abandonment ofplaces is also reflected in names on

maps. A survey of the 1:250,000 southern Ontario

map series published by the Ministry ofTransporta-

tion in the 1980s showed that there were 98 places

with a railway suffix. In addition to the common
“station” suffix, there were several “sidings”,

“crossings”, “junctions” and even a “switch”. Most

of these names were a result of new lines in the

1870s and 1880s which by-passed existing settle-

ments or created new places. On the Kingston &
Pembroke line, for example, a series of new places

were established in North Frontenac: Clarendon Sta-

tion, Mississippi Station and Snow Road Station.

When Canadian Pacific built its extension line from

Woodstock to Windsor in the late 1880s, the route

was sited at least two miles from existing towns.

Consequently some new settlements. North Appin

Station, North Glencoe Station, Newbury Station

and Bothwell Station, were established. None of

these small settlements have any direct railway ser-

vice although the line still operates. Most of the 41

places with railway suffixes were abandoned in the

1970s and 1980s. A few, however, lost their tracks

60 or more years ago but the names survive.
41

The
survival of the place name reflects something of the

earlier power of railways. While the “Junction” in

West Toronto is still an active place for rail move-

ments and the name is still widely used, it seems

doubtful whether the name Wingham Junction (on

the Toronto, Grey & Bruce, abandoned in 1988) will

remain for very long.

While much diminished from their past

dominance, railways still have value in long- dis-

tance transportation. John Bright’s comment, made

more than a century ago in a different setting, still

has a point:

Railways have rendered more services, and

have received less gratitude than any other

institution in the land
42

Now that the monopoly power of railway com-

panies has disappeared, it may be possible to recog-

nize the significance of their past in a more

comprehensive manner. The process of readjust-

ment from all-purpose carriers to specialist bulk

movers is by no means concluded, as railway com-

panies continued to seek improved methods of

seamless transportation to break the cost barriers of

distance.
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Appendix 1

Railway Lines Abandoned in Ontario
1923-1990

The table shows the general sequence of line abandonment in three stages. As noted already in the text,

the process of abandonment was complex and often took decades to accomplish.

Year:

Railway:

Location:

Track Miles:

Original Railway:

Year opened:

Source:

The year of formal abandonment. Track removal may have taken place immediately or

in subsequent years.

The railway company owning the line at the time of abandonment

Points (often stations) between which abandonment took place. In official records, the

railway subdivision name and mile posts are noted.

As estimated or listed in official records.

The abbreviations are listed at the end of the table. Some lines went through a complex

metamorphosis of corporate titles.

Generally this is the year of completion/formal opening as given in the available sources.

See: E.&.G. Bloomfield, Urban Growth andLocal Services: theDevelopment ofOntario

Municipalities to 1981 (Guelph: University of Guelph, Department of Geography,

Occasional Paper No. 3, 1983), Chapter 4.

The basic list was developed from the following sources:

E Ecologistics Ltd., Alternative Uses for Abandoned Railway Rights-of-Way

(Waterloo: 1990) ppl35-142.

MTO Ontario Ministry of Transportation, Rail Office, List of Railways Abandoned
1970-1989.

DBS Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Changes in Single Track Mileage operated by

SteamRailwaysin Canada 1924-1951 (Cat. No. 52-D-20); Railway Transport

Part in 1952-1970 (Cat. No. 52-209).

NTA National Transportation Agency, Annual Report; Annual Review 1988-1990.

Earlier abandonments are noted in the Aiinual Reports of the Canadian

Transport Commission.

O Other as specified:

1 N.&H.Mika,fte//ew7/e: Portrait ofa City (Belleville: Mika, 1983), p.153.

2 Dog River Jet was near Ellis, in Conmee Township, Thunder Bay District

on the Sioux Lookout-Fort William line. This temporary line to Midway
was built to serve the Nipigon Power Development See: Hydro-Electric

PowerCommission ofOntario,AnnualReport 1918, Sessional Papers No.

49,1919, p.276-277.

3 D.M. Wilson, The Ontario & Quebec Railway (Belleville: Mika, 1984),

p.255.

4 V. Lauriston, Lambton’s Hundred Years (Sarnia: 1949), p.275.

5 Bladen (1933), p.71 notes that the line was built by J.R. Booth & Co. for

lumber traffic only.

While every effort has been made to include all abandonments, inevitably the list must contain some
omissions and errors.
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Year Railway Location Track

Miles

Original

Rly

Year

Opened

Source

1923 CN
Abandonment Stage I: 1923-1943

Brighton-Cobourg c.22.0 CNO 1913 O 1

1924 CN Dog River Jet-Midway 29.1 CNR 1918 DES/O2

1925 CN Rennac-Cobourg 7.5 CNO 1913 DBS
1926 CN Todmorden-Greenbum 18.3 CNO 1913 DBS
1927 CN Limoges-Clarence Creek c.12.0 CAR 1895 E
1927 CN Omemee-Millbrook 15.6 PHL 1857 E/DBS
1928 CN Stouffville-Zephyr 16.6 TWR 1873 E/DBS

1931 CN Napanee-Trenton 24.6 CNO 1913 DBS
1931 CP Turbine-McKerrow 12.9 AER 1914 DBS
1932 CN Paris-St George 4.9 GWR 1853 DBS
1932 CP Melville Jct-Bolton Jet 19.1 TGB 1872 E/DBS

1932 CP Buiketon-Jct-Lindsay Jet 21.0 CPR 1904 E/O
3

1933 CN Cache Lake-Algonquin Park 0.3 CAR 1893 DBS
1933 CN Alvinston-Souterville 6.7 GTR 1893 DBS
1935 CN Tweed-Bannockburn 18.5 BOQ 1904 E/DBS
1935 CN Jarvis-Port Dover 9.0 HNW 1878 E
1936 CN Tavistock-Hickson 6.3 PDL 1876 E
1936 CN Rockland-Clarence Creek 4.4 CAR 1895 DBS
1936 CN Manilla Jet-Port Perry 13.0 WPP 1876 E/DBS
1936 CN North Oshawa-Greenbum 9.4 CNO 1913 DBS
1936 CN Rennac-North Oshawa 32.5 CNO 1913 DBS
1936 CP O’Donnell-Turbine 16.6 AER 1914 DBS
1937 CP Orillia-Lindsay 41.6 CPR 1910 E/DBS

1938 CN Twin Cities-Mackies 33.6 CNO 1893 DBS
1939 CN Ottawa-Hawkesbury 55.3 CNO 1909 E/DBS

1939 CP Linwood-Listowel 16.5 CPR 1907 E/DBS

1940 CN Alvinston-Kingscourt c.9.0 GTR 1893 O4

1940 CN Two Rivers-Cache Lake 4.1 GTR 1897 DBS
1940 CP O’Donnell-Gertrude 2.9 AER 1900 DBS
1941 CN Marmora-Cordova Mines 6.2 COR 1896 E/DBS

1941 CN Yarker-Tweed 33.9 BOQ 1889 E/DBS

1941 CN Clinton-Wingham Jet 22.9 GWR 1875 E/DBS

1941 CN Port Perry-Whitby 17.3 WPP 1871 E/DBS

1941 CP Mando-Pt. Fortune 6.8 M&O 1898 DBS
1941 CSR Chippawa-Fort Erie 10.2 E&O 1863 E/DBS

1951 CN
AbandonmentStage II: 1944-1966

Millbrook-Port Hope 14.6 PHL 1857 DBS
1952 CN Ottawa-Bells Comers 10.4 CAR 1884 E/DBS

1952 CN Lye Jet-Westport 40.5 BWN 1888 E/DBS

1955 CN Creemore-Alliston 17.7 HNW 1878 E/DBS

1955 CN Palding-ScotiaJct 41.1 CAR 1897 E/DBS

1958 O&NY Ottawa-Comwall 58.0 ONY 1900 E/DBS

1959 CN Kearney-Algonquin Park 38.3 CAR 1897 DBS
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Year Railway Location Track

Miles

Original

Rly

Year

Opened

Source

1960 CN Howland-York River 51.0 IBO 1887-1910 E/DBS

1960 CN Collingwood-Creemore 16.2 HNW 1878 E/DBS

1960 CSR Courtright-St Clair Jet 62.3 CSR 1872 E/DBS

1960 CSR Oil City-Eddys 5.3 CSR 1884 DBS
1960 CSR Petrolia-Petrolia Jet 5.8 CSR 1878 DBS
1961 CN Pembroke-Golden Lake 20.2 CAR 1899 E/DBS

1961 CN Parkway-Gait 7.0 GTR 1871 DBS
1961 CP Lindsay-Bobcaygeon 14.4 CPR 1904 E/DBS

1961 CSR Chippawa-Niagara-on-the-Lake 10.5 E&O 1854 E/DBS

1962 CN Hanisbiirg-St George 2.0 GWR 1854 DBS
1962 CP Calabogie-Snow Road 26.7 K&P 1875 E/DBS

1962 CP Simcoe-Pt Dover 6.3 LEN 1915 DBS
1963 CN Burgessville-Otterville 6.2 PDL 1876 E
1963 CN Beaverton-Atherley 15.8 MRC 1872 E/DBS
1964 CN Millbrook-Peteiborough 10.0 PHL 1858 E/DBS
1964 CP Sharbot Lake-Tichbome 8.0 K&P 1875 E/DBS
1965 CN Cannington-Coboconk 22.6 TNR 1872 E/DBS
1965 CN Bessemer Jct-Childs Mine 7.0 COR 1904 E
1965 CN Wallace-Lake St Peter 7.7 COR 1911 E/DBS
1965 CN Port Rowan-Simcoe 16.9 PDL 1888 E/DBS
1965 CN Alvinston Subdivision 10.5 GTR 1893 DBS
1965 CN Paris-Harrisburg c.9.0 GWR 1854 E
1965 CP Brantford-Waterford 15.9 LEN 1915 E/DBS
1966 CN Woodstock-Hickson 8.8 PDL 1876 DBS
1966 CN Lindsay-Beaverton 22.5 MRC 1871 E/DBS
1966 CN Otterville-Simcoe 15.9 PDL 1876 DBS
1966 CN Coe Hill-Ormsby Jet c.7.0 COR 1884 E
1966 CP Snow Road-Sharbot Lake 14.6 K&P 1875 E/DBS
1967 CP Ottawa W.-Bells Jet 6.5 CCR 1870 O3

AbandonmentStage III: 1967-1990

1970 CP Douglas-Eganville 9.4 A&NW 1898 E/MTO
1971 CN Toronto-Belt Line 0.2 GTR 1892/3 E/MTO
1971 CP Glen Tay-Tweed 60.9 O&Q 1884 E/MTO
1972 CN Nipissing Jct-Nosbonsing 5.5 - 1889 E/O

5

1972 PC Chippawa 0.3 E&O 1854 E/MTO
1974 CO Erieau-Blenheim Jet 8.0 E&H 1883 E/MTO
1975 CN Depot Harbour-Hwy 69 11.3 CAR 1897 E
1975 CN Scotia Jet-Whitney 67.2 CAR 1897 E
1975 CN Georgetown-Cheltenham 7.4 HNW 1877 E/MTO
1975 CN North Colwell-Penetang 15.3 NRC 1878 E/MTO
1975 CN Pickering Town Spur 0.8 GTR - E/MTO
1975 CN North Colwell-Elmvale 6.8 NRC 1878 E/MTO
1977 CP Renfrew-Calabogie 12.8 K&P 1875 E/MTO
1977 CP Coldwater-Port McNicoll 10.3 CPR 1910 E/MTO
1979 CN Zephyr-Sutton 8.9 TNR 1873 E/MTO
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Year Railway Location Track

Miles

Original

Rly

Year

Opened

Source

1980 CN Park Head-Wiarton 9.5 GTR 1882 E/MTO
1980 CP Payne-Douglas 9.5 A&NW 1898 E/MTO
1981 CN Lindsay-Halibuiton 55.0 VR 1878 E/MTO
1981 CN Paris-Tavistock 19.2 BLH 1857 E/MTO
1982 CN Marmora-Lake St Peter 79.1 COR 1910 E/MTO
1982 CN St Thomas-Port Stanley 6.6 LPS 1856 E/MTO
1982 CN Lucan-Samia Jet 19.4 GTR 1859 E/MTO
1982 CP Turner-Little Current 0.8 AER 1914 E/MTO
1983 CN Port Elgin-Southampton 4.1 WGB 1872 E/MTO
1983 CN Wingham-Kincardine 27.5 WGB 1874 E/MTO
1983 CN Fergus-Palmerston 25.0 WGB 1871 E/MTO
1983 CN Whites Jct-Durham 25.7 GBW 1880 E/MTO
1983 CN Renfrew Jet-Whitney 90.3 CAR 1897 E/MTO
1983 CP Saugeen Jct-Walkerton 37.3 TGB 1908 MTO
1984 CN Richmond-Strathcona 64.3 CNO 1913 MTO
1984 CN Madoc-Actinolite 7.0 MRC 1883 E
1984 CN Cheltenham-Beeton 24.9 HNW 1877 E/MTO
1984 CN Fergus Town Spur 1.1 WGB 1871 E/MTO
1984 CN Madoc Jct-Madoc 15.2 GJR 1880 E/MTO
1985 CN Glen Miller-Marmora 25.3 COR 1884 E/MTO
1985 CN Fort Erie-Port Colbome 15.6 BLH 1854 E/MTO
1985 CN Port Colboume-Caledonia 37.4 BLH 1855 E/MTO
1985 CN Collingwood-Meaford 17.6 NRC 1872 E/MTO
1985 CP Dundas 1.3 THB 1870s E/MTO
1985 CP Orillia-Uhthoff 7.3 CPR 1910 E
1986 CP Creighton 0.5 CPR 1887 MTO
1986 CN Blackwater Jct-Woodville 12.6 TNR 1871 E/MTO
1986 CN Lynden Jet-Gait 12.9 GWR 1854 E/MTO
1986 CN North Colwell-Hendrie 9.6 NRC 1878 E
1986 CN Pagwa-Nakina 62.9 NTR 1913 E/MTO
1986 CN Pagwa-Calstock 54.8 NTR 1913 E/MTO
1986 CN Forest-Parkhill 17.8 GTR 1858 E/MTO
1986 CN Napanee-Deseronto 4.9 BOQ 1903 E/NTA
1986 CN Port Dover-Simcoe 7.2 PDL 1876 MTO
1986 CP Rigaud-Ottawa 65.7 M&O 1898 E/MTO
1987 CP Tichbome-Kingston 35.8 K&P 1875 E/MTO
1987 CN Peterborough-Corbyville 57.2 GJR 1880 E/MTO
1987 CN Stratford-Tavistock 7.6 BLH 1857 E/MTO
1987 CN Burford-Tillsonburg 21.6 GWR 1878 E/MTO
1987 CP Kingston 0.2 K&P 1875 E
1987 CP Ingersoll N.-Zorra Stn 4.3 CPR 1913 E/MTO
1987 CP Dranoel-Lindsay 20.0 CPR 1910 E/MTO
1988 CN Tillsonburg-Port Burwell 15.0 TLE 1904 E/MTO
1988 CN Ilderton-Centralia 14.2 GWR 1876 E/MTO
1988 CN Guelph-Fergus 14.6 WGB 1870 E/MTO
1988 CP Carrol Jet-Bruce Lake 66.2 CNR 1969 E/MTO
1988 CP Dundas 2.7 THB 1870s E/MTO
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Miles

Original

Rly
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1988 CP Tweed-Blairton 28.9 O&Q 1884 E/MTO
1988 CP Fraxa Jct-Teeswater 67.9 TGB 1874 E/MTO
1988 CP Cataract-Elora 29.5 CVR 1880 E/MTO
1988 CP St Marys 1.5 CPR 1913 E/MTO
1988 CSX West Lome-St Thomas 24.0 LEE 1894 E/MTO
1989 CN Hairiston Jct-Douglas Pt 59.6 WGB 1872 E/MTO
1989 CN Peterborough-Lindsay 21.9 GJR 1883 E/MTO
1989 CN Peterborough-Lakefield 9.5 MRC 1871 E/MTO
1989 CN Lucan-Parkhill 15.0 GTR 1858 E/MTO
1989 CN Amprior-Renfrew 16.6 CAR 1897 E/MTO
1989 CP Guelph-Goderich 77.2 CPR 1907 E/MTO
1989 CP Dundas-Brantford 20.0 THB 1895 E/MTO
1989 CP Brantford-Waterford 15.2 THB 1889 E/MTO
1989 CP Waterford-Simcoe 7.3 LEN 1915 E/MTO
1989 ONR S. Porcupine-Timmins 5.0 TNO 1912 E
1990 CN Nepean-Amprior 27.2 CAR 1893 NTA
1990 CN St Marys Jct-Lucan 15.5 GTR 1858 NTA
1990 CN Beeton-Barrie 23.9 HNW 1877 E/MTO
1990 CP Galt-Brantford 20.2 LEN 1915 E/MTO
1990 CP Nepean-Carleton Place 19.1 CCR 1870 NTA

Railway Abbreviations (Intermediate ownership shown in parenthesis)

AER Algoma Eastern Rly

ANW Atlantic & North Western Rly

BLH Buffalo & Lake Huron Rly (GTR)

BOQ Bay of Quinte Rly (CNO)

BWN Brockville, Westport and Northwestern Rly (CNO)

CAR Canada Atlantic Rly (GTR)

CCR Canada Central Rly

CNO Canadian Northern Rly

CNR Canadian National Rly

C&O Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad

COR Central Ontario Rly (CNO)

CPR Canadian Pacific Rly

CSR Canada Southern Rly

CSX CSX Corporation (successor to C&O)
CVR Credit Valley Rly

E&H Erie & Huron Rly (LEE)

E&O Erie & Ontario Rly

GBW Georgian Bay & Wellington Rly (GTR)

GTR Grand Trunk Rly
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GWR
HNW
IBO

K&P
LEE

LEN
LPS

M&O
MRC
NRC
NTR
O&Q
ONY
PC

PDL

PHL

PMR
TGB
THB
TLE

TNO
TNR
VR
WGB
WPP

Great Western Rly (GTR)

Hamilton & Northwestern Rly (GTR)

Irondale, Bancroft & Ottawa Rly (CNO)

Kingston & Pembroke Rly

Lake Erie, Essex & Detroit River Rly (PMR)

Lake Erie & Northern Rly

London & Port Stanley Rly

Montreal & Ottawa Rly

Midland Railway of Canada (GTR)

Northern Railway of Canada (GTR)

National Transcontinental Rly

Ottawa & Quebec Rly

Ottawa & New York Rly

Penn Central Railroad (successor to New York Central)

Port Dover & Lake Huron Rly (GTR)

Port Hope & Lindsay Rly (MRC, GTR)

Pere Marquette Rly

Toronto, Grey & Bruce Rly

Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo Rly

Tillsonburg, Lake Erie & Pacific Rly

Temiskaming & Northern Ontario Rly (later renamed Ontario Northland)

Toronto & Nipissing Rly (MRC, GTR)

Victoria Rly (MRC, GTR)

Wellington Grey & Bruce Rly (GWR.GTR)

Whitby & Port Perry Rly (MRC, GTR)
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Appendix 2

SOURCES FORTHEMAPS

Various map scales were used for the working

maps. The 1:1,000,000 National

Topographic Series published by the Canada Map
Office have been particularly helpful. For the

fmished provincial maps it was decided early in the

work to use the ‘distorted’ map base developed by

the Ministry ofMunicipal Affairs in the early 1980s.

This map is helpful in being able to show the whole

of the province without losing the details of the

south.

There is, scattered throughout many repositories,

a vast selection of railway maps which range from

the working plans of the first surveyors to the route

maps of later commercial publishers. While the

earlier maps tend to be almost overwhelming in the

amount of detail presented, present-day route maps

such as those published by Via Rail are strictly

diagrammatic. Constraints of time and space have

limited my choice of original maps to those which

were accessible, mostly in Guelph. In addition to

the usual maps, I have also been able to draw on the

University of Guelph Library’s resources of Goad

fire insurance plans and the material ofthe Canadian

Guide Collection.
1

Throughout the work, map research has been sup-

plemented by the printed record. Bladen’s studies

in the 1930s
2
provided details on the construction

phase ofthe life cycle while the annual reports of the

Dominion Bureau of Statistics and later compila-

tions of the Ontario Ministry of Transportation

presented the basic data on line abandonments.
3

Particular maps (in chronological order) which

have been helpful in the preparation of this study

include:

1.

Railway Map of Ontario, c. 1:1,500,000

(Chicago: Geo. F. Cramm, c. 1908).

2. Ontario: Resources and Railways, 1 :2,000,000

(Ottawa: Department of the Interior, Natural

Resources Intelligence Service, c. 1925).

3. Official RoadMaps ofOntario, c. 1 : 1 ,000,000

and county maps at 1:253,440 (Toronto:

Department of Highways, 1920s and 1930s).

4. Canadian National Railways System Map
(Montreal, 1936).

5. National Atlas of Canada (Ottawa, 1957 edi-

tion).

6. Ontario Economic Atlas (Toronto: University

of Toronto Press, 1969), Plates 85, 89, 90.

7. National Atlas ofCanada (Ottawa, 4th edition,

1974). The map of railways, p. 204, has valu-

able information to the end of 1971.

8. Ontario Task Force on Provincial Rail Policy,

Working Papers, Volume 1 (Toronto: 1980)

includes an excellent series of maps.

9. National Atlas ofCanada (Ottawa: 5th edition,

1984)

. Sheet 3 1 .2 on railways with research by

C. Andreae has details to the end of 1981.

10. Railway Map of Southern Ontario , c.

1:750,000 (Guelph: Clyde Publishing Co.,

1985) includes very useful details on the num-
ber of weekly services (passenger and freight)

on all lines operating in 1984).

11. Base Map of Railways in Ontario - Northern

and Southern Ontario Sheets. Revised to June

1989 (Toronto: Ministry of Transportation).

These maps, at various scales, include in some
versions the lines abandoned from the late

1930s.

NOTES:

1. G.T. Bloomfield, ‘Canadian fire insurance

plans and industrial archaeology,’ IA: The
Journal ofthe SocietyforIndustrialArchaeol-

ogy, 8(1), 1982, pp. 67-80.

G.T. Bloomfield,
'

The Shipper’s Bible: An
Introduction to the Canadian Guide
Collection’ (Guelph: University of Guelph,

Department of Geography, Occasional Papers

in Geography, No. 16, 1992).

2. M.L. Bladen, ‘Construction of railways in

Canada,’ Contributions to Canadian
Economics; 5, 1932, pp. 43-60; 7, 1934, pp.

61-107.

3. See Appendix 1.
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Fig. SOURCES CONSULTED
1 . 1 Data from sources noted in Table 1.1.

1.2 B JR. Mitchell and H.G. Jones, SecondAbstract

of British Historical Statistics (Cambridge:
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sociation of American Geographers, 48(3),

1958, 352-374.Data from mapsand timetables.

1.4 Railway transportation adapted from W.W.
Hay, An Introduction to Transportation En-

gineering (New York: Wiley, 1961), p. 296.

2. 1 Data derived from compilation of MJL. Bladen

(1932, 1934) and classified by schema ofWal-

lace (1958).

2.2 Data from J.M. and E. Trout, The Railways of

Canada (Toronto: Monetary Times, 1871,

Coles Reprint 1970).

2.3 Data compiled from M.L. Bladen (1932,

1934).

2.4 Data compiled from G.R. Stevens, Canadian

National (1960, 1973).

2.5 Data compiled from M.L. Bladen (1932,

1934).

2.6 Data compiled from M.L. Bladen (1932,

1934).

2.7-

2.9 Data from M.L. Bladen (1932, 1934), supple-

mented by G.R. Stevens (1960, 1973) andR.D.

Tennant, Canada Southern Country (Erin:

Boston Mills Press, 1991).

2.10 Basic data from Ji7
. Due (1966) and Annual

Report of Hydro Electric Power Commission
of Ontario 1916, p. 192 in Sessional Papers,

No. 48, 1917.

3.1-

3 .2 Compiled from data in Railway Statistics.

3.3 Annual Report of Dept of Public Highways

1925, Sessional Papers, No. 62, 1926, p. 165.

3.4 Basic data from: Dominion Bureau of Statis-

tics, Grain Trade ofCanada 1929 (Catalogue

No. 22-201); Board of Grain Commissioners,

Grain Elevators in Canada (Winnipeg).

3.5 Basic data from Andreae (1990); supple-

mented by Wilgus (1937) and original maps in

the Royal Commission Report 1931-32.

4.1 Compiled from data in Dominion Bureau of

Statistics, Changes in Single Track Mileage
Operatedby SteamRailways in Canada, 1924-

1951, (Cat. No. 52-D-20); Railway Transport

Part III, 1952-1970 (Cat. No. 52-209).

4.2 Annual Reports, Dept of Public Highways
1919-1922.

4.3 Annual Reports, Department of Public High-

ways and Department of Northern Develop-

ment; Provincial Highways Map 1931-32.

4.4 Annual Reports, Dept, of Highways 1941-43.

4.5 See: Appendix 1.

4.6 Data from J.F. Due (1966).

4.7 Annual Reports and Highway Maps, Ministry

of Transportation, Department of Highways.

4.8 See: Appendix 1.

4.9 See: Appendix 1.

4.10-

4.15 Company reports; system maps; Appendix 1.

5.1 Derived from Figures 4.5, 4.8, 4.9.

5.2 Compiled from Table 5.1, Appendix 1 and

tables in Bloomfield and Bloomfield, Urban
Growth and Local Services (1983).

5.3 Data from railway maps of period and Bloom-

field and Bloomfield (1983).

5.4 1950 - adapted from P. Bowers, Two Divisions

to Bluewater: The Story of the CNR to the

Bruce (Erin: Boston Mills Press, 1983), pp.

134-135; supplemented by Goad Fire In-

surance Plan of 1914. 1990 - field work.

5.5 1964 - based on NTS 1:25,000 maps and air

photos; 1990 - based on contemporary street

maps and field work.

5.6 Based on railway maps and 1925 edition of

1:63,360 NTS map, Sheet 31G/5. Plate 100

‘Land Use in Ottawa 1955,’ National Atlas of

Canada (1957) had some useful details.

5.7 Based on National Capital Commission
1 :25,000 map (1982) supplemented with notes

from Ecologists Ltd., Alternative Uses of
Abandoned Railway Rights-of-Way: An Over-

view (November 1990).

6. 1 Ministry of Transportation, Base Map of Rail-

ways 1989, company information.

6.2 GO Transit timetables and route diagram.

6.3 Canadian Railways/Chemin de fer canadien

map, 1st edition. Montreal: Railway Associa-

tion of Canada, 1991; Company reports.

6.4 Based on Ministry of Transportation 1989

maps showing line abandonments, subsidized

lines, lines vulnerable to closure.
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Appendix 3
Rai way Mileage in Ontario 1 906- 1 989

Total Miles Change

Year ending 30June

1906 7,338.9 -

1907 7,637.9 299.0

1908 7,932.9 295.0

1909 8,229.1 296.2

1910 8,230.2 1.1

1911 8,321.7 91.5

1912 8,545.5 223.8

1913 8,999.7 454.2

1914 9,255.0 255.3

1915 10,269.7 1,014.7

1916 11,052.7 783.0

1917 10,987.1 -65.6

1918 10,994.9 7.8

1919 10,999.8 4.9

Year ending 31 December

1919 10,987.4 -12.4

1920 11,001.1 13.7

1921 10,976.4 -24.7

1922 10,940.4 -36.0

1923 10,956.4 16.1

1924 10,947.4 -9.1

1925 10,907.7 -39.7

1926 10,869.1 -38.6

1927 10,833.9 -35.2

1928 10,866.0 32.1

1929 10,871.4 5.4

1930 10,937.7 66.2

1931 10,904.7 -33.0

1932 10,907.2 2.5

1933 10,879.6 -27.6

1934 10,841.9 -37.7

1935 10,821.0 -20.9

1936 10,746.0 -75.0

1937 10,692.4 -53.6

1938 10,656.7 -35.7

1939 10,569.5 -87.2
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Miles Change

1940 10,562.3 -7.2

1941 10,476.3 -86.0

1942 10,479.9 3.6

1943 10,480.7 0.8

1944 10,479.0 -1.7

1945 10,480.0 1.0

1946 10,464,0 -16.0

1947 10,464.0 —

1948 10,464.0 —

1949 10,462.0 -2.0

1950 10,458.0 -4.0

1951 10,439.8 -18.2

1952 10,383.7 -56.1

1953 10,385.6 1.9

1954 10,378.2 -7.4

1955 10,375.2 -3.0

1956 10,516.9 141.7
1

1957 10,513.5 -3.4

1958 10,466.6 -46.9

1959 10,421.0 -45.9

1960 10,245.2 -175.8

1961 10,188.5 -56.7

1962 10,136.8 -51.7

1963 10,116.5 -20.3

1964 10,073.0 -43.5

1965 9,949.9 -123.1

1966 9,964.8 14.9

1967 9,979.3 14.5

1968 10,045.5 66.2
2

1969 10,045.4 -0.1

1970 10,038.2 -7.2

1971 9,935.9 -102.3

1972 9,876.2 -59.7

1973 9,875.9 -0.3

1974 9,847.3 -28.6

1975 9,811.2 -36.1

1976 9,806.6 -4.6

1977 9,756.1 -50.5

1978 9,756.1 -

1979 9,789.4 33.3
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Appendix 3 Railway Mileage in Ontario 1906-1989

Miles Change

1980 9,632.5 -156.9

1981 9,548.5 -84.0

1982 9,246.

1

3
-302.4

1983 9,285.6 39.5

1984 9,348.2 62.6

1985 8,260.4 -1,078.8

1986 8,550.0 289.6

1987 8,550.0 —
1988 8,415.2 -134.8

1989 8,399.1 -16.1

Notes

1 Increase due to inclusion of fornier electric interurban lines in the statistics. From
1922 to 1955 these lines were classified separately.

2. The mileage change coincides exactly with the CN Bruce Lake mineral branch.

Most sources give 1969 as the year of opening.

3 From 1982 the original data were in kilometres. These were ccmverted to miles by

the standard factor of 0.621371.

Source

Dominion Bureau of Statistics and Statistics Canada, Railway Statistics: 1906-1957 (Cat.

No 52-207); 1952-1981 (Cat. No 52-209); 1982- (Cat. No 52-215).

The data for the earlier years seem very thorough and reliable; those for the 1980s appear to

be erratic and unconvincing.
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